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Catalogue #18 returns to our specialties of the American West including the Grand Canyon and the Colorado River, Western Americana and Native Americana. We’re also featuring books by and from the library of Wallace Stegner along with over 60 items of exciting
Americana Books and Ephemera. Smaller collections of Mormon History, Literature,
Signed Mountaineering, Pocket Maps, Sheet Music and the ever-present Miscellaneous
are included.
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andy@backofbeyondbooks.com
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Highlights include a one-of-a-kind archive on the study of John Wesley Powell’s brain, a
rare signed copy of Clyde Kluckhohn’s Beyond the Rainbow, and a fabulous collection of
lantern slides from the 1923 Birdseye Survey of the Colorado River. From the family of
Wallace Stegner, we offer 7 research volumes used by Stegner while researching Beyond
the Hundredth Meridian, plus a selection of titles from his personal library. Our Western
Americana collection includes a wonderfully folky manuscript letter from a miner/poet/
artist prospecting in Nevada in 1907, a super-rare Colorado Midland broadside discovered
inside the wall of an Aspen, CO restaurant in 1969, several Jose Posada broadsides from
Mexico and the hard-to-find Handbook to Arizona by Hinton with map. The rare Colorado imprint by Dawson and Skiff on the Ute War lead the Native Americana section along
with a very nice John Hillers view of Zuni Pueblo.
Several unique Illinois imprints including the first 8 issues of the Illinois Monthly from
1830 kick off the Americana section, along with my favorite -- the 102” pennant shaped
chromolithographic poster advertising Samuel F. Cody’s tour of Europe in 1894. We also
present two fabulous Civil War manuscript diaries along with several Lincoln imprints.
While I’ve always derived pleasure from fine books and ephemera, I find myself lingering
with and enjoying books and art more so than ever in this new post-election world. To me,
these cultural artifacts are not only vital to our understanding of our history and culture,
but also provide a calming balm in an uncertain time; the perfect form of escape.
-Andy Nettell
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SECTION 1: COLORADO RIVER/PLATEAU & THE GRAND CANYON
1. ALESON, Harry L. To Ye River Rats (Invitation for Emery Kolb).
Boulder City, Nevada: 1945. First Edition. (22.5 x 5.5”). Scroll-style sheet printed on one side, with fold splits and dampstains, Good.
A remarkable invitation listing over 100 early Colorado river rats, from legendary river runner Harry LeRoy Aleson. "To Ye River Rats / You are cordially invited
by the undersigned river rat to a colored motion picture showing, entitled: Adventures of Colorado Up River Expedition / Time: February 16, 1945, 6: 00 P. M.
/ Place: Sierra Club Dinner (upstairs) 530 South Hill St. , Los Angeles / Fee: Your cafeteria dinner check only...." Mentions most of the invitees had run the San
Juan and Colorado Rivers during 1939-1945, and telling them to leave life preservers, hip boots, etc., at home. Lists many well-known river runners, including Bill
Wilson, Georgia White, Julius Stone, Otis Marston, Buzz Holmstrom, the Nevills, Randall Henderson, Don Harris, Barry Goldwater, William Bass, Charles Kelly,
and more. Emery Kolb's name is not on the list, but at the end is a handwritten note under Aleson's signature: "Emery K.: Wish we might have rivermen like you,
Ellsworth, + Lauzon with us at the dinner," referring to Ellsworth Kolb and Bert Lauzon. Aleson shot film footage on many trips. By the time of this movie event
in February, 1945 he had managed to uprun the Colorado from Boulder Dam to 217 Mile Rapid, on various trips starting in 1941. The next month, in March 1945,
he traveled upriver by motorboat from Lee's Ferry to Hite through Glen Canyon. A scarce item, no records of other copies of this invitation found.

$300
2. BELKNAP, Bill and Frances. Gunnar Widforss: Painter of the Grand Canyon.
Flagstaff, AZ: Northland Press,1969. Limited Edition, signed by both authors, numbered 9/100, with a printed sketch on the limitation
page by George Collins. Hardcover. (11 x 9.5”). 86 pp. Brown patterned paper boards, leather spine, gilt imprint, housed in matching
slipcase. Laid in are two pieces from the publisher, both illustrated in color: an order form and a catalog list for an exhibition of Widforss, Aug. 17 through Sept. 28, 1969 at the Museum of Northern Arizona in Flagstaff. Catalog has slight creases. Fine.
Swedish artist Gunnar Widforss (1890-1934) was best known for his watercolors of Grand Canyon and other national parks. Personal
remembrances and full-page color reproductions of his paintings illustrate photographs of the Canyon by Bill and Frances Belknap.

$575
3. BOULDER DAM ASSOCIATION. Story of a Great Government Project for the Conquest of the Colorado River.
L. A.: Boulder Dam Assoc., 1928. 8vo. 31 pp. Tan stapled wraps, brown imprint on front. Map tipped-in at rear, no tears. Very Good.
Propaganda in full-swing, “...this untamed river has been the natural enemy of man.” Includes folding map of the Colorado River Drainage Basin Below Green River, UT from 1925, listing 28 alternative dam sites within this drainage area. First time we've handled this item.

$175
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4. [BOULDER DAM].
Complete Boulder Dam Set. 10 Snapshots.
NV: Desert Souvenir Supply. Photographs (2.75 x 4”). In the original
cardstock folding case with some wear. Circa 1930s.
10 black and white snapshots of Boulder Dam and vicinity, including
the dam at night, Boulder City, and a scenic gorge shot.

$28

ASSOCIATION COPY, WITH UNIQUE ART DRAWN IN
6. DELLENBAUGH, Frederick.
Canyon Voyage: the Narrative of the Second Powell Expedition Down
the Green-Colorado River...in the Year 1871 and 1872.
NY: G. P. Putnam's, 1908. First Edition. Inscribed association copy, with interesting
and unique provenance and ephemera. 8vo. 277 pp. Brown pictorial hardcover in
a most unusual variation with hand coloration of the front design, signed by the
author Frederick Dellenbaugh. Base of spine has 1.5" tear which has been repaired.
Binding is tight, interior clean. Very Good.

Illustrated with many b&w photos and color map endpapers.

Dellenbaugh designed the cover with his initials in the lower corner, but we have
never seen his artwork as such on the front this copy. As an added bonus the book
includes a hand-colored chapter heading and a hand-colored photo of unknown
hand. On the front endpaper is the bookplate of the Authors Club Library, signed
by painter and travel writer George Wharton Edwards. Underneath is an undated
inscription: "To my dear friend James Howard Bridge with warm regards, F. S. Dellenbaugh." Bridge was the author of several books about Carnegie Steel Company
and, like Dellenbaugh, a member of the Author's Club of NY. On the front flyleaf
is another inscription: "What was a mere human life of two in the span of eternity. F.
S. Dellenbaugh, New York, April 10, 1915." An original silver gel photograph (3.25 x 4.25") affixed to the
first free endpaper, under which is written "From the
head of Bright Angel Canyon looking north across
the Grand Canyon of which Bright Angel is a tributary. Taken by F. S. D. In 1903. The total width here
is about 14 miles at the top and the depth is about
6000 ft. The Hotel Tovar is on the opposite rim dimly
seen in the photograph. F. S. Dellenbaugh Dec. 5th
1918." A unique, one-of-a-kind copy of this account
of Powell's second Colorado River expedition (187173), which the 17-year-old Dellenbaugh was artist
and assistant topographer. Farquhar 45.

$125

$650

5. BUTLER, Elias and Tom Myers. Grand Obsession: Harvey Butchart and the Exploration of the Grand Canyon.
Flagstaff, AZ: Puma Press, 2007. First Edition, First Printing. Personally inscribed on the title page by both authors to Colorado Plateau
booksellers Dan and Diane Cassidy, with their blind stamp also on
the title page. Laid in are two newspaper clippings about Butchart.
Hardcover. 8vo. 457 pp. Mylared dust jacket over black boards with gilt
imprint. Very Good in Very Good dust jacket.

SECTION 1: CO RIVER/PLATEAU & GRAND CANYON
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7. DELLENBAUGH, Frederick. [Frank Bond].
Canyon Voyage: the Narrative of the Second Powell Expedition Down the Green-Colorado River...in the Year 1871 and 1872.
New Haven: Yale, 1926. First Edition Thus. Signed by Dellenbaugh, additionally inscribed to Frank Bond with simple river dory sketch below. Hardcover. 8vo. 277
pp. Dark blue boards, gilt on spine. Sun fading to spine, front board’s top inch. Light bumps to corners, spine. Tight binding, clean interior. Complete. Very Good.
Frank Bond was with the Board on Geographic Names, a federal organization created in 1890 given "authority to resolve all unsettled questions concerning geographic names." They were also tasked with standardizing "all geographic names, including name changes and new names". As such, Bond is credited with naming
several Grand Canyon features including Arrowhead Terrace and Hawkins Butte. Bond also corresponded with National Park Service officials at Grand Canyon
regarding "eliminating the names of Oriental and other deities" from Canyon features. NPS officials disagreed with that suggestion because of the history associated with explorers that originally assigned the names. Dellenbaugh took issue with Powell's "official" report of the Colorado River Expeditions published in 1875.
Powell's version neglected the events of the 1871 expedition (merging both expeditions into one) which 17-year-old Frederick Dellenbaugh was on. Farquhar 45b.

$250
9. EDDY, Clyde.
Danger River: a Thrilling Account of a Life & Death Struggle
with the Rapids of the World's Most Dangerous River.

8. EDDY, Clyde. Clyde L. Eddy Journalist, Explorer and Lecturer.
NY, [1935]. Broadside (14.5 x 11”). On verso is a handwritten North Carolina
address for Eddy. Photo portrait with text, "Lee Kendrick presents Clyde L.
Eddy Journalist, Explorer and Lecturer / Leader of an Epochal Exploration
Expedition Through the Rapids of the Colorado River....If you like thrills
(and who doesn't? ) you'll find in both pictures and text an evening of gripping
climaxes! ...March 8th The Lyric 8: 30 P. M..." Worn edges, creasing, soil, halfinch tear, top left corner missing from cardboard, still Good.

London: Skeffington. First English Printing. Inscribed by Eddy with a penned
correction to title. Tipped in is a typed excerpt from an Otis Marston note
detailing the expeditions who preceded Eddy. Hardcover. Large 8vo. 288 pp.
Blue cloth, bright gold gilt on spine. Head and foot of spine pushed. Tight
binding, clean interior. Edges foxed. Jacket
lightly rubbed, chipping at edges, especially at
head and foot of spine. Very Good in Good
dust jacket.

A rare broadside for a lecture "Shooting the
Rapids of the Grand Canyon" by adventurer
Clyde Eddy. Clyde Eddy, famous for his 1927
expedition on the Colorado River, had published a book about it in 1929. Two 8.5 x 11"
facsimile sheets for the lecture series produced
by Lee Keedick are included and give dates of
a 1935-36 season for the lecture.

Rare to find in jacket. Complete with 15 pages of b&w photos. At this point in Colorado
River runner's lore, Eddy claimed to be the
only person to run the river in extreme high
and low water. He ran trips in 1927 and 1934.

$725

$375
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13. HELLMAN, Florence S. List of References on the Colorado River

10. FREEMAN, Lewis R. Down the Grand Canyon.

and its Tributaries with Supplementary List.

London: Heinemann, 1924. First English Printing. Signed by author. Hardcover. 8vo. 371 pp. Red cloth boards, gold titling. Corners and top and bottom of
spine are bumped. Edges of book are browned but pages are clean and binding
tight. Endpapers browned. Jacket is soiled, especially on spine with moderate
chipping. Price change reflected in hand-written pricing on front and spine (see
scan). Very Good in Good dust jacket. Freeman was a member of the 1923
Birdseye expedition.

Library of Congress, 1927. Hardcover. Oblong small 4to. 51 pp. 28 page mimeographed list (1926) followed by 23 page supplement a year later. Maroon
boards with gilt title on spine. Rubbing to head and foot of spine and corners;
light soiling. Looseness in the boards but binding is holding. Surplus Library
of Congress stamp on first endpaper. Good. Title page indicates this project
supplements a 1922 Riverside (CA) Public Library bibliography by Bertha L.
Walsworth. An odd little list with seemingly no rhyme nor reason but a potential treasure trove for the obscure Colorado River title, as many basic titles are
missed. 11 copies found in OCLC as of November 2016.

$135
11. GHIGLIERI, Michael P. Canyon (with Author's Galley Proof).

$225

Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1992. Inscribed copies of the hardcover
and the spiral-bound galley proof of the book, with corrections and signatures
of the author (nscriptions and signatures on the title pages). Hardcover. 8vo.
311 pp. Fine in Fine dust jacket (spiral-bound galley proof has light soil and
wear). "The ultimate book on whitewater rafting in Grand Canyon!" Difficult
to obtain in fine condition.

14. HIGGINS, C. A.; [et al].
Grand Canyon of Arizona: Being a Book of Words from Many
Pens, about the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River in Arizona.
Passenger Dept. of the Santa Fe Railroad, 1902. First Edition. This seems to be
a rare hardcover variant and does not contain wrappers bound in. A penciled
note on the front endpapers indicates that this edition was published for employees of the railroad. Hardcover (9.75 x 7.75”). 125 pp. Green cloth boards
have had heavily rubbed corners and spine expertly repaired. Bumped corners
and spine edges. Light soil on edges and endpapers. First few pages have repaired margin tears. Illustrations include many b&w photos, frontispiece, and
color map. A stub after the map shows a possible endpaper missing. Very Good.

$195
12. GILMORE, Charles W.
Fossil Footprints from the Grand Canyon (3 vols.).
Washington Smithsonian Institution, 1926-28. Softcover. 8vo. Complete set of
three vols., published 1926, 1927, and 1928. Vol. I: 41 pp (12 plates). Vol. II: 78
pp (21 plates). Vol. III: 16 pp (5 plates). Edgewear to wrappers, including chips
and light soil. Previous owner's name at vols. I and II, front tops. Very Good.
With 38 b&w photo plates of the tracks, and illustrations, including stratigraphic columns showing the fossils came from the Coconino Sandstone, Hermit
Shale, and Supai Formation. Charles W. Gilmore was Curator of Vertebrate
Paleontology at the U. S. Nat’l Museum.

C. A. Higgins was head of advertising for the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railroad and wrote many of its well-informed brochures before his death in
1900. A biographical brief of Higgins is the first entry, with his essay "The
Titan of Chasms" next. "Several of the articles were written especially for
this publication, namely, those by Powell, Lummis, Stanton, Hamlin Garland,
Thomas Moran; others are excerpts from books and magazine articles...An important essay on the geology is contributed by R. D. Salisbury." Farquhar 61a.

$125
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15. [HOPI HOUSE PAMPHLET].
Grand Canyon: Fred Harvey, [c. 1908]. Pamphlet. 32mo. Very Good.
Advertises Hopi House located on the south rim of the Grand Canyon. Designed by Mary Coulter. Hopi House opened in 1905 as a
market for Native American crafts, made by artisans on the site.
Coulter designed the structure in replica of structures on the Hopi
Mesa some 150 miles from the canyon.

$55

Regarding Leslie Allen Jones, creator of items 16 & 17, Herm Hoop's History of River Guides
on the Colorado River System notes: "Les Jones, of Heber City, UT, was an engineer and avid river
runner. Jones began running rivers at the age of eleven. He built a kayak, running most rivers
solo, and taking movies from a camera mounted on a football helmet (an early Go-Pro style
camera). By the early 1950's Les began taping USGS maps together and filling in the missing
contours. Les began using aerial photos, USGS maps and his own drawings and notes to trace
and draw detailed maps on a scroll paper strips 7-10 inches wide. The maps were not waterproof and faded in sunlight, so they had to be protected from water and sunlight. Later his
maps were copied onto waterproof mylar. Jones copied a river profile on the map above the
river segments, labeling rapids and features on both. The maps contained rapid ratings, drawings of major rapids, Powell and other historic river camps, historic inscriptions and other detailed information. Les' maps were some of the first maps to contain conservation messages."

16. JONES, Leslie Allen. Grand Canyon River Guide Scroll Map.
Midway, UT: Leslie Allen Jones, 1962. Map. Dark blue mimeographed text and map on waterproof mylar. 7”
wide paper scroll map is of unknown length when unrolled. In original plastic packaging with attached paper
instructions. Some edgewear, few small tears visible. Very Good.
Fascinating piece of river-running history! One of Jones's river scroll maps for the Grand Canyon. Jones also
produced maps for the Salmon, Wind River, Hell's Canyon, Lodore, Big Bend and other rivers.

$600
Item 16

17. JONES, Leslie Allen.
Lake Powell Scroll Map.
Bountiful, UT: Leslie A. Jones, 1964. Map.
Good (further condition notes below).
Rare paper copy of Les Jones' scroll map of
Lake Powell. Up until this map, all of Jones'
scroll maps were a convenient 7-10 inches wide,
mapping the linear course of a river, perfect for
storage in an ammo box and for display as you
rowed. But once Glen Canyon Dam began to
back up the Colorado River, Jones needed a
new format for a growing lake with hundreds
of side canyons, now filling with water. His
solution was neither practical nor popular but
fascinating and somewhat beautiful. 208” long
by 38.5” wide this blueprint type map has a
massive amount of detail, albeit somewhat difficult to read and handle. This copy suffered a
27” long closed tear (not through any text) now
repaired on the verso with archival tape.

$250
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TWO COPIES OF KLUCKHOHN’S ELUSIVE COLORADO PLATEAU HIGH POINT (ONE SIGNED, ONE IN JACKET)
Items 18 & 19: KLUCKHOHN, Clyde. Beyond the Rainbow.
Boston, MA: Christopher Publishing House, 1933. First Editions, First Printings. Hardcovers. 8vo. 271 pp. Farquhar #122.
Kluckhohn’s travels in Navajo and Hopi lands, before most of his formal ethnographic studies. Recounts the adventures and misadventreus of a group of undergraduates from Wisconsin and Oxford seeking a route to Wild Horse Mesa in southeastern Utah. Among the hardest to find of all Colorado Plateau books.
19. Black cloth boards have only light wear to edges and corners. Interior is
clean and free of markings but has odd 1/4 boxed stamp on endpaper. Illustrated endpapers. Mylar-wrapped dust jacket with several chips to spine and
corners and a creased to bottom edge. Very Good in Good dust jacket.

18. Custom 3/4 red leather binding over marbled paper. Includes a silk ribbon
bookmark. Interior is clean and free of markings. Illustrated endpapers and
cover of dust jacket bound in. Very Good book (with cover of dj bound in).
Signed to Mildred Baker who made 5 trips to Canyon Country throughout the
1930's creating elaborate scrapbooks (now at the Huntington) documenting
her adventures.

For years we assumed this book was published without a dust jacket but have
now seen two copies, including this one, in jackets.

Never have we seen a signed
copy of this elusive Colorado
Plateau highpoint. Florence
Huck joined Mildred Baker on
at least one of these trips (possibly with Kluckhohn too?)
and inscribed and designed a
beautiful calligraphic note on
the first free endpaper. Also
signed by the bookbinder John
Grabau, a noted bookbinder
and friend of Baker's. Baker
and Huck signed the register at
Rainbow bridge as the 1488th
and 1489th non-native to visit
this iconic Utah landmark. One
of a kind binding with beautiful
leather work on the spine.

$1750

$2500
SECTION 1: CO RIVER/PLATEAU & GRAND CANYON
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20. [KOLB BROTHERS, photographers]. At Grand Canyon Kolb
Brothers the Canyon Photographers.

22. NICHOLS, Tad. Glen Canyon: Images of a Lost World.
Albuquerque, New Mexico: Museum of New Mexico Press, 2000. First Edition. Signed by the author on the title page and inscribed by a relative of
the author on the half title page. Uncommon signed. Hardcover. (9.5 x 11”)
156 pp. Pale green boards with gilt imprint have little discernible wear. Mylar-wrapped dust jacket has sunning on rear and flap edges. Very Good in Very
Good dust jacket.

N.d. [circa 1920s]. Pamphlet (7.25 x 4”). 4 pp.
One-sheet folded brochure advertising the studio and
lectures of the Kolb Brothers at Grand Canyon. "Don't
Miss The trip by boat through Grand Canyon in Stereopticon and Moving Pictures / Lecture Today / By the Men
who Made the Trip / 4: 15 P. M." Two black and white
photos of the brothers in their Canyon adventures.

Images and words of Glen Canyon from a student of Ansel Adams and Brett
Weston. Tad Nichols, with Katie Lee and Frank Wright, was part of several
trips to document Glen Canyon in the time before the dam.

$38

$250

21. [MARSTON, Otis ‘Doc’]. River Rats of the Snake and Colorado Rapids. [Otis Doc Marston Broadside.]

23. PORTER, Eliot; David Brower, editor.
The Place No One Knew: Glen Canyon on the Colorado.

San Francisco: Canessa Print, [c. 1940s]. Broadside (14 x 11”). Bumped corners and one scuff on this tan (or toned) cardboard broadside in red and black
ink. Very Good.

San Francisco: Sierra Club, 1963. First Edition. Laid into the book is a personal handwritten note thanking Eliot Porter, signed by Sierra Club founder and
opponent of Glen Canyon Dam David Brower, with a reference to a quote
by Thoreau included in the text. Hardcover.
(14 x 10.5”). 170 pp. Red cloth boards with
gilt imprint have light rubbing of corners.
Interior clean. Mylared dust jacket has light
soil and a few small tears, price-clipped.
Very Good in Very Good dust jacket.

A photo of bare-chested Marston with a movie
camera, advertising "Spectacular Color-Film of
the World's Most Dangerous Boating...by Otis
'Doc' Marston / Thrills, action, humor and the
incredible beauty of the world's most gorgeous
gorges, seen as few living men have seen them...
from below." Marston ran the Colorado River
many times and accumulated an impressive
collection of information and materials in his
lifelong research on the Grand Canyon and its
river runners. Just one copy found on OCLC,
at Berkeley.

A classic of Glen Canyon photography. Illustrated with 72 Kromekote photo reproductions lacquered to preserve the spectacular color, with text on versos from various
explorers and conservationists.

$650

$375
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INCREDIBLE COLLECTION OF HAND-COLORED GLASS LANTERN SLIDES: GRAND CANYON VIEWS
24. MOORE, R. C.; et al. Grand Canyon Lantern Slide Collection from the 1923 USGS Survey (60 Slides).
1923. Lot of 60 hand-colored glass lantern slides documenting R. C. Moore's 1923 Colorado Expedition, housed in a wooden case, plus a folder filled with supplementary documentation related to the slides with a pamphlet from the State Geological Survey of Kansas by Moore concerning the Oil and Gas Resources of
Kansas. Also included are Moore's various diplomas and certificates from a variety of institutions. Slides are in Very Good condition; three cracked but intact. One
slide is separating from its backing. Several taped edges are peeling and a number of slides are cropped. A few have labels.
In the summer of 1923, the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS) organized an expedition to make a new map of the Grand Canyon, which included the last portion of
the Colorado River. By 1923, only 27 known men had traversed the length of Marble and Grand Canyons; only two were scientific. Led by Claude Birdseye and including colorful characters such as early river-runner Emery Kolb, popular writer Lewis Freeman, and
hydraulic engineer Eugene La Rue, the expedition not only made the first accurate survey of the river
gorge but also sought to decide the canyon's fate. The primary goal was to determine the best places to
dam the canyon. With Boulder Dam not yet built, the USGS, especially La Rue, contested the Bureau
of Reclamation over how best to develop the Colorado River. The survey party played a major role in
what was known and thought about Grand Canyon (see Damming Grand Canyon by Boyer and Webb).
R. C. Moore was a member of the USGS expedition that endeavored to accurately survey a portion
of the River that had not been adequately recorded (http://nationalmap.gov/grandcanyon/index).
Moore was as an American geologist and paleontologist known for his work on Paleozoic crinoids,
bryozoans, and corals. He was a professor at Kansas, served as president of the Geological Society of
America in 1958. In 1970, the National Academy of Sciences awarded him the Mary Clark Thompson
Medal (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raymond_Cecil_Moore).
The lantern slides document the members of the expedition, various rapids encountered, canyon
views including some close-ups and outcroppings, and several nice views of the boats used by the
expedition. The photographer is unknown, however we do know that Moore had a camera, as did La
Rue, Freeman, and Kolb. Evidence suggests that Moore is the photographer. This collection came
from a former employee of Dr. Moore at Kansas Geological Survey and his archives at the U. of Kansas includes a photographic album from this 1923 expedition and was used in the 1994 book, Canyon
Revisited: A Rephotography of the Grand Canyon by Baars and Buchanan. However, we only see one photo
from this collection published in the 1994 book; several similar views of these lantern slides are in the
Emery Kolb collection at Northern Arizona University. An incredible collection of Grand Canyon
views from a remarkable survey. Additional scans available upon request.

$7500
SECTION 1: CO RIVER/PLATEAU & GRAND CANYON
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HIGHPOINT OF COLORADO RIVER BOOKS
25. POWELL, John Wesley. Canyons of the Colorado.

Colorado River With Emphasis on Geologic Features, Vol I. From Flaming
Gorge Dam through Dinosaur Canyon to Ouray by Philip T. Hayes and Elmer S. Santos, with the hard-to-find additional Yampa River Supplement to
Volume I by Philip T. Hayes. Volume II. Labyrinth, Stillwater )and Cataract
Canyons by Felix E. Mutschler. Volume III. Marble Gorge and Grand Canyon
by George C. Simmons and David L. Gaskill, signed by Simmons and with a
1988 tipped in printed update. Volume IV. Desolation and Gray Canyons by
Felix E. Mutschler. The two remaining volumes are River Runners' Guide to
Dinosaur National Monument and Vicinity by Philip T. Hayes and George C. Simmons and River Runners' Guide to Canyonlands National Park and Vicinity by
Felix E. Mutschler. A nice set, with maps,
black and white photos, and stratigraphic
sections alongside the river mile logs.

Meadville, PA: Flood & Vincent, 1895. First Edition. Hardcover. 4to. 400 pp.
3/4 leather binding over maroon boards with gilt lettering on front cover and
spine. Five raised bands on spine. Newly re-bound with new endpapers in the
style of the original 1895 leather binding. Very good first edition hard cover
of this privately printed edition. Clean interior, not ex-library. Very light damp
stain at the fore edge only 1/4 to 1/2” inch of the last four pages of the book.
Very Good.
Powell revised and enlarged the original journal of exploration, and added
several new chapters descriptive of the region and of the people who inhabit it. Farquhar states, "This book differs in so
many respects from the report of 1875 that it
is here given the status of a separate title. Included are adaptations from the superb sketches
of William H. Holmes which are featured in the
Tertiary History of the Grand Canyon. Altogether, it is a handsome book; also a scarce one."
The 1964 re-print by Argosy is a poor substitute.
While many institutions hold this 1895 report, it
remains a highpoint for private collectors of the
Grand Canyon.

$150
27. ROXBURGHE Club of San Francisco. Invitation to the Meeting of the Roxburghe Club, “The Drama of the Colorado”.
Roxburghe Club of San Francisco, 1942. Ephemera. 1 leaf, folded twice (as
issued), enclosed in envelope addressed to Leslie Bliss at the Huntington. Fine.

$9750

Head of title (printed in maroon, enclosed within double line rule border),
“The Roxburghe Club of San Francisco” followed by the subject of said
meeting: “The first fall meeting will be held at the St. Julian Cafe, 140 Battery
Street, on Monday evening, September 14, at 6:30. The subject of the evening
will be “The Drama of the Colorado” being sidelights of a recent trip down
the river by a group of intrepid San Franciscans…” Neill C. Wilson, Otis
Marston and Francis Farquhar spoke. The Farquahar bibliography on The
Colorado River & the Grand Canyon would eventually be published in 1953
by Glen Dawson. See item #57 (in the Wallace Stegner’s Library section).

26. [POWELL SOCIETY]. Powell Society River Runners' Guides
with Emphasis on Geologic Features (set of 7).
Denver: Published by Northland Press for Powell Society. 8vo. Very Good.
A set of the river runner's guides published by Powell Society Ltd from 196973, for the centennial of John Wesley Powell's 1869 Expedition on the Green
and Colorado Rivers. River Runners' Guide to the Canyons of the Green and
(continued on next column)

$25
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TO VIEW A SHORT FILM PROFILE OF THIS ARCHIVE, VISIT:
WWW.VIMEO.COM/OHOMEDIA/POWELLSBRAIN

JOHN WESLEY POWELL’S BRAIN!

28. [POWELL, John Wesley]; Dr. Edward A. Spitzka, Dr. D. S. Lamb,
Charles Lummis, G. K. Gilbert, et al. An Archive on the Study of the
Brain of Major John Wesley Powell, by Prominent Early 20th Century
Brain Anatomist Edward A. Spitzka.
During the late 19th and early 20th centuries, scientific as well as popular thinking
was that intelligence, talent, leadership, anarchy, and criminality were all likely determined, and predictable, by brain size and anatomy. Father and son Drs. Edward C.
and Edward A. Spitzka were involved in a number of prominent cases related to
the study of brains, from a debate on whether a woman’s brain differed significantly
from a man’s (and whether hers was inferior), to the autopsies of the brains of the
assassins of President Garfield and President McKinley.
Edward A. Spitzka went further, studying a wide variety of brains of the famous
and infamous, from Eskimos to death row inmates. Offered here is an archive of
material on his analysis of the brain of famed Western explorer, soldier, and geologist John Wesley Powell. Most of the material is from 1903, after Powell died and
his brain, at his own request, was offered up for scientific study to Dr. D. S. Lamb
and Dr. Spitzka.
Included are a group of letters from prominent people who knew Powell (including
Charles Lummis, G. K. Gilbert, and more than twenty others), responding to Dr.
Spitzka’s request for anecdotes or character traits which could be related in any way
to Powell’s brain anatomy. The respondents include geologists, university presidents,
authors, anthropologists, ethnologists, and others. There are a number of letters
from Dr. W. J. McGee, who had a running bet with Powell as to whose brain was
larger. There is a proof copy, a typed manuscript, and a handwritten manuscript of
Dr. Spitzka’s resultant paper on Powell’s brain; two printed copies of the offprint
from The American Anthropologist, 1903; two copies of Science Weekly, 1902,
with a featured article on Powell; Dr. Spitzka’s typed paper on the records of distinguished men; other papers; and nine pencil drawings of Powell’s brain.
A full list of the contents of this archive is available upon request.

$4,500
SECTION 1: CO RIVER/PLATEAU & GRAND CANYON
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FASCINATING WORK ON RAINBOW BRIDGE-MONUMENT VALLEY, COMPLETE WITH THE RARE PHOTOGRAPHS

29. RUSSELL, James A.; Russell White. Report on Field Work with the Rainbow Bridge-Monument Valley Expedition of 1934.
Fresno, CA: Edison Technical High School, 1934. First Edition. Flexible covers. 4to. 157 pp. Tan cardstock covers with book cloth on spine edge over string
binding. Black imprint on front. Cover appears to have been a drip-cloth for an oil leak with creases and moderate edge wear to front and back. Edges of the book
well toned plus evidence of water damage at top edge, into the block about 1/2". Corners of first and last 15% of pages have flipped corners. Fair. Despite these
flaws, the amazing feature of the book is the collated sixty-eight 5 x 7” black and white photos documenting this multi-year expedition, led by Ansel Hall. The glue
adhering the photos has dried; hence each photo is laid in, within plastic sleeves.
Views include ruins, field camps, aerial views, excavations, and Navajo arts and crafts. Russell and White submitted this report to the California State Department
of Education in partial fulfillment for advanced secondary credentials. The Rainbow Bridge-Monument Valley Expeditions were carried out between 1933 and
1938. The goal of the expeditions was to research this remote area so that the National Park Service could establish a park in the region from southeast Utah to
Northern Arizona. Led by Ansel Hall, the expedition included members from the Explorers Club from New York, researchers from UC-Berkeley, and others from
a variety of universities throughout the United States. Some of this land is now part of Glen Canyon National Recreation Area and Monument Valley Navajo
Tribal Park, while debate continues on monument status for parts of the remaining lands, 82 years later. Includes bibliographical references and a partial vocabulary
of the Navajo language. A scarce Colorado Plateau item.

$2500

30. SARLES, Frank B.
John Wesley Powell and the Colorado River: a
Special Study of the Colorado River Expeditions of 1869 and 1871 National Survey of Historic Sites and Buildings, Office of Archeology and Historic Preservation.
1968. Personally inscribed by the author on the title
page, dated 1970. Softcover (10.5 x 8"). 212 pp. (With
[6] maps, 50 full-page b&w photo reproductions, and
6 errata pages laid-in). Protective plastic cover over orange wraps. Foxing on edges, interior clean. Very Good.
A National Park Service publication with summaries of
Powell's expeditions and discussion of Powell sites administered by or of interest to the Interior Department
agencies. Uncommon.

Item 29

$150
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31. SAYLE, W. D. Trip to Rainbow Arch.

33. [STEREOVIEW PHOTOGRAPH]; [Wheeler Expeditions];
[William Bell, photographer]. Mouth of Kanab Creek.

W. D. Sayle, 1920. First Edition, First Printing. Inscribed by author: 'Dear Dr.
Wood I hope this little narration will interest you W. D. Sayle Nov. 18 1920'.
Flexible cloth. Large 8vo. 62 pp. Brown cloth covers. The cover is lightly worn
around the edges. Binding is tight; this is one of the cleanest copies of this
scarce Colorado Plateau title we've seen (more often than not, the flexible
boards are curled and very chipped). The text and
pictures are in very good shape. Very Good.

War Department Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army. Stereoview photograph (4
x 7”). Light soil and edge wear, Very Good.
A stereoview from Lieutenant George M. Wheeler's Expedition of 1872, with
a pasted on printed caption on the verso under the full expedition name, the
Geographical and Geological Explorations and Surveys West of the 100th
Meridian. George M. Wheeler's surveys ran from 1869-1879, and William Bell
was one of the expedition photographers.

No record of how many copies of the original
were printed (The Rydal Press printed 70 copies
in facsimile in 1999). Follows the author's journey from Adamana, NM, throught the southwest
to Rainbow Arch (now Bridge). A fun journal of
the exploration of a remote area of the American
southwest, where few whites had been before. A
highpoint for collectors of Colorado Plateau material which rarely appears on the market.

$275

$1500

32. SLEIGHT, Ken. Following Powell in Cataract.
1966. Softcover (11 x 8.5”). 61 pp. Staplebound with peach wrappers somewhat creased. Pages printed on recto only, with nine maps
printed on yellow paper. Fine.
Guide, legendary environmentalist of Monkey Wrench Gang fame, and Moab resident Ken Sleight's description of a section of the
Colorado River, with mileages of Powell's camp and other points of note included. A scarce privately published book, with only two
copies located on OCLC.

$125
SECTION 1: CO RIVER/PLATEAU & GRAND CANYON
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7 RARE STEREOVIEW PHOTOGRAPHS FROM J. W. POWELL’S SECOND GRAND CANYON EXPEDITION, 1871-72
34-40. [STEREOVIEW PHOTOGRAPHS]. J. W. Powell and A. H. Thompson. [John K. Hillers and E. O. Beaman, photographers.]
7 stereoview cards (4.5 x 7”) from Powell’s Second Expedition through the Grand Canyon in 1871-72. Technically the survey was called, “U. S. Topographical and
Geological Survey of the Colorado River, of the West.” Individually priced.
Unless otherwise noted (and marked ‘***’) the publisher of each of these items is: Imprint of U. S. Topographical and Geologic Survey of the Valley of the Colorado, of the West, By J. W. Powell and A. H. Thompson.

34. Abandoned Boats. Kanab Cañon.
Light soil and corner wear on the mount, Good. Kanab Cañon, with pasted
on caption on verso: "The Abandoned Boats." Penciled in is the note that the
photo is by J. K. Hillers, expedition photographer. Kanab Cañon was where
Powell ended the second expedition, abandoning the boats.
$155

38. One of the Glens.
Light soil and edge wear, Good. ***Imprint of U. S. Topographical and Geologic Survey of the Valley of the Colorado, of the West, By J. W. Powell and
A. H. Thompson, with pasted on caption on verso: "One of the Glens." No
photographer is listed, but John K. Hillers and E. O. Beaman were the photographers on the expedition.
$225

35. The Boat.
Light soiling to both sides with evidence of slight moisture damage to righthand photo. Some edge wear. Good. Paste-down label on back simply reads,
“The Boat”. The boat in question is, of course, the Emma Dean, a sleak 16ft
pine pilot boat on which Powell tied a sturdy armchair to the middle bulkhead
from which he could ride in comfort and watch the river ahead. Photographer
is not named. This item is the photo used on the cover of this catalogue.
$375

39. Views on the Colorado River. The Boats.
***Department of the Interior, U. S. Geographical and E. & H.*** Light soil
and edge wear, with a slightly scuffed pattern on the upper right photo, Good.
Verso label has the text "Department of the Interior, U. S. Geographical and
Geological Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region, J. W. Powell, Geologist in
charge. Views on the Colorado River. Marble Canon Series. This cañon is 65
1/2 miles in length and from 1,000 to 4,500 feet in depth. The Boats. No. 185.
Photographed by Hillers." The boats are in the foreground, one with John
Wesley Powell's famous chair strapped to it.
$225

36. Cañons of Green River.
Soil and one tear on mount, few scuffed areas and soil on photos, Good.
Pasted on caption on verso: "Cañon of Desolation Series--Sumner's Bend
(looking down from the cliff 1500 ft high.)" No photographer is listed, but
John K. Hillers and E. O. Beaman were the photographers on the expedition.
$155

40. Views on Green River. Cañon of Ladore.
***New York: Wm. B. Holmes.*** Light soil and edge wear, Very Good. Pasted on label on verso "Views on Green River. Cañon of Ladore Series. This
cañon is 17 3/4 miles long and from 1,800 to 3,000 feet in depth. The Cañon
from Above. No. 243. Photographed by Hillers." With publisher's imprint. A
view with good contrast and a mirror image in the river.
$225

37. Grand Cañon of Colorado "Cataract in a Cliff"
Light soil and edge wear, Very Good. Pasted on caption on verso: "Cataract
in a Cliff. No. 213." No photographer is listed, but John K. Hillers and E. O.
Beaman were the photographers on the expedition.
$225

SEE IMAGES OF THESE ITEMS ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE
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Item 39

Item 35
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Item 40

RARE ROBERT BREWSTER STANTON WORKS
41. STANTON, Robert Brewster. Colorado River Controversies.

Extremely rare. The story and controversies of
James White's raft trip down Cataract, Marble
and Grand Canyons, plus chapters on Powell
and his expeditions. Farquhar 50; Howes S-588.

River Controversies and wrote about the James White mystery extensively. The
New York Public Library and Northern Arizona University both hold something very similar, albeit OCLC lists them either as microfilm copies or a two
volume set, see OCLC accession number 29203230. This bound copy of copied manuscript material covers the breadth of history of
the Colorado River including human and natural history.
In the preface Stanton states, "...there is so little accurately known, except by a few, as of this mysterious far
southwest and the Great River which flows through it...."
Also includes a transcript of an interview with James
White, and a full accounting of the first Powell expedition. Within the Stanton papers at the New York Public
Library is correspondence from his daughter, Anne Stanton Burchard, and her efforts to publish "River and the
Canyon". We presume this set to have been copied from
the NY Public Library.

$2,000

$3500

New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1932. First Edition. Signed by editor
Julius F. Stone to famous river rat Harry Aleson. Also includes a laid in typed
card from Aleson to another famous river rat, Dock Marston. Hardcover. 8vo.
232 pp. Red cloth covered boards with gold gilt lettering. Gilt on front is sharp
but chipping on the spine. Slight looseness in the spine. One plate becoming
loose. Minimal bumping and rubbing to edges. Light soiling to bottom edge. Dust jacket in
fine condition which is remarkable as one almost never sees this title, let alone one in a dust
jacket. Very Good in Fine dust jacket.

43. SUPPLEE, Serena. Grand Canyon Calling.
42. STANTON, Robert Brewster.
River and the Canyon: The Colorado River of the West, and the
Exploration, Navigation, and Survey of its Canyons, from the
Standpoint of an Engineer, 4 Volumes.

Moab, UT: Lily Canyon Books, 2016. Limited Ed., 250 copies signed and numbered by Serena Supplee on the first endpaper. Hardcover. 4to. 112 pp. Blue
cloth, gilt title on front and spine with color pastedown on front board. New.
Grand Canyon Calling beautifully illustrates the transition from field sketch to
finished work of art. "My visions of the Grand Canyon start by drawing what
calls to me and then develop into watercolor or oil paintings. This collection
of paintings is from 2006-2015". Thirty-five years of living on the Colorado
Plateau serves as the inspiration behind Serena Supplee's body of work. Her
palette explores the magic of moonlight, the transformative force of river
currents, and the solace found in the landscape's expansive embrace. Her oil
paintings and watercolors reveal her depth of intimacy with the landscape.
Her first book, Inner Gorge Metaphors is out of print.

1920. Hardcover. 4tos. Brown faux leather binding with gilt titles on spine.
Very light edge wear. Sparkling clean interior. Fine.
This four volume set is somewhat of an enigma. No bibliographic information is presented with the four volumes. Mixed typescript and handwritten manuscript copies from Stanton, best known for his survey through the
Grand Canyon of the Colorado River for the Denver, Colorado Canyon and
Pacific Railroad Company in 1889-90 to ascertain the feasibility of running a
rail line near river level along the Colorado River. He also published Colorado

$125

(continued on next column)
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44. TOWNSEND, E. D. General Orders--Joint Resolution of
Congress Authorizing Professor Powell Rations for Exploration of the River Colorado.
Washington, DC: Adjutant General's Office, 1868. Ephemera. Single leaf
(7.75 x 5”). Slight toning to edges with two punched holes on left margin.
Very Good.
General order to provision the first Powell Expedition, Approved June
11, 1868. "...That the Secretary of War be,w and he is hereby, authorized
and empowered to issue rations for twenty-five men of the expedition
engaged in the exploration of the rive Colorado, under direction of Professor Powell...Provided that such issue is not detrimental to the interests
of the military service."

$95
45. VOTH, Hazel Hunt and Harold Gill.
Grand Canyon National Park: A Bibliography.
U. S.Dept of the Interior National Park Service, 1939. First Edition. Bookplate of Robert Euler inside front wrapper. Paperback. Oblong small 4to.
114 pp. Brown cardstock with black imprint on front with brown booktape on spine and green dymo embossed label on spine. Binding is tight;
leaves very lightly toned. Light edge wear. Very Good.
Euler was the park archaeologist at Grand Canyon National Park for ten
years and wrote or co-authored more than 150 publications. Researched
and written by the National Park Service in collaboration with the Work
Projects Administration. A precursor to the selected bibliography by Farquhar (1953), which was a precursor to Earle Spamer's exhaustive and
on-going bibliography on the Grand Canyon of Arizona and the lower
Colorado River. 6 copies found in OCLC as of November 2016; a nice
addition to any Grand Canyon Collection.

$275
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46. [WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS].
“Ten Who Dared.”
Walt Disney Productions, 1960. Movie poster (79
x 43”). Light wear along edges and fold lines, distributor stamps on verso. Very Good.
Large movie poster, in two pieces as issued. The
bright and dramatic poster depicts the adventurers and some of the historical inaccuracies in
the movie, including a cute little dog that would
have been a nuisance on any real expedition. "Ten
Who Dared" is the 1960 Disney version of John
Wesley Powell's 1869 Colorado River Expedition,
released by Buena Vista pictures and directed by
William Beaudine, supposedly one Disney's worst
films, but containing authentic Grand Canyon
river running footage. "Furious emotions! Terrifying Dangers! Thunderous Excitement!"

$200
47. [ZION NATIONAL PARK].
Zion Nat’l Park Lantern Slides.
[c. 1910]. 4 hand colored lantern slides
(4 x 3.25”) from Zion National Park,
photographer unknown. Slides are in
Very Good condition with strong colors and little to no emulsion loss.
Views include Orderville Gulch, Zion
Canyon, Great White Throne and The
Narrows. Photographer unknown.

$125
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WALLACE STEGNER’S RESEARCH COPIES
48. DUTTON, Clarence E. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Report on the Geology of the High Plateaus of Utah (No Atlas).
Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1880. First Edition. Hardcover. 4to. 307 pp. Brown government binding, blind rules on front and back,
gilt title on spine. Spine cloth is loosening, chipped and missing .5” at base.
Boards rubbed and loosening. Text block remains tight. Ex- library copy from
NY Academy of Sciences. No atlas. All plates are present. Fair.

$675
49. DUTTON, Clarence E. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Tertiary History of the Grand Canon District (Monograph Only).
Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1882. First Edition. Cloth.
4to. 264 pp. Three quarter dark green leather binding over green pebbled
boards. Front board detached. Ex-library copy. Interior is clean and free of
markings save a few library markings. Tight binding; marbled endpapers (1 x
.5” chip missing from front endpaper) and edges. Good.

These seven books were used by Wallace Stegner in his research for
Beyond the Hundredth Meridian, as per son Page Stegner, although
there is no indication within; no marginalia or owners signature, except
for one copy of Powell's Exploration of the Colorado River, with Stegner's name inside. Beyond the Hundredth Meridian was unlike any of
Stegner's previous works, requiring research spanning 5 years. Stegner
often consulted with his mentor Bernard DeVoto during the writing. At
one point Stegner writes to DeVoto, “I really am scared to death to let
anybody see this, for some reason. Maybe I know the thing stinks.” The
writing of Beyond the Hundredth Meridian would solidify Stegner's
growing environmentalism and the book remains a classic of the history of the west. Books were acquired directly from the Stegner family.

$1500
50. GILBERT, Grove Karl. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Monographs of the United States Geological Survey, Volume 1:
Lake Bonneville.
Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1890. First Edition. Hardcover. 4to. 438 pp. Brown government cloth with bold gilt title on spine. Light
wear and soiling to the boards. Binding is tight; folding map in pocket in very
good condition. Collated complete. Gilbert is best known for his two landmark Utah geologic reports including this, his survey of Lake Bonneville, and
his monograph on the Henry Mountains. Very Good.

$550
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53. POWELL, John Wesley. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Report on the Geology of the Eastern Portion of the Uinta Mountains and a Region of Country Adjacent Thereto (No Atlas).

51. POWELL, John Wesley. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Exploration of the Colorado River of the West and its Tributaries.
Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1875. First Edition. Wallace
Stegner’s name and address are on the first endpaper; also ex-library copy.
Hardcover. 4to. 291 pp. Modern three quarter dark green calf over original
boards. Green pebbled boards with blind ruling on front and back. Collated
complete with scarce map and profile present in rear pocket and are in very
good condition. Edges are rubbed, surface blemishes to boards. Has been
recently re-backed and stabilized. Several pages were loose when we acquired
this volume and show chipping to the edges; they are now tipped in. Interior
is free of markings. Good.

Washington D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1876. First Edition. Hardcover. 4to. 218 pp. Brown government binding with many flaws--reading copy.
Loose boards, missing portions of spine, board wear and soiling. Text block
complete and intact. Biodepradation to small area of endpaper. Fair.

$125

54. POWELL, John Wesley. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Seventh Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology 1885-86.

Report to Congress from the Powell expeditions on the Green and Colorado
Rivers. Powell's mostly definitive record of his exploration of the Green and
Colorado Rivers; curiously, he ignores almost entirely his second expedition
1871-1872, and chose to re-write the report and publish "Canyons of the Colorado: " in 1895. Farquhar 42A.

Washington D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1891. First Edition. Hardcover. 4to. 409 pp. Classic green Bureau of American Ethnology binding with
gilt design on front and fading title on spine. Binding is loose but text block is
holding with no loose pages detected. Edges are rubbed and chipped; soiling
to boards. Includes the colorful map depicting Linguistic stocks of America
north of Mexico in rear pocket plus the folding map of the Ojibwa. A good
reading copy. Good.

$3500
52. POWELL, John Wesley. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Exploration of the Colorado River of the West and its Tributaries.

$75

Washington D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1875.
First Edition. Hardcover. 4to. 291 pp. Brown boards with 3/4 leather. Collated complete with scarce map and profile present in rear pocket and are in
very good condition. Edges are rubbed, surface blemishes to boards. Marbled
edges and endpapers. Interior is free of markings, one page noted with 1 inch
closed tear to edge. Previous owners signature on first free endpaper. Good.

$2750
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SECTION 3: STEGNER LIBRARY
THE BOOKS IN THIS SECTION WERE ACQUIRED FROM THE FAMILY OF WALLACE STEGNER, OCTOBER 2016
55. BERRY, Wendell.
[WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Broken Ground.

56. CATHER, Willa.
[WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
My Antonia.

New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1964.
First Edition. First Printing. Signed by Wallace
Stegner on first endpaper. Hardcover. 8vo. 56 pp.
Tan cloth over brown boards with gilt imprint on
spine. Tight square binding and clean interior. Dust
jacket is sunned on spine with light chipping to
edges. Fine in Very Good dust jacket.

Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1926. First
Edition Thus. Two previous owners signatures on
front endpaper including Wallace Stegner. Hardcover. 8vo. 372 pp. Reddish-brown boards with
orange imprint on spine and front. Slight slant to
book; head and foot of spine is bumped, with light
edgewear. Book block slightly separating from top
of top but binding is tight. Top edge is red. No
marginalia noted. Jacket is very sunned and chipped
on spine; also chipped on corners and edges. Not
price-clipped. Rear jacket flap is creased.
Very Good in Good dust jacket.

Stegner's biographer Jackson Benson states "because his stand (Wendell Berry's) has been so principled, his connection to family and tradition so
strong, he may have turned out to have been the
writer his teacher (Stegner) most admired." This
idea bears fruit when examining the Stegner library.
Mr. Stegner collected a smattering of his students
work, with the exception of Wendell Berry,
with over 20 volumes
on the shelf. Broken
Ground is Wendell
Berry's third book
and first collection of
poetry.

Stegner penned several essays on Willa Cather.

$325

$300

57. FARQUHAR, Francis P.
[WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Books of the Colorado River & Grand Canyon: A Selected Bibliography.
Los Angeles, CA: Glen Dawson, 1953. First Edition. First Printing. Inscribed by Francis Farquhar
to Wallace Stegner. Hardcover. 12mo. 75 pp. Red
binding with wrap around label which is slightly
chipped. Spine is sunned. Tight binding and clean
interior. Very Good.
This bibliography was published just as Stegner
was writing "Beyond the Hundredth Meridian" and
certainly Farquhar and Stegner knew of each others work, especially as they both lived in the Bay
area. Farquhar was Sierra Club president, editor of
the Sierra Club Bulletin and the American Alpine
Journal while Stegner was becoming more active
in
environmental
issues. Book XII in
Glen Dawson's Early California Travels
Series, designed and
printed by Ward
Ritchie in a run of
600. A sweet little
association item and
a favorite of Back
of Beyond Books.

$475
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TO: WALLACE AND MARY STEGNER
FROM: ROBERT FROST
58. FROST, Robert. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
14 Christmas Cards from Robert Frost to Wallace and Mary
Stegner.
New York: Spiral Press, [1940-62]. Very Good.
Collection of 14 Christmas Cards from Robert Frost to the Stegner Family.
Robert Frost was both a father-like figure and mentor to a young Wallace
Stegner, having met Frost in 1938 at the Bread Loaf Writers Conference in
Vermont. Frost had begun the tradition of printing holiday greeting booklets in 1929, producing 35 issues at Spiral Press in New York, thru 1962.
While these 'cards' are not rare (in latter years, as many as 17,000 copies
were printed), the majority of cards were distributed by Frost's publisher,
colleagues and friends, as indicated by the names printed on the title page.
Hence, cards imprinted with Frost's name are not common and inscribed
cards by Frost are relatively uncommon. This collection includes cards
(while Barrett calls these cards, each is a fine letterpress booklet, often with
fine woodblocks and multiple colors of ink and are each small treasures)
from 1940, 1946, 1947 (inscribed), 1948 (inscribed), 1949 (inscribed), 1950,
1951 (inscribed), 1953 (inscribed), 1956, 1957, 1959, 1960, 1961, and 1962.
Collection also includes newsclippings about Frost, publicity photos, copies of letters to and from Stegner regarding Frost, a copy of Stegner's
article titled "Robert Frost & Bernard DeVoto", and a 60 minute cassette
tape of Frost reading (unknown date or location but good quality). This
collection acquired from the Stegner family. All booklets in very good condition or better. Scans upon request.

$3000

22 22

INSCRIBED TO THE STEGNERS BY ROBERT FROST
59. FROST, Robert. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
A Masque of Reason.

61. HEMINGWAY, Ernest. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
For Whom the Bell Tolls.

New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1945. First Edition. First Printing. Inscribed by Frost to Wally and Mary (Stegner) on first endpaper. Hardcover.
8vo. 23 pp. Dark blue cloth with spine stamped in gilt. Boards are lightly soiled
with evidence of something having dripped the length of back board, but no
evidence inside book. Front endpapers are browned, otherwise the book is
clean. Booksellers stamp and pencil notation inside backboard. No dust jacket.
Very Good.
The Frosts and Stegners remained life long friends after meeting at the Bread
Loaf Writers Conference in 1938. Barrett A.27.1.

New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1940.
First Edition. First Printing. Scribner’s
“A”. Signed by Wallace Stegner on front
endpaper. Hardcover. 8vo. 471 pp. Oatmeal boards with black imprint on front
and black and red on spine. Lightly soiled
boards and edges; slight slant. Very light
water damage to bottom fore edge but
does not seep into the pages. Tight binding
and clean interior. No dust jacket. Good.

$875

$75

60. HEMINGWAY, Ernest. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Death in the Afternoon.

62. HEMINGWAY, Ernest. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Old Man and the Sea.

New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1932.
First Edition. First Printing. The Scribner’s “A” indicating first edition is on the
copyright page. Signed by Wallace Stegner
on first endpaper. Hardcover. 8vo. 517 pp.
Black boards with gold gilt on front and
spine. No dust jacket. Back hinge cracked
but binding holding tight. Edge wear and
rubbing and light soiling to boards. Clean
interior. No dust jacket. Good.

NY: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1952. First Edition. Later Printing. From the library of Wallace Stegner; signed by Stegner on first free
endpaper. Hardcover. 8vo. 140 pp. Light blue
boards with blind embossed Hemingway signature on front, silver embossed imprint on
spine. Light smudge on bottom edge of front
board. Tight binding and clean interior; no
marginalia noted. Newspaper article on Hemingway in back left browned endpaper. Jacket
is not price-clipped, $3.00, but later printing.
Jacket is toned on spine and edges; light edge
wear. Very Good in Very Good dust jacket.

$750

$450
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63. KING, Clarence. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Mountaineering in the Sierra Nevada.

65. MOMADAY, N. Scott. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
The Names.

Boston, MA: James R. Osgood and Company,
1872. First Edition. Signed by Wallace Stegner
on first free endpaper. Hardcover 8vo. 292 pp.
Rust red beveled boards with moderate chipping and edge wear. Top of spine is chipping
and fraying. Top edge gilt. Binding is tight with
very slight cracking to front and back gutter.
Interior is clean; no margianlia found. Good.

New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1976. First Edition. First Printing.
Hardcover. 8vo. 170 pp. Light tan boards with rust colored Kiowa design
on front and title on spine. Tight binding and clean interior. Dust jacket in mylar is not price-clipped and is faded on
the spine with light wrinkling at head of
spine. Fine in Very Good dust jacket.
Laid in is typed review for book by Wallace Stegner, plus same review clipped
from the March 6, 1977 New York Times
Book Review. Also laid in is a second review by Jay Martin from the Los Angeles
Times and a publicity photo of the Momaday Clan from the publisher.

This is a geological history of the Sierras and
recounts King's experiences as a mountain
climber and a member of the Whitney expedition. Howes K-148.

$550

$95

64. MCMURTRY, Larry. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Last Picture Show.

66. MOMADAY, N. Scott.
[WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Way to Rainy Mountain.

New York: Dial Press, 1966. First Edition.
First Printing. Hardcover. 8vo. 280 pp. Oatmeal cloth with red imprint on spine. Head
and foot of spine is bumped; book shows
slight slant. Tight binding and clean interior
with no marginalia noted. Jacket is sunned
on the spine, not price-clipped. Light edge
wear, .5” x .5” triangular chip missing at foot
of spine. Very Good in Good dust jacket.
Wallace Stegner taught Larry McMurtry
Creative Writing at Stanford.

Albuquerque: U. of NM Press, 1969. First Edition. First Printing. Signed by Wallace Stegner
on front endpaper. Hardcover. 8vo. 88 pp. Book
shows light edgewear; one bumped corner. Salmon boards, decorative cover. Clean and bright.
Binding is tight and interior is clean. Dust jacket
not price clipped ($4.95) and shows light soiling
to the edges and light edgewear at head of spine.
Spine is sunned. Very Good in Good dust jacket.

$495

$75
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67. MORGAN, Dale.
[WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Dale Morgan's Utah.

68. POWELL, John Wesley.
[WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Exploration of the Colorado River.

Salt Lake City, UT: Red Butte Press, 1987. First
Edition. Limited to 75 copies of which this is number 65. String Bound. Folio. Fine.

Chicago: U. of Chicago Press, 1957. First Edition.
Signed by Stegner on title page. Hardcover. 8vo.
138 pp. Rust boards with gilt imprint on front and
spine. Previous owner’s name on front pastedown,
label on title page. Dust jacket is very sunned on
spine and is rubbed on front and back. Light chipping to edges. Very Good in Good dust jacket.

Text and blocks were printed on an 1846 Columbian Press at the U. of Utah Marriott Library. Designed, handset and printed by Day Christensen.
Woodcuts designed and printed by Royden Card.
The case paper, containing Utah sagebrush was
produced by Twinrocker. The book was bound by
Jean Tarascio. Excerpts for this book taken from
Dale Morgan's "Utah: A Guide to the State" published in 1941 by the Federal Writers Project. Book
acquired from the family of Wallace Stegner, from
the library of Wallace and Mary Stegner, although
not indicated in any way.

Stegner wrote the introduction to this re-print of
Powell’s 1875 report.

$75

69. POWELL, John Wesley.
[WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Selected Prose of John Wesley Powell: A
Collection of Essays & Articles, Dogmas
& Prophecies.
Boston, MA: David R. Godine, 1970. First Edition.
Signed by Wallace Stegner on first endpaper. Hardcover. Large 8vo. 122 pp. Pea green boards with
paste-down label on spine. Very light sunning on
edges. Tight binding and clean interior. Dust jacket is lightly chipped on edges and folds. 1/8” chip
missing from foot of spine. Very Good in Very
Good dust jacket.
This copy sent to Stegner by the publisher for
review. Laid in is copy of letter from Stegner, on
Stanford University letterhead, agreeing to review
the book. Plus, a review slip from publisher and
three page typed draft review by Stegner with multiple edits are laid in. Stegner, of course, was known
as a scholar of John
Wesley Powell since
the publication of
"Beyond the Hundredth Meridian" in
1954. Edited and Introduced by George
Crossette. A nice association copy.

$2250

$150
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TWO CLASSICS FROM THE STEGNER LIBRARY

70. ROTH, Philip. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Goodbye, Columbus.

71. SALINGER, J. D. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Franny and Zooey.

Boston: Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1959. First Edition. First Printing.
Hardcover. 8vo. 298 pp. Black boards with white and yellow imprint on spine.
Very light edge wear; tight binding and clean interior. No marginalia noted.
Dust jacket is not price-clipped with original $3.75 intact. Sunned on the spine
and edges; small water spot on spine. Small chips around edges; publisher’s
name at foot of spine almost chipped off. Very Good in Good dust jacket.

Boston: Little, Brown, 1961. First Edition. First Printing. Wallace Stegner
signed the book in red ink on the now browned front endpaper. Note in Wallace Stegner’s hand in red ink on review, “Page Please return”, a reference to
Stegner’s son Page. Hardcover. 8vo. 201 pp. Gilt lettered grey/blue cloth. Top
edge sunned. Head and tail of spine bumped. Very slight lean. Light soiling
to boards. Interior of the book is clean with no marginalia. Jacket is not priceclipped but is rubbed on the edges with light chipping and light soiling on
back. Two very small closed tears noted. Very slight crease on front of jacket.
Book review from the June 3rd, 1962 London Observer Weekend Review laid
in leaving severe browning to front endpapers. Good in Good dust jacket.

Winner of the 1960 National Book Award for Fiction. Philip Roth and Wallace Stegner were friends at the time of publication of "Goodbye, Columbus." Just wish Stegner had written some marginalia or comments in book.
Acquired from directly from the Stegner family.

$1250

$650
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STEGNER’S OWN COPY OF HIS RAREST TITLE

72. SIMPSON, Henry I. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Emigrant's Guide to the Gold Mines.

74. STEGNER, Wallace. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Clarence Edward Dutton: An Appraisal.

Haverford, PA: Headframe Publishing Co., 1978.
Limited Edition (170/250). Inscribed by prologue
and epilogue author, Franz R. Dykstra, to Wallace
Stegner, perhaps in honor of Stegner’s Angle of Repose, situated in the gold fields of Northern California. 8vo. 81 pp. Half brown leather over marbled
boards. Very Good.

SLC, UT: U. of Utah Press, 1935. First Edition. This copy acquired from the
Stegner family and includes a check signed by Stegner and a note from Page
Stegner stating that this came directly from the Stegner library. Large 8vo
(pamphlet). 23 pp. Tan wrappers lightly sunned along edges with very slightly
bent corner. Clean interior; staple binding holding well. Very Good.
Perhaps the rarest of all Stegner titles. This, a condensation of Stegner's
Doctoral Thesis from the University of Iowa, was an unusual thesis for
a Ph. D. in literature. Stegner had read Clarence Dutton’s Geology of the
High Plateaus of Utah as a college freshman and was taken with the juxtaposition of a formal geology report and the lively literary style of Dutton. Of Dutton, Stegner later writes, "one thinks of Muir and Burroughs
as comparisons. Dutton was more limited in his field than they, but as fine
a writer within his limits and a greater scientist than either." Colberg A1.

Re-print of what is thought to be the first emigrant's
guide to the gold fields. Hand-printed by Henry
Morris, set in Times Roman, printed on Green's
hand made B & B paper; bound by E. G. Parrott II.

$245
73. STEINBECK, John. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
The Winter of Our Discontent.

$9500

New York: Viking, 1961. Limited Edition. Signed by Wallace Stegner on first
endpaper. Hardcover. 8vo. 311 pp. Dark blue boards stamped gilt on front and
spine. Book is slanted. Top edge and fore edge lightly soiled. Limitation sheet
tipped in. Book interior is clean with no marginalia noted. Dust jacket is chipped and sunned along
top edge, otherwise fairly clean. Not price-clipped.
Publisher’s plastic wrapper present with “LIMITED EDITION” on front in red. Very Good in
Good dust jacket.
Limited to 500 copies and distributed to friends of
the author and the publisher. Goldstone & Payne
A38a. John Steinbeck's classic New England novel.

$115
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75. ULLMAN, James Ramsey. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Down the Colorado with Major Powell.

West in 2006. In this work, Tempest Williams chronicles how different species of
birds adapt to the loss of their home; how
the State of Utah plans to divert the flooding waters of Great Salt Lake; and how her
mom, a downwinder, and their family hold
together while fighting cancer.

Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1960. First Edition. Inscribed to
Wallace Stegner by Ullman on front pastedown. Hardcover. 8vo. 184 pp. Light
green pictorial boards with dark green imprint
on front and spine. Foot of spine is bumped.
Edges show light soiling. Dust jacket shows
edge wear and chipping. Tight binding and
clean interior Very Good in Good dust jacket.

$275

Laid in is a TLS from Stegner's Houghton Mifflin editor Austin Olney, appealing to Stegner
for Wally to write a young adult title on Will
Rogers, which never happened.

$65

77. WILLIAMS, Terry Tempest. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
An Unspoken Hunger: Stories from the Field.
New York: Pantheon Books, 1994. First Edition. First printing. Book signed and inscribed
to Mary Stegner by author on half title page.
Hardcover. 8vo. 146 pp. Black cloth over oatmeal boards. Jacket is lightly sunned on spine;
back flap corner is creased. Not price-clipped.
Fine in Very Good dust jacket.

76. WILLIAMS, Terry Tempest. [WALLACE STEGNER’S COPY].
Refuge, an Unnatural History of Family and Place.
New York: Pantheon Books, 1991. First Edition. Second Printing. Inscribed
to Wallace and Mary Stegner. Hardcover. 8vo. 304 pp. Cream-colored boards
with gold lettering on green spine. Slight sunning and rubbing to edges of
book. Book is square and tight with clean interior; no marginalia noted. Dust
jacket, in mylar wrapper, is sunned on spine with very light edge wear and one
.25” tear. Not price-clipped. Very Good in Very Good dust jacket.

$125

Terry Tempest Williams considered Wallace Stegner her mentor and was the
recipient of the Wallace Stegner Award given by The Center for the American
(continued on next column)
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78. STEGNER, Wallace. All the Little Live Things.
Item 80

Lincoln, NE: U. of Nebraska Press/Bison Books, 1979. First Edition Thus
(First Bison Books Edition). Signed by Stegner on half title page. Hardcover.
8vo. Plain red cloth boards are faintly rubbed on edges, interior clean save for
previous owner bookplate and labels. Near Fine.

$100
79. STEGNER, Wallace. Angle of Repose.
Garden City, NY: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1971. Later Printing. Inscribed on title page to a previous owner, additional name in ink. Hardcover.
4to. 569 pp. Light blue-grey cloth boards with gilt text are rubbed on edges, corners bumped, spine cocked. Dust jacket advertising Pulitzer honor has
been clipped; spine is faded; edges have moderate amounts of chips, tears, and
creases. Good in Good dust jacket.

81. STEGNER, Wallace.
The City of the Living.

Later printing of Stegner's 1972 Pulitzer-winning novel.

$225

London, UK: Hammond, Hammond, and
Co., 1957. First English Edition. Hardcover. 8vo. Light red boards are quite sunned
along top half inch, corners bumped. Interior clean, binding tight. Previous owner
bookplate on front endpaper, other previous owner signature. Mylar-wrapped dust
jacket has been price-clipped, edges are
somewhat chipped, torn, and creased in
places. Very Good in Good dust jacket.

BEAUTIFUL BRITISH EDITION
80. STEGNER, Wallace. The Big Rock Candy Mountain.
London, UK: Hammond, Hammond, and Co., 1950. First English Edition.
Inscribed to previous owner on half title page, whose bookplate also appears
on front endpaper. Hardcover. 8vo. Maroon cloth boards are lightly worn on
edges, binding tight, text is clean and free of markings. Mylar-wrapped dust
jacket is has light wear to edges, not price-clipped. Very Good in Very Good
dust jacket.
Bo Mason and family chase frontier dreams in a West without a frontier.

Eight short stories, set in the United States,
France, and Egypt.

$1,500

$75
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84. STEGNER, Wallace.
The Gathering of Zion.

82. STEGNER, Wallace. Collected Stories of Wallace Stegner.
New York: Random House, 1990. Review copy with notes by Ivan Doig. Softcover. Light wear to yellow paper wraps, corners a bit dogeared. Very Good.

NY: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1964. Advanced Reading Copy. Softcover.
4to. Very Good. Loose pages are held between wraps by two ties along top
margin. Some mild wear to edges, tape residue on front label and rear wrap.

$125

Proof for Wallace Stegner's 1964 history of the Mormon migration.

STEGNER’S FOURTH NOVEL

$1,000

83. STEGNER, Wallace.
Fire and Ice.

IN A CLAMSHELL BOX

NY: Duell, Sloan, and Pearce, 1941.
First Edition. Hardcover. 8vo. Some
light wear to edges of blue cloth
boards. Mylar-wrapped dust jacket has
been price-clipped, edges show multiple small chips, tears, and creases. Inside front board shows a blue stamp of
unknown origin crossed out with black
marker. Very Good in Good dust jacket.

85. STEGNER, Wallace.
On a Darkling Plain.
NY: Harcourt, Brace, and Company,
1940. First Edition. Hardcover. 8vo. In
dark teal cloth clamshell box. Inscribed
to previous owner on half title page.
Cloth boards are rubbed along edges,
spine at slant, some spotting on edges
of text block. Endpapers are somewhat
foxed, a few stray pencil marks here and
there, otherwise interior is clean. Mylar-wrapped dust jacket has not been
price-clipped; edges are chipped in places, overall mildly soiled, rear has a tape
repair and appears a bit wavy. Good in
Good dust jacket.

Stegner's fourth novel, in which university student and communist activist
Paul Condon faces a woman who represents all he has come to despise.

$1,250

Stegner's third novel about a WWI veteran on the high plains of Saskatchewan.

$2,300
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STEGNER’S OWN COPY

BRITISH EDITION OF JOE HILL

86. STEGNER, Wallace.
The Potter's House.

88. STEGNER, Wallace.
The Preacher and the Slave.

Muscatine, IA: The Prairie Press, 1938. First Edition. This copy was one of
two personal copies that Stegner kept, and is authenticated with a letter from
his son Page as well as a processed check from Wallace Stegner to his plumber.
Hardcover. 4to. 75 pp. Cloth boards are a bit soiled overall, corners bumped,
gilt on spine is still bright. Good.

London, UK: Hammond, Hammond, and Co., 1951. First English Edition.
Inscribed to previous owner on half title page. Hardcover. 8vo. Maroon cloth
boards are lightly worn on edges and corners, previous owner bookplate otherwise interior is clean. Mylar-wrapped dust jacket has not been price-clipped
and has some wear to edges. Very Good in Very Good dust jacket.

Stegner's hard-to find second novel, limited to 490 copies, is the narrative of
a deaf couple and their children.

Fictionalized biography of labor icon Joe Hill, later reissued under the title
"Joe Hill."

$4,000

$570

ONE OF 490 COPIES
87. STEGNER, Wallace.
The Potter's House.
Muscatine, IA: The Prairie Press, 1938. First Edition. Hardcover. 4to. 75 pp.
Faded green boards with gold lettering. Bumped corners and spine, faded and
lightly rubbed. Very Good.
Stegner's very rare second novel. Edition limited to 490 copies.

$1,900
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89. STEGNER, Wallace. A Shooting Star.
NY: Viking Press, 1961. Advance Edition. Signed on half title page. Hardcover. 8vo. Plain red boards are lightly worn on edges, some mild soiling to
edges of text block. Interior clean, binding tight. Very Good.
Advance edition of Stegner's eighth novel. Colberg A15.1.b.

$350
90. STEGNER, Wallace. The Spectator Bird.
NY: Doubleday, 1976. Proof. Inscribed to previous owner on half title
page. Softcover. 4to. Some faint discoloration and warping to wraps, interior is clean and free of markings. Very Good.
Uncorrected proof of Wallace Stegner's 1976 National Book Award novel.

$175
91. STEGNER, Wallace.
This Is Dinosaur: Echo Park Country and Its Magic Rivers.
Boulder, CO: Roberts Rinehart, Inc. Publishers, 1985. Signed by Stegner.
Hardcover. 8vo. Very little wear to cloth boards, interior is clean, binding
tight. Near Fine.
Reprint of the 1955 book published to help bolster support for keeping
the Green and Yampa through Dinosaur National Monument undammed.
Forewords from Stegner and publisher.

$125
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92. [ARIZONA]; Artrip, Louise and Fullen.
Memoirs of Daniel Fore (Jim) Chisholm and the Chisholm Trail.

Paymaster Robbery of an army paymaster and his soldiers. Another newspaper column is "On the Fly" by newspaperman/photographer of the Apaches
and frontier AZ, C. S. Fly. Information on area mines, foreclosures and reward
proclamations by Sheriff John Slaughter, cattle rustling rewards, and an illustrated Arizona Mail and Stage Company advert are also in this rare issue.

Booneville, AR: Artrip Publications, 1949. Signed
by a descendant, Don F. Chisholm, under a picture of Jim Chisholm. Softcover. 8vo. 89 pp.
Some rubbing, sunning to edges of wraps, interior clean, binding intact. Good.

$525
94. [ARIZONA]; [OUTLAWS]. Black Jack Ketchum Hanging
Issue of The Arizona Gazette Newspaper and Two Postcards.

The adventures of Jim Chisholm on the Chisholm
Trail, as well as in the canyons of Arizona.

Phoenix: 1901. Newspaper (21 x 14.5”). Complete issue. Toned w/chips, holes
where it was bound, pages separated, Very Good. 2 b&w photo postcards, c.
1900, each 3.5 x 5”, also Very Good.

$90
93. [ARIZONA]; Bagg, S. C. (ed).
Tombstone Prospector Newspaper
from November 22, 1889.

Three items related to the hanging of Black Jack Ketchum, an outlaw who
operated in NM and AZ. April 27, 1901 issue of Phoenix newspaper The
Arizona Gazette, with front page reporting the hanging in Clayton, NM, includes the fact that "The rope broke and his head was jerked off." The other
two items are divided back silver gelatin postcards depicting the event, both
famous images. One is of Ketchum on the gallows, "The Hanging of 'Black
Jack' the Outlaw". The other is "Body of
'Black Jack' after the Hanging. Showing head
snapped off," with men squatting over the
body and hooded head. Murderer and train
robber Thomas E. "Black Jack" Ketchum
was caught on April 17, 1899, the day after he
was wounded trying to rob a train by himself.
His injuries resulted in the amputation of his
arm while in jail. He was hung on April 26,
1901. The famous and extra gruesome hanging was apparently a mistake of the drop being too great for a man of Ketchum's weight.

Tombstone, AZ: S. C. Bagg, 1889. Newspaper (22 x 15"). 4 pp. Chips, tears,
with some loss of margins, corners, and few words. Pages are detached. Good.
An issue of the Tombstone prospector from November 22, 1889. 3/4 of a
column is a larger font Reward Proclamation from the Office of the Governor
advertising $500 for information leading to the capture of several prisoners
who escaped a transport on Nov. 2.
The proclamation does not mention
the prisoners by name, but this was
the famous escape of the Apache Kid
and several other Indians who killed
their guards in the escape, known
as the Kelvin Grade Massacre. The
Apache Kid was never caught. Also of
note in this issue is news on the Wham
trial in Tucson, regarding the Wham

$875

(continued on next column)
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INCLUDES RARE MAP
95. [ARIZONA].
Consolidated Gold Mountain Mining Company Prospectus.

97. [ARIZONA]. Hinton, Richard J. The Handbook to Arizona:
its Resources, History, Towns, Mines, Ruins, and Scenery.

1902. Softcover. 8vo. 32 pp. Grey stringbound
wrapper with gilt imprint. Light soil and dampstains on wraps and pages, inked notes on front
wrap and last page. Very Good.

SF, CA: Payot, Upham, and Co., 1878. Hardcover. 8vo. 431 pp (plus appendices and ads). Brown cloth boards with gilt cactus and palm are rubbed on
edges, head/foot of spine are starting to fray, corners bumped. There is a bit
of wrinkling to the cloth and endpapers are creased and fragile. Interior quite
clean, binding intact, but there are a few split signatures. Complete with three
folding maps, the largest of which is laid-in and contains extensive archival
repairs with chipping and fold splits, Good.

A prospectus for the Consolidated Gold Mountain
Mining Company of Tucson, AZ, w/photographs,
geologic cross-sections, and a folding map. B&w
illustrations. The mine was in the Galiuro Mountains near Tucson. No copies found on OCLC.

Contemporary pencil inscription on half title reads “The property of Chas.
H. Swain, compliments of his friend Wm. H. Boothe Nov 5th, 1879.” This
guidebook to Arizona is quite comprehensive in its coverage, written with the
prospector in mind. Among topics covered are physiographic regions, minerals, mines current and lost, history, and descriptions of tribes. There is even a
Spanish dictionary focused on mining terminology. Howes H-513.

$300

$2,500
96. [ARIZONA]; Fraser, James; Don Perceval (Intro.). Cattle Brands in Arizona: A
Bibliography of Published Territorial and
State Brand Registration Books.
Flagstaff, AZ: Northland Press, 1968. Limited Ed.,
#7 of 32 copies in leather, signed by both authors
on limitation page. Hardcover. (10.25 x 6”). 45 pp.
Light corner wear to brown leather, a few scuffs,
light sunning to rear board. Very Good.
The foreword and introduction give some history,
with twenty-four entries and b&w facsimile reproductions following.

$215
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98. [ARIZONA]. Hotel El Tovar on the
Rim of the Grand Canyon.

the news deals with the comings and goings of residents and the plans of
the newspaper, which was temporarily printing on a small job printing plant
and seeking a space large enough for its machinery. The last page also has a
notice of livestock assessment increases and ads for local businesses. A rare
memento of the historic Prescott fire, with only five records of any 1900
Journal-Miner issues on OCLC.

NY: Norman Pierce Company, 1909. Softcover. 8vo. 18 pp. Creased yap edges on illustrated
wrapper, light soil on rear wrap. Nine unpaginated
leaves with one loose. Good.

$975

Early tourism pamphlet from the management
of Fred Harvey and the Santa Fe Railroad. B&W
illustration. Featuring tinted photos of the hotel
and other South Rim attractions, from just a few
years after the hotel opened in 1905.

100. [ARIZONA]; Neumann, W.J. Nogales, AZ and Mexico, 1909.
Nogales: Neumann, 1909. B&W Photograph (4.75 x 12”), mounted (7.25 x
14.25”). Some chips, tears, and light soil on mount paper. Good.

$95

Sepia-toned birds-eye photo of early Nogales. Mount back has the stamp "W.
J. Neumann, Photographer. Kodaks, Amateur Supplies, Etc. Nogales, Ariz."
Photo is captioned below noting 7000 inhabitants and four locations including the residence of A. J. Milliken, U. S. Immigration Office, U. S. Customs
House, and the Mexican Guard House on Line. On the photo are drawn in
numbered arrows keying the four locations noted, as well as a line down the
street noting the international boundary with cardinal directions. A. J. Milligan
was the chief immigration officer, and his home is shown on a hill above town
in the distance. Photographer W. J. Neumann was also a manager of the Lyric
Theatre of Nogales. No records found.

FIRE DESTROYS DOWNTOWN PRESCOTT
99. [ARIZONA]; Martin, J. C. (editor).
Arizona Journal-Miner from July 23, 1900.
Prescott, AZ: 1900. Newspaper (12 x 7.75").
4 pp. One-sheet folded, a few holes along the
fold and penciled writing on the front page
about the significance of the issue. Very Good.

$425

Special issue of the early Arizona Territory
newspaper. This is the first "Temporary Daily Edition" issued after the devastating fire
that destroyed downtown Prescott on July
14, 1900. The fire started in the new Scopel
Hotel and spread quickly due to the unfortunate circumstance of the one downtown water
pump being disconnected for repairs. Most of
(continued on next column)
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101. [ARIZONA]. Petrified Forests of Arizona: Published for the
Information of Tourists, Including Illustrations.

bound for Arizona are mentioned. There are two columns of illustrated
brands from the Mogollon Live Stock Protective Association, including the
Aztec's brand, in an early $500 reward notice from the association. Articles
include shootings, rustling, General Miles reporting "that the hostile Apaches are returning from Mexico to Arizona" a few months before Geronimo's
official surrender, and the need for a
good hotel in Flagstaff. The Arizona
Champion was published in Flagstaff
from 1884-1891, when it became the
Coconino Sun. The paper recorded
much on northern Arizona's early
ranching industry and development.

Gallup, NM: H. A. Pease, 1903. String-tied pamphlet. Large 8vo. 12 pp. Moderate soiling to wrappers with slight chipping to edges. Interior is clean.
Rare promotional pamphlet for the Petrified
Forests of AZ published three years before the
area was protected by National Monument status. Illustrated cover and additional b&w photos. Somewhat unique in that this was not published by the Santa Fe Railway, although they
did purchase ad space on the back wrapper. It is
not stated who published the pamphlet however the Forest Hotel in Adamana is prominently
featured as is its guide, Orville Martin, shown
on the front wrapper. Adamana was known as
the "Gateway to the Petrified Forest", but was
bypassed by Interstate 40 and is now a ghost
town. 3 copies found on OCLC in Oct. 2016.

$1,400
103. [ARIZONA]. Whipple Barracks, Arizona Photograph and
Ninth Infantry Band Concert Programs.
Whipple Barracks, AZ. B&W photo (6.75 x 2.25”) is rough on edges, one large
crease, ink caption, and remnants of adhesive on verso. Concert programs
(one printed, on handwritten in ink) lightly worn. Very Good overall.

$295

1880s concert programs and photograph of Whipple Barracks (near
Prescott). Ft. Whipple served as a territorial capitol before Prescott. Concert
programs labled "Dr. Anderson" and
"C. L. G. Anderson, Post Surgeon" and
this is assumed to be Dr. Charles Loftus Grant Anderson, an accomplished
army medical doctor who also wrote a
pamphlet "Arizona as a Health Resort"
where he mentions Whipple Barracks.

102. [ARIZONA]; Tinker, George (ed.).
Arizona Champion from July 17, 1886.
Flagstaff, AZ: 1886. Newspaper (23.5 x 17.25”). 4 pp. Chips with some paper
loss and repairs on margins. Leaves are separated, with some penciled notes
on top margin. Very Good.
A scarce early issue of the Arizona Champion from July 17, 1886. This issue
has four full columns of paid notices by the Aztec Land and Cattle Company
regarding its claims to some of its 2,000,000 acres in northern Arizona. The
Aztec company, better known as the Hashknife Outfit, became notorious for
the crimes of its cowboys. In another place 28 railroad cars of Aztec cattle

$200

(continued on next column)
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RARE WORK WITH INTERESTING MAPS
106. [CALIFORNIA]; Cundiff, Willard.
Panoramic Automobile Road Map and
Tourist Guide Book of Southern California
Season 1914-15.

104. [ARIZONA]. Whiteriver, Arizona Postcards.
Whiteriver, AZ: 1909. Good condition with little fading, some foxing on verso.
Three silver gelatin postcards postmarked Whiteriver, Arizona on June 23,
1909, depicting presumable White Mountain Apache individuals. Written, unsigned, to a "Miss Mable Kelley" in
Del Rio, Texas, presumably of the
Kelley ranching family and who
would have been 21 at the time
of writing. The inscriptions and
messages on the postcards have a
few misspellings and offer a typical
outsider perspective, possibly from
a ranching perspective...there is a
story to be found here.

CA: Cadmus Press, 1914. First Edition. 8vo. 288 pp.
Brown leather flexible boards with gilt title on front
with small inset compass. Modern booktape on spine
and inside front and back covers with holographic title and library code in white on spine. Ex-library but
little evidence inside save remnants of card pocket
inside front flexi-board. Folding relief map at back
with one cello-tape repair and corner piece missing
but no loss of map. Good.
Interior maps are early aerial panoramas often with “magnified” inset views.
As the author states in the preface: “A few months months ago I recklessly
enjoyed a ride in an aeroplane. This gave me an idea, and I learned some new
truths about the ramified laws of perspective.” The compass in the front cover, thoughtfully provided by the publisher, has proven unreliable.

$325
105. [CALIFORNIA].
Big Trees of California.

$1,150

S. F., CA: Passenger Dept. Southern Pacific Co., [c.
1910]. First Edition. Stapled softcover. 8vo. 18 pp.
Brown pictorial wraps. Very light chipping to edges
and corners. Pages lightly toned. Very Good.

107. [CANADA].
Canada West: the Last Best West Minister of the Interior.
Ottawa: 1911. Pamphlet (11 x 8”). Light soil, chips, creasing to wraps. Good.

Southern Pacific, Sunset, Ogden & Shasta Routes.
Fourteen pages of photographs of the big trees with
men, horse teams and coaches providing scale, along
with interesting facts about sequoias. Today the Mariposa Grove is located in Yosemite National Park.

This brochure highlights the growth opportunities of agriculture and free land
for prospective homesteaders, with many b&w photos of agricultural scenes.
Color wrapper with cowboy illustration on front and map of Canada on rear,
color maps of Western provinces inside. Only four copies found on OCLC.

$45

$175
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108. [COLORADO]. Colorado's Beauty Spots: a Souvenir of the
Rocky Mountains Colorado and Southern Railway.

110. [COLORADO]. Cripple Creek Gold Camp by Auto Daily Via
Petrified Forest, Fossil and Wild Flower Beds.

Denver, CO: [c. 1900]. Pamphlet. 16mo. Grey wrappers, soiled. Interior is
clean. Two pages are creased from mis-folding. Good.

Colorado Springs: Petrified Forest & Cripple Creek Touring Co. Pamphlet.
8vo. Tri-fold brochure (16 x 29 folds to 16 x 10 cm). Light soiling. Very Good.

9-page accordion fold photomontage of scenic CO splendors viewed from
the Colorado and Southern Railway. Photographer not identified. A nice little
pocket souvenir of by gone times.

Advertises Daily Auto tours of the Cripple Creek Gold Camp via easy riding
Stanley Steamer touring cars. 110 mile loop of the "World's Greatest Scenary."
Includes a half hour stop at the Petrified Forest so “you may gather souvenirs and
fossils, and ...the Colorado Columbine may be gathered by the armful." Tan
paper; illustrated, schedule and rates. Only one copy found in OCLC as of August 2016 at Denver Public Library. A scarce, early auto touring promotional.

$35
A STRIKING BROADSIDE, NO OTHER KNOWN COPIES

$125

109. [COLORADO]; [Broadsides]; [Railroads].
Colorado Midland Open to Frying Pan.

111. [COLORADO]; Demotte, McKendree.
Bride of the Silver San Juan and Other Poems.

[c. 1885]. Broadside (43.25 x 20.25"). Broadside has one chip about two inches
long, barely touching the text on the right margin. Only a few tiny soil spots
show on the remarkably clean sheet. Not examined out of frame. Very Good.

Pagosa Springs, CO: Self-Published, (c. 1912). Pamphlet (7.25 x 5.25”) 30 pp.
Cream string- and staplebound wrapper with silver imprint and columbine
illustration on front. Light soil, edge creasing,
and a few chips on wraps. Light soil on a few
interior pages. Very Good.

A bright railroad broadside from the Colorado Midland Railway, circa 1885.
Nicely framed original cream broadside with blue and orange imprint, with
two blue reproduction 1887 timetable pages of the railway below. The visible
area of the broadside measures 25.5 x 10”, with each timetable page measuring 5.5 x 5 1/4”. This broadside was reportedly found in the walls of Andre's
Restaurant and Nightclub in Aspen, Colorado, in 1969, with a caption saying
so in the frame. The building, built from 1885 to 1887, stands today, with
Andre's name still on it. "Colorado Midland open to Frying Pan / Direct and
regular connection now made with Leadville, Buena Vista, Pueblo, Colorado Springs, Denver! And All Points East...Now Running to and from Aspen
Junction...Magnificent Trains! ...Gorgeous Scenery! ..." A very scarce find,
with no copies found on OCLC.

The author, a pastor in Pagosa Springs, gives
a brief preface describing the town and an explanation that, in October of 1911, a historic flood killed a pastor and ex-mayor of the
town and wrought havoc on the county. Nine
b&w photos of Pagosa Springs and its scenic
surroundings. Just a few similar copies (with
fewer illustrations) listed on OCLC.

$125

$3,250
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112. [COLORADO]; Forshay, F. L.; [Photo Album]. Colorado 1923 Thru 1928: 81 Photos in and around Rocky Mountain National Park.
F. L. Forshay, 1923-28. 12mo. Most of the photos are 6 x 6 inches with varying margins on bottom edge. Mounted in contemporary album with flexible black
boards and ‘photographs’ in gilt on front; string tied. Rubbing to edges. All the photos save one remain glued.
81 photographs taken from 1923 thru 1928 of scenes in and around Rocky Mountain National Park. Two photos are signed and presumed to be the photographer,
F. L. Forshay, of whom we've found no information. Each photo is dated and titled in typescript. Most show a pleasing composition with good contrast and exposure. Three photos have people, the rest are purely landscape, except for two cabin views and the Mill Creek Ranger Station. Includes one apparent self- portrait
of Forshay. Views include Glacier Gorge, Lake Mills, Chiefs Head, Washboard Falls, Mummy Range, Cub Lake, Bierstadt Lake and more. A very nice collection
of Rocky Mountain National Park views. Additional scans available on request.

$950
113. [COLORADO]. History of the City of Denver,
Arapahoe County and Colorado.
Chicago: O. L. Baskin and Co., 1880. First Edition. Hardcover.
8vo. 652 pp (vi, [11]-652 p, [103] leaves of plates.). Three-quarter
leather over brown cloth with gilt. Beveled boards are worn with
two one-inch patches of cloth missing on the front and wear on
the front gilt. Cocked spine, cracked hinges, bumped and rubbed
corners. All edges gilt, some wear on brown endpapers, and light
soil on some pages. Laid in is a partial 1880s billhead from Denver with a handwritten list of names on the back. Good.
An uncommon early history of Denver. A view of Denver is listed in the contents but does not correspond to known collations
of the book and is not present. The first section of the book is
history and the second is biographical entries. The illustrations
(in b&w) of many residences and buildings still standing today
and the portraits of early Denver businessmen make this volume
a great pictorial reference. W. B. Vickers, an editor of the Denver
Tribune known for his anti-Ute writings, is credited with the text.
From item 112

$450
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114. [COLORADO]; Mathews, A. E. and Nolie Mumey.
Pencil Sketches of Colorado, its Cities, Principal Towns and
Mountain Scenery. [A boxed set of three books, one volume a facsimile reprint
of Mathews’ original Colorado book and two other volumes on the life of the artist.]

115. [COLORADO]. Mining Claim Certificate of Larkin Ford
and Theodore Puskas, Park County, Colorado.
1878. Ephemera (18 x 12.75”). 4 pp. Light soil and toning on exterior fold
sections and horizontal fold splits on both leaves. Good.

Denver: 1961. Limited edition signed by Nolie Mumey and numbered 12/350.
Three volumes (in custom box): 1. Alfred E. Mathews (1831-1874), by Mumie,
a hardcover biography with patterned paper boards, blue cloth spine, and title
label, 78 pp. Uncut pages, a tipped in frontispiece portrait, and a folding map
of Mathews’ burial location at rear. 2. Interesting Narrative; Being a Journal of
the Flight of Alfred E. Mathews, of Stark Co., Ohio, by Mathews, a softcover
with blue wrappers, 35 pp. 3. Pencil Sketches of Colorado, by Mathews, in
blue linen boards, gilt imprint, unpaginated, light fading of one area on front
board, light soil on endpapers. Custom box has some edgewear. Very Good.

A General Land Office mineral certificate for a claim called Mother Lode (or
possibly just Mother) in the Mosquito Mining District of Park County, CO.
The document is dated 1878 and is three pages of the official claim, with some
recording information on one quarter of the last page. The document's envelope with the handwritten name of the Vienna Mining Company and Mother
claim also included. The document contains the red seal of the General Land
Office and a survey map along with the claim description. Tividar or Theodore Puskas was one of the claim owners, along with Larkin Ford. Theodore
Puskas came up with the idea of the telephone exchange soon after the telephone's invention, managed the construction of the Hungarian North East
Railway, and ran various telephone
companies. Biographical sketches of
Puskas mention that the silver mine
claimed here was a success, and by
1879 he had moved on to run a telephone company in Paris, also serving as Thomas Edison's representative. Larkin Ford had at least one
successful Colorado mining venture
before this particular claim.

Detailed color illustrations of Colorado just after the Civil War, where
Mathews made his home and became one of the most important artists of the
early frontier West. His journal and the biography describe the journey north
from Alabama at the onset of the Civil War, his service as a Union soldier, and
his later years in Colorado. Originals: Howes M 412 and 413.

$250

$350
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116. [COLORADO]; Poley, Horace S.
Residence of J. E. Campbell Palmer Lake, Colorado.

in the county, a text on government systems, and a section on
Ancient, Medieval, and Modern
History, arranged chronologically.
Scarce, with six copies found on
OCLC as of April 2016.

Photograph (5 x 8”). Light soil on mount. Very Good.
An albumen print boudoir card of the J. E. Campbell residence and attached
Post Office in Palmer Lake, Colorado, circa 1890s. A woman in a rocking
chair, a man standing next to her, and a hammock are visible on the front
porch, with a hillside in
the background. Photographer Horace S.
Poley (1863-1949) established his photography
studio in nearby Colorado Springs in 1892 after moving there in the
1880s. He became well
known for his photographs across the West.

$400

118. [COLORADO]. Stone, Wilbur Fisk (editor).
History of Colorado (Four Volumes).

$165

Chicago: S. J. Clarke Publishing Co., 1918. Hardcover (8 x
11”), complete set of four volumes: 876, xxv; 930; 829; 819
pp. Red cloth boards with gilt on spine. Some rubbing on
surfaces, bumped corners. Light soil or scratches on some
boards. Binding tight. Marbled edges. Light soil on endpapers
and a few pages. Good.

117. [COLORADO]. Standard Atlas of Phillips County, Colorado.
Chicago: Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1920. First Edition. Hardcover (17.75 x 15.5”).
43 atlas pages, xxii. Black boards with red cloth spine and gilt imprint. Rubbed
and bumped corners and edges, light soil and a few slightly damaged darker
spots on boards. Soil on endpapers. The maps are generally in very good condition with a few soil spots on some sheets. Good.

Volume I is a general history and volumes 2-4 are biographically arranged. Illustrated with many black and white photos.

$250

A large county atlas from northeast Colorado, with many color maps. Includes
plat maps of towns, township and range maps with owner names, maps of Colorado, the United States, and the world. The supplements contains a patrons'
reference directory of three pages, photo illustrations of homes and buildings
(continued on next column)
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FIRST MENTION OF THE
BATTLE OF LITTLE BIG HORN
119. [CUSTER].
Report of the Secretary of War; Being Part of the Message and Documents Communicated to the Two Houses of Congress At the Beginning of the Second Session
of the Forty-Fourth Congress, Volume I.
Washington, Government Printing Office, 1876. First Edition.
The red ink stamps of Charles L. Gurley are on the endpapers and
title page. Gurley was the lieutenant who brought word of George
Custer’s death to Elizabeth Custer at Fort Abraham Lincoln. Hardcover. 8vo. 518 pp. Original brown cloth boards with gilt worn off
spine. Spine shaken. Bumped corners and heavily rubbed edges
with spine end cloth fraying, light soil. Edge dampstaining of a
few millimeters of endpapers and pages. Margin pencil marks on
some pages. Front pastedown has some corner adhesive marks.
The map has fold tears and splits; other fold-outs are in very good
condition. Good.
The first Congressional reports to mention the Battle of Little Big
Horn, with a great association. Volume I of the Report of the Secretary of War. Seven folding maps and charts, including four larger
fold-outs with a map and improvement plans for South Pass of
the Misssissippi River at the Gulf of Mexico. Pages 439-487 and
498-518 contain the detailed reports related to the Little Big Horn
and the events leading up to and following the battle. Included are
reports from Major Marcus Reno, and Captain Frederick Benteen,
General Nelson Miles, Colonel W. B. Hazen, Major Orlando H.
Moore, Colonel John Gibbon, Brigadier General Alfred H. Terry,
and others. Scarce, with eight copies found on OCLC.

$2,200

A TRULY MONUMENTAL SCIENTIFIC WORK
120. EMORY, William H.
Report on the United States and Mexican Boundary Survey, Made under
the Direction of the Secretary of the Interior by William H. Emory.
Washington, D.C.: Cornelius Wendell, 1859. A complete set of three rebound volumes
(two volumes bound in three), with all plates present as called for. Red stamped cloth
boards (11.25 x 9.25”) with bright gilt imprint on spine, made to look like leather. Light
wear on corners. Slightly faded marbled edges. Reports within volumes paginated separately. Vol. I has shadow toning and light soil on some pages, with shadowed offsetting
from plates. Other volumes have light soil on some pages, with less toning. Very Good.
Emory was appointed commissioner of the US/Mexico Boundary Survey following
John Russell Bartlett, who was MIA from the survey upon Emory's arrival to assume
his appointment. Emory was left to scrap together an effective survey party and obtain
an accurate survey of the border after previous errors had ceded the Mesilla Valley, important in constructing a trans-continental railroad, to Mexico. The Gadsden Purchase
had corrected this, but also added new territory to be surveyed. In addition to helping to
clear up the boundary controversy, Emory's accounts were important in noting that the
deserts of the southwest were not an agrarian paradise, and his team assembled a wealth
of natural history and anthropological observations. This report is also notable for the
illustrations, with many plates of scenery, plants, animals, and in particular color plates
of the native inhabitants and birds. Vol. I contains personal narratives, correspondence,
meteorology, geology, ethnology, and paleontology. First part of Vol. II is botany; second is zoology. Two folding maps and one meteorological chart are tipped into Vol. 1.
Map 1, the large folding map: Map of the United States and Their Territories between
the Mississippi and the Pacific Ocean and Part of Mexico Compiled from Surveys Made
under the Order of W. H. Emory...by Thomas Jeckyll, C. E. (in Very Good condition
with only a half-inch margin tear and a fold split). Number 2: Geologic character of the
formations as determined by C. C. Parry (cross-section sketches of mountains), also
in Very Good condition. Also of note are the numerous in-text geologic illustrations
by James Hall. A truly monumental scientific work. Wagner-Camp 291. Howes E146.
Wheat 916.

$2,750
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THREE JOSÉ POSADA BROADSIDES
121-123. [MEXICO]; POSADA, José Guadalupe. Three rare broadsides (each measuring 15.25 x 11”) by Mexican illustrator and political satirist José Guadalupe Posada (1851-1913). Posada's broadsides were known as calaveras
(“skulls”), and became associated with the holiday of Dia de los Muertos (“Day of the Dead”).

121. [MEXICO]. Barata De Calaveras.

122. [MEXICO]. Calavera de la Penitenciaria.

123. [MEXICO]. Calavera Del Drenaje.

Mexico: Antonio Vanegas Arroyo, [c. 1907]. Broadside. Printed on a single side, thin paper, with tears,
chips, dampstains, edge soil, and browning. Small
piece missing affects the publisher’s imprint. Good.

Mexico City: Antonio Vanegas Arroyo, 1910.
Broadside. Printed on one side, thin paper with a
few chips and tears, and a dampstain on left margin. Good.

Mexico: Antonio Vanegas Arroyo, [c. 1907]. Broadside. Printed on both sides on thin paper with just
a few chips and tears, and toning to the margins.
Very Good.

"Barrata de Calaveras / Lindas Gatas, Hermosas
Garbanceras, sois Inmundas, Huesosas Calaveras"
rhyming verse below. One copy found on OCLC.

Titled "Calavera de la Penitenciaria," with rhyming
verse and an illustration of an Eiffel Tower made
of skulls. No copies found on OCLC.

Titled "Calavera del Drenaje" on one side and "En
el Panteon de Dolores" on the other, with rhyming
verse. Scarce, only two copies found on OCLC.

$525

$625

$675
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126. [MONTANA]. Arlee, Montana (Photograph).

124. [HAWAII].
Condensed Meteorological Summary, Honolulu, Hawaii, 1908.

Panoramic photo (12 x 19.75”). Tears, creases, and light soil. Good.

Paradise of the Pacific Print: [c. 1909]. Pamphlet folded
into sixths. Very light wear. Very Good.
A scarce one-sheet climatological summary. The 1908
climate table for Honolulu and its Department of Agriculture notice is on one unfolded side, and on the other
are various favorable descriptions of Hawaii, including a
passage from Mark Twain and one on the unsurpassable
bathing at Waikiki, Issued by The Board of Commissioners for Hawaii of the Alaska-Yukon Pacific Exposition. No copies for this year found on OCLC, with very
few copies for other years.

Depicts a celebration at Arlee, Montana, circa early 1900s. The scene, from
a distance, appears to be a summer gathering such as the Fourth of July or a
Salish event. On the right side are dozens of Salish teepees, and in the center
of the photo a few hundred cars are ringed around the crowds at a baseball game. The town buildings are
visible, including one with "Arlee"
on the roof, and railroad tracks are
near the trees in the foreground.
We haven't been able to identify a
photographer, but the image is of
professional quality.

$275

$375
127. [MONTANA].
Butte City Montana: The Largest Mining Camp on Earth.

125. [HAWAII].
Tour to Hawaii Leaving San Francisco Wednesday, March 7, 1900.

Helena, MT: H. K. Bushnell, [c. 1890]. 38 pp. String bound, dark green boards
with silver pictorial imprint on front. 24mo (5 - 6” tall). Light bumping to corners and light spotting and rubbing to boards. First two leaves show remnant
pencil scribbling. Moderate soiling
to fore edge. Last leaf has crease.
Light soiling to interior, still Very
Good.

Raymond & Whitcomb. Pamphlet (4.5 x 5.5”), staplebound in bright yellow
wrapper with just light shadowing on the rear wrap. Very Good.
Contains three black and white photographs, descriptions of Hawaii's attractions, the itinerary for the trip from
March 7-April 24, 1900 (costing just
$285), and lists of other ocean tours
from Raymond & Whitcomb. Scarce,
with no copies located on OCLC.

36 photographic leaves with 2 preliminary leaves. Numerous views of
the Butte Mining Scene in the late
19th century. Nice example of an
early viewbook.

$75

$40
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128. [MONTANA].
Montana: McCone County in the Pacific Northwest.

parks of the western US, including visits to Rocky Mountain, Yellowstone,
Glacier, Mt. Rainier, Crater Lake, Grand Canyon, and Yosemite Nat’l Parks,
nearby forests, lumber mills, and logging operations. The rail tour was repeated in subsequent years.

St. Paul, MN: Northern Pacific Railway Co., 1925. Pamphlet is folded up as
issued. 16 pp. Staple-bound,lightly soiled; staples holding but wrappers beginning to split from binding. Some
pigment loss to front. Good.

$295

Promotional pamphlet for McCone County, MT, published by
the Northern Pacific Railway Co.,
who just happened to have a lot
of land to sell adjacent to their
rail lines. This pamphlet pushes
the virtues of land between Glendive and Redwater Valley. Includes two-color map inside front
wrapper. Filled with photos of
successful farmers on their land.
2 copies found on OCLC as of
August 2016 at Yale and Montana
State Historical Society.

130. [NEBRASKA]; Furnas, Robert W. Nebraska Her Resources
and Advantages, Advancement and Promises.
New Orleans: E. A. Brando & Co.,
1885. Pamphlet. 32 pp. Pale blue
wrappers with a string-tied binding.
Light soiling to wrappers and splitting
at the botton 3/4” of spine, but holding very tight. Good.
Produced for the World's Industrial
and Cotton Centennial Exposition,
in New Orleans, LA. Not to be confused with a pamphlet of the same
title and author and year published in
Nebraska. The Bartholdi Statue from
the Nebraska Department of the
New Orleans Exposition in shown on
the back wrapper. Filled with all the
statistics needed to convince any easterner that Nebraska is the only state
worth living in.

$245

129. [NATIONAL PARKS]. National Parks and Forests: a Tour.
Massachusetts Forestry Assoc.: 1917. Pamphlet. 16 pp. Grey wraps with green
imprint and illustration, cream pages with brown ink. Light edge wear and soil
on wraps, some penciled notes in margins. Very Good.

$315

A brochure for an unusual educational vacation arranged by the Massachusetts
Forestry Assoc. Itinerary is for a two-month tour of the national forests and
(continued on next column)
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131. [NEVADA]; Alers, Oliver S.
Letter to "Dear Hatty" (nine page manuscript/folk art letter).

132. [NEVADA]. Senate Concurrent Resolutions No. 70. in Relation to Adolph Sutro.

Riverside, WY: 1907. Nine page letter (8 x 10” unlined sheets), written on
rectos only. Slight tears at folds with light toning. Very Good.

Nevada: 1867. Broadside (23 x 17”). Light soil, some chips and edge toning,
a one-inch piece missing at the lower right corner, and a one-inch tear. Good.

Nine page manuscript/folk art letter, primarily of prospecting travels in Nevada. Illustrated with 12 folk drawings of moderate skill plus 7 items of 'cowboy poetry'. Alers documents an eight month 'prospecting' trip into Nevada
covering much terrain. He mentions Smoky Valley, Austin, Reese River Valley,
Midas, Ellsworth, Fairview, Fallon, Carson City to visit his sister, Lovelocks,
Winnemucca, Shawnee Springs and Reno. Very descriptive narrative throughout; "at noon of the same day a long, tiresome dusty and waterless journey
ended at the now famous mining camp of Fairview, almost a barren waste,
lacking wood, forage and water, but rich in mineral..." Arriving in Carson
City he writes, "What a vision appeared as Carson was seen, With cool shady
streets embroidered in green, Its framework of mountains on Nature apart,
Brought a sweet restful feeling to this poor miner's heart." We believe Alers
to be a Civil War veteran and at some point was Secretary/Manager of the
What Cheer Copper Mining Company on Dunkerds Creek near Purgatory
Gulch in Wyoming. A striking early
20th century item of folklore from
Nevada. Complete typed transcript
included. More scans available upon
request.

A cardstock broadside from the Nevada
Senate endorsing the Sutro Tunnel project
and Adolph's Sutro's ability to represent
the project accurately to Congressman and
capitalists. The printed signatures at the
bottom are from R. C. Brown, Secretary of
the Senate; James S. Slingerland, President
of the Senate; A. Whitford, Clerk of the
Assembly; and R. D. Fergusen, Speaker of
the Assembly. Dated January 25th, 1867.
Adolph Sutro championed this massive and
deep tunnel project for the mines at Virginia City, and a Congressional act regarding
support for the tunnel was passed in 1866.

$275
133. [NEVADA]. Tenth Annual Nevada Rodeo Broadside.
Humboldt Star, 1935. Broadside (42 x 14"). Unexamined out of shrinkwrap,
but appears to have been split and repaired at three fold lines. Light soil and
toning on margins, some waviness to bottom quarter. Very Good.

$1,975

Eye-catching bright orange/red broadside, black print. "Tenth Annual Nevada Rodeo / Bigger and Better Each Year / Winnemucca Aug. 31- Sept. 1 & 2 /
Come on Over Folks / It's a Wow....Specialty Perfomers Sam Garrett - World's
Champion Trick Roper....Dancing Each Night and How! ...Admission Including Grandstand $1.50..." No other copies found on OCLC or elsewhere.

$800
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134. [NEW MEXICO].
Andrew B. Laird Vs. Board of County Commissioners of Socorro
County Court Documents and Sheriff's Summons.

Beautiful purple toned photos of cave formations and early tourists before walkways and
guided tours were the norm. "Like a Grand
Canyon Underground."

Ephemera. Light soil and wear on pages. Very Good.

$35

The suit appears to be by neighboring Grant County's sheriff over work performed in the arrests of two murderers, Jordan Rogers, who killed another rancher near Gila Hot Springs, and Thomas
Woods. Two pages of a court document are
signed by the Socorro County attorney H. M.
Dougherty. Another partial document is for a
second case with the same plantiff and defendant. The three summons are for the Board
of Commissioners, dated in 1895, and several
signatures of note are on them: Sheriff H. O.
Bursum, Deputy A. B. Baca; and Clerk George
Curry. George Curry was later the governor of
New Mexico Territory from 1907-1910 and a U.
S. Representative. Clerk of the Board of County
Commissioners Elfego Baca is also mentioned
in one of the summons, with additional signatures of William Driscoll and W. B. Walton. The
summons have stamps of the district court.

136. [NEW MEXICO]. Certificate of Incorporation MacDonald
Company, Socorro Territory of New Mexico 1906.
1906. Folio. 17 pp. Light soiling, creasing near edge and fold creases. Good.
Collection of four documents related to the Incorporation of the MacDonald Company, in Socorro, Territory of New Mexico. The purpose of the
MacDonald Co. was a general wholesale/retail
mercantile business. Includes Incorporation Certificate issued by the Territory of New Mexico,
Miscellaneous Certificate issued by the Territory of New Mexico, an authorization to transfer
stocks to John E. Griffith as collateral, and a 14
page Certificate of Incorporation which includes
information about the Incorporators' meeting,
stockholders' meeting, directors' meetings, and
bylaws. These 14 pages are bound at top by clips
to a legal folder for Dougherty and Griffith, and
the first five pages are onion skin paper.

$300
135. [NEW MEXICO]. Carlsbad Caverns.
Chicago: New Mexico Santa Fe Railway, 1932. Pamphlet. 8vo. 46 pp. Light
soiling. Staple binding holding well. Very Good.
Bi-fold pink and purple promotional pamphlet published by the Santa Fe Railway Company promoting Carlsbad Caverns National Park in New Mexico.

$45
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137. [NEW MEXICO]. Inquest to Death of Henry Odgers Near
Cuchillo New Mexico 1884.

139. [NEW MEXICO].
Names of Grantees of Grants in New Mexico.

NM: 1884. Folio. 3 pp. Very light soiling and toning. Fold creases. Very Good.

Circa 1890s -1900s. Ephemera. 9 pp. Very Good.

Sworn statement of Charles Murchs that Henry Odgers, who was approximately 30 years old, was killed by an accidential discharge of his own shotgun
while they were traveling together to Silver City, NM. Original ink signatures.
Statement said that the deceased died in Murchs' arms within about 4 minutes.

Nine legal-sized typed sheets and a plain cover sheet with a handwritten ink title outside. Inked heading on first page is "Names of original grantees." Listed
are Spanish land grants by number and file followed by full names of grantees.
Some have the location indicated as part of the grantee name.

$75

$185

138. [NEW MEXICO]; Johnson, Willard (editor).
Laughing Horse, Number Nine. December, 1923.

140. [NEW MEXICO]; Read, Benjamin M.
Illustrated History of New Mexico.

Santa Fe, NM: 1923. 8vo. 40 pp. Light soil, chips on wraps. Very Good.

Santa Fe, NM: New Mexican Printing Co., 1912. Limited edition, numbered 159/500 copies, with author stamp on the limitation page. Hardcover (7 x 10”). 812 pp. Purpled blind embossed
boards, gilt imprint. Some light sunning to edges and spine. Soil
and bowing to front board. Rubbed and bumped edges and corners, spine shaken. Purple patterned endpapers with a small bookseller's label on first free endpaper, some inked notes on second
endpaper. Light soil on text block edge and some pages. Laid in
errata sheet. Good.

The December 1923 issue of the well-known
New Mexico art and literature magazine
Laughing Horse. Contributors include F. G.
Applegate, Will Schuster, Robert Herrick,
Gerald and Ina Cassidy, Mary Austin, Idella
Purnell, Fred Kabotie, William P. Henderson,
Witter Bynner, Mabel Luhan, Maynard Dixon, and others. In 1923 the magazine started at Berkeley by Willard "Spud" Johnson
moved to Santa Fe after being suppressed
at Berkeley for publishing a D. H. Lawrence
review. Published irregularly until 1939, this
was the second issue in New Mexico.

Author Benjamin M. Read engaged in numerous disagreements
over the history of New Mexico and who had the authority to
write about it. First English-language publication, based on the
authors's second Spanish edition, and translated into English by
Eleuterio Baca. Howes R-90, Graff 3430.

$325
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141. [NEW MEXICO]. Silver City New Mexico: Health Wealth
Opportunites. Silver City with a Golden Climate.
Silver City, NM: Silver City Chamber Of Commerce, [1908]. Pamphlet.
16mo. 16 pp. White wraps, brown pictorial imprint. Toning to edges and
back of wrapper. Remnant of label on top edge of title page. Very Good.
Pamphlet extolling the virtues of Silver City complete with the sign of
prosperity on the front cover of bellowing stacks from the local copper
smelter. Not dated but information in text through 1907. 4 copies in OCLC
as of October 2016.

$45
142. [NEW MEXICO]. Territorio De Nuevo Mejico, 1869.
1869. Payment voucher (one page, measures 3.5 x 8.25”). Light soiling and
minor vertical crease from folding. Very Good.
Agosto 9, 1869 payment voucher from New Mexico Territory to the order
of Jose Fransisco Padilla for $87.68 in pesos. Document is in Spanish.

$75
143. [NEW MEXICO]. Testimony in the Case of Territory of
New Mexico Versus Guy Fernandez, 1901.
1901. Folio. 7 pp. Legal sized sheets. Original ink and pencil, light soiling
and toning. Chipping on edges and fold creases. Very Good.
Includes the Testimony of the defendant Guy Fernandez and two others
regarding a horse theft. Includes a part of a page with drawings to indicate
brands involved. Testimony consisting of questions and answers.

144. [NEW MEXICO]. Thompson, William A.
Proceedings of a Board of Survey Convened At Fort Craig, N. M. on
27th August 1863 by Virtue of the Following Order (Military Manuscript from the Civil War in New Mexico).
1863. Ephemera (8 x 12”). 4 pp. Some fold splits, Very Good.
Manuscript document from a beef inspection made by army officers in New
Mexico during the Civil War. One-sheet folded into four pages with fourth page
containing title and date, with "Beef" penciled in. "Viz. Head Quarters Fort
Craig, August 25th 1863. Official Order No. 252. A Board of Survey to conisist
of 1st Lieut. William A. Thompson, 1st Inf. Cal. Vols. , 1st Lieut. Thomas A.
Young, 3rd Infty. Cal. Vols., and 2nd Lieut. E. C. Baldwin, 1st. Cavl. Cal. Vols.
Will convene at this Post... To inspect Three Hundred Head of Beef Cattle offered on Contract of Messrs. Charles G.
Parker and Co. Of Santa Fe, N. M. To be
delivered to 1st Lieut. W. L. Rynerton...By
order of Col. Rigg, signed Ph. A. J. Russell, 2nd Lieut. 1st Inf. C. V..." Signed by
William A. Thompson, Thomas Young,
and Colonel Edwin A. Riggs. The beeves
were in good condition, with an average
weight of 634 pounds. All the named officers were known members of the California Column led by General James Carleton, which in 1862 had marched across
the desert in Arizona to pursue Confederate forces and Apaches. Charles G.
Parker was an early freighter on the Santa
Fe Trail and proprietor of the Exchange
Hotel in Santa Fe.

$950

$95
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145. [OREGON]; Shaffer, Robert. Western Oregon Photo Album.

146. [OUTLAWS]; [Doc Holliday]; TANNER, Karen Holliday.
Doc Holliday: A Family Portrait.

Oregon. Early 1900's. 12mo (photos mostly 6 x 8”). Nearly all photos mounted on the recto with the exception of one panoramic view on recto and verso.
Flexible leather covers are edgeworn; front cover has separated from oilcloth
backing. Marbled endpapers. A number of photos were tipped in poorly and
have been bent along the binding usually affecting only a 1/4”. The photo
quality is generally well composed with proper exposure; some light fading
along the edges. Some photos exhibit light browning from glue. Good.

Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 1998. Limited edition, 57 of 75
copies (with tipped in limitation sheet plus pasted in facsimile cabinet card of
Doc Holliday). Also includes second tipped in photo of Holliday. Half leather.
8vo. 338 pp. Interior is sparkling clean, Fine (book). Slipcase is lightly soiled,
Near Fine.
From the publisher: "John H. Holliday, D. D. S. , better known as Doc Holliday, has become a legendary figure in the history of the American West. In
Doc Holliday: A Family Portrait, Karen Holliday Tanner reveals the real man
behind the legend. Shedding light on Holliday’s early years, in a prominent
Georgia family during the Civil War and Reconstruction, she examines the
elements that shaped his destiny: his birth defect, the death of his mother and
estrangement from his father, and the diagnosis of tuberculosis, which led to
his journey west. The influence of Holliday’s genteel upbringing never disappeared, but it was increasingly overshadowed by his emerging western personality. Holliday himself nurtured his
image as a frontier gambler and gunman." Using previously undisclosed
family documents and reminiscences
as well as other primary sources, Tanner documents the true story of Doc’s
friendship with the Earp brothers and
his run-ins with the law, including the
climactic shootout at the O. K. Corral
and its aftermath. This first authoritative biography of Doc Holliday should
appeal both to historians of the West
and to general readers who are interested in his poignant story.

Early 20th century collection of 109 silver gel photographs, mostly 6 x 8 inches,
with hand-written captions of western Oregon. Hand drawn title page signed
Robert Shaffer 7B sec 13. Images feature scenic views along the Willamette,
Umpqua and Rogue Rivers, plus creeks, waterfalls, the coast. Agricultural views
document pear orchards, potato, alfalfa and corn fields, cattle and sheep herds.
City and town views include locations in Salem, Newport, Eugene, Drain, Cottage Grove, Ashland documenting schools, seminaries, storefronts, foundaries
and mills. The Black Butte Mine is shown along with churches, jails and hotels. Collection feels like
a class assignment with
each photo captioned in
pencil and tipped into
commercially produced
album. Overall, a much
better than average collection of photos than
normally seen in these
vernacular collections.
Additional scans available upon request.

$2,500

$265
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AMAZINGLY CLEAN DUST JACKET
147. [OUTLAWS]; [The Wild Bunch]; Kelly, Charles. Outlaw Trail.

Folded timetable and map for Chesapeake and Ohio Railway. Map unfolds
to 14 x 20.25" showing the eastern US. Printed March, 1880, Time-Table in
Effect February 29th, 1880. No copies from this year found on OCLC.

SLC, UT: Charles Kelly, 1938. First Edition. Signed and inscribed by author,
Fruita, Utah March 24, 1950. 8vo. 337 pp. Buckram. 337 pp. First edition,
maroon striated buckram with gilt stamped titles on the front board and backstrip. Gilt stamped cowboy on the front board. Lightly rubbed top and bottom
edges of boards, very light soiling on bottom edge; a beautiful copy. Rare dust
jacket with one very small chip on bottom
corner, otherwise almost looks new which
is remarkable as this is a rarely seen jacket.
Fine in Fine dust jacket.

$350

RAILROAD SCROLL MAP
149. [RAILROADS]; Gwynn, J. G. and Arthur Ridgeway
Right of Way and Track Map of the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, 1919.

History of one of the most notorious
groups of outlaws in the West, the Wild
Bunch. Profusely illustrated with maps,
photographs, and illustrations. Book states
1000 copies, while other references state
no more than 500 made it to the market.
Regardless, rare to find signed and in this
condition. Six-Guns 1221. Howes K58.

Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, 1919, corrected in 1927. Map. 12 primary
sheets and three supplemental sheets spliced and printed on one continuous
blueprint paper roll. Total length is 15 feet long and 2 feet high. Each sheet has
margins so there is not a continuous track. Very Good.
Runs from survey station 0+00 to survey station 2362+90, Durango to Silverton. The scale is 1" to 400'. Lists property owners adjacent to the track, town
plats of Silverton and Durango, plus numerous locations of now abandoned
mining towns and camps along the route. Also notes piers, abutments, cattle
guards, bridges, trusses etc. The Denver & Rio Grande ran between Colorado
and Utah with numerous short-lines off its main tracks, usually to mining
communities and mines. Their motto was "Through the Rockies, Not Around
Them". Many engineering feats of tunnels, bridges and roadcuts were constructed. The D&RG reached Durango, CO in August 1881 pushing north to
Silverton by July 1882. Today this narrow gauge line continues as the Durango
and Silverton Narrow Gauge Railroad as a tourist attraction. No copies are
found in institutional holdings as of November 2016. Photos upon request.

$1,250
148. [RAILROADS].
Go West! Via Chesapeake and Ohio Railway; Map of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway and its Connections.
1880. Pamphlet (6.5 x 3.5”). Light soil and small fold corner holes. Peach-colored paper. Very Good.

$5,000

(continued on next column)
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150. [RAILROADS]. Scenic Route, Colorado, Utah & New Mexico Via the Denver & Rio Grande Railway.

152. [TEXAS]. Along the Rio Grande: Scenes on the Line of the
Southern Pacific, Sunset Route in West Texas.

Denver, CO: Denver & Rio Grande Railway, 1882.
8vo. 16 pp. White wrapper with alluring steel engraving on front. Light soiling to wrappers. Pamphlet was once folded, perhaps in a passengers
pocket. Good.

N.d. [c. 1900]. Pamphlet (5.75 x 9”). Staplebound brown wrapper with silver
imprint and onlaid photograph of a donkey pulling a cart. One spot on the
front appears to be a paper or printing flaw, and there is a corner torn on the
photo, which is still complete. Light soil on a few pages and previous owner’s
name and small bookseller’s label on title page. Very Good.

9 steel engravings, with three after Thomas Moran. A classy and hard to find pamphlet. Despite
the title, the descriptive passages only promote
Colorado views.

Compliments of Passenger Department, Southern Pacific--Sunset Route,
Houston, Texas. With photos of the route and scenes on the Mexican and
United States sides of the border.

$375

$85

153. [TEXAS]. Business Outing in Texas: A Visit of the Commercial Club of Kansas City to Northern Texas, Indian Territory,
Oklahoma and Kansas.
Kansas City, MO: Chamber Of Commerce/Inter State Pub. Co., 1891. First
Edition. Hardcover. Large 8vo. 58 pp. White faux leather boards with gilt title
on front. Boards are soiled and bumped on corners and edges. Light soiling to
top edge. Binding is tight and interior is clean. Attractive chromolithographic
title page with green and sepia ink throughout. Very Good.

151. [SOUTH DAKOTA].
Hot Springs South Dakota Rogers & Wells.
Circa late 1890s. Staplebound pamphlet (4 x 9.5”).
16 pp. Light edge wear, clean interior. Very Good.

Before there was NAFTA, there was the Commercial Club of Kansas City
hoping to achieve favored trade status with Texas via a 1577 mile rail junket
with 81 delegates and committee members. Members wined and dined in a
Pullman Palace Car over 8 days. "It is not often that business men grow enthusiastic, but the Texas trip has filled them all with enthusiasm." This book
provided with compliments of the Winner Investment Co. Full intinery and
roster photos, plus photos from the trip and reports on various receptions and
sightseeing side trips along the way.

Many black and white photographs illustrate this
tourist guide of Hot Springs, accessible by the Burlington Route from Chicago. Testimonials from
physicians and lists of the ailments helped by the
springs are provided, with additional descriptions
of nearby Black Hills attractions and a railway
map. Scarce, with no copies found on OCLC.

$275
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154. [TEXAS]; Lindheim, Milton. Republic of the Rio Grande.

Philadelphia, PA: G. B. Zieber and Company, 1845. First Edition. Full leather
164 pp. Full contemporary leather binding with older rebacking and replaced
endpapers. Binding is tight. Title in gilt on spine. No wrappers. Light foxing
of several leafs in front and back, otherwise clean interior. Title page has older
crease. 4 pages of ads at back. Very Good.

Waco, TX: W. M. Morrison, 1964. Limited, 200 copies, 175 regular, 25 deluxe, handwritten on copyright
page #8 of 25 of the deluxe, with signature of the
publisher. Hardcover. 8vo. 17 pp. Red faux leather,
gilt imprint, marbled endpapers, original blue wrapper
bound in. Cover and frontis illustration. Very Good.

Contains the journal of Stapp’s captivity as one of
the members of the Texas expedition against Mier,
and "This was the first book to appear on the Mier
Expedition; it is still one of the best. Stapp was a
highly literate private soldier. His account , written
with no axe to grind besides the normal contemporary Texas animus for all things Mexican, contrasts
sharply with other major accounts...." Jenkins-Basic
Texas Books 197, Howes S-891, Sabin 90483.

"Texans in Mexico 1839-1840", containing biographical sketches of those involved in the rebellion that
briefly established an independent Republic of the
Rio Grande in northern Mexico.

$110
155. [TEXAS]; Schutze, Albert.
Diamond Jubilee Souvenir Book of Comfort, Texas Commemorating 75th Anniversary August 18, 1929.

157. [TEXAS]. University of Dallas Oak Lawn.

TX: Standard Printing, 1929. First Ed. 4to. 72 pp.
Tan wraps, moderate soiling. Tight binding. Good.

Circa 1910. Softcover. 62 pp. Stringbound pamphlet with edge wear, light rubbing, and tears along spine. Light soil on edges. Good.

Nicely produced and illustrated history of Comfort,
TX and surrounding region. Comfort was founded
by Ernest Hermann Altgelt and soon attracted many
German immigrants. Not often seen on the market.

A pictorial brochure of the Oak Lawn campus, with wraps that are folded
over for a total of four color illustrations inside and out. Text contains black
and white photos of grounds and facilities on rectos with text on versos. Everything from the boiler room to dorm
beds and the fields for "manly sports" is
depicted. The University of Dallas described here was operated by the Vincentian order from 1906-1928. Scarce,
with only two copies found at OCLC at
Southern Methodist University and University of Texas, Austin.

$1,500

$125
156. [TEXAS]; Stapp, William Preston.
Prisoners of Perote: Containing a Journal Kept by the Author, Who
Was Captured by the Mexicans, At Mier, December 25, 1842, and
Released from Perote, May 16, 1844.

$495

(continued on next column)
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158. [UTAH]; Howard, L. O. and Don Maguire.
Cyanidation in the Mercur District of Utah.

full-color advertisements, and other full-page advertisements and photographs
illustrate the guide. Descriptions of the mines include production, histories,
and process details for districts throughout the state. Under "Valuable Hints
to Miners and Prospectors" are a useful glossary and description of how to
do a prospector's assay.

Reprinted from the Salt Lake Mining Review, 1913.
Yellow wraps. 64 pp. Chips, tears, soil, and biodepredation nibbles in a corner. Good.

$825

Mercur, Utah was the site of a major gold rush and
in 1891 became the first place to use cyanide processing successfully in hard rock gold mining. Its
largest operation was the Golden Gate Mill. Many
b&w photos of the mills and machinery and two
folding plans illustrate this description of the ore
processing. By 1913 the mines had ceased operation. Six copies found on OCLC.

160. [UTAH]; James, George Wharton.
Utah: The Land of Blossoming Valleys.
Boston, MA: The Page Company, 1922. First Edition. Hardcover. 8vo. 371
pp. Beautiful pictorial green cloth with gold gilt lettering on cover and spine.
Gold top edge. Minimal wear to cover and edges. Cracked front hinge repaired at half title page. Binding is sound.
Pages clean and lightly toned. Book plate
and signature of previous owner. Jacket
has soiling, sunning and chipping on edges, corners and hinges. Some edge tears repaired by tape. Map and all plates present.
Good.

$175
159. [UTAH]; Kantner, H. W.
Hand Book on the Mines, Miners,
and Minerals of Utah.
Salt Lake City, UT: B. R. W. Sloan, 1896.
Softcover (6.5 x 4.5”). 246 pp. Stiff wraps,
silver and embossed gilt. Two previous
owner’s names are inscribed on the front,
and a previous owner’s name is on the first
advertisement page. Creases, light soil, and
light edge wear on cover. Edges and a few
pages have light soil, dogears on a few pages. Very Good.

"The story of its Desert Wastes, of its
Huge and Fantastic Rock Formations, and
its Fertile Gardens in the Sheltered Valleys;
a survey of its Rapidly Developing Industries; and Account of Origin, Development, and Beliefs of the Mormon Church.

$150

A scarce mining guide and directory. B&W
illustrations. One leaf at the front has
(continued on next column)
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163. [UTAH]. Salt Lake Route: A Souvenir of Delightful Journeys
Passenger Department, Salt Lake Route.

161. [UTAH]; Russell, Andrew J.
Zion's Cooperative Mercantile Institution, Salt Lake City, Store in
Which Brigham Young Has an Interest.

L. A., CA. Booklet, 48mo. One tape repair along spine, a bit of sunning, and
tiny ink stain to otherwise brightly-colored cover. Interior clean and free of
markings.

Circa 1868. Albumen photograph (8.5 x 11”). Some soil and foxing. Good.
Early photo of SLC from photographer of the Union Pacific Railroad, Andrew J. Russell. People,
horses, and covered wagons are in
the photo. The Zion's Cooperative
Mercantile Institution opened in
1868 as a department store. Identifiable signs on buildings include
Cotton Yarn Depot, Eldredge and
Clawson, Deseret (??) Harness, and
The Old Constitution building opposite the cooperative. The title,
not labeled on this photo, is visible at the top of the original glass plate found at
the Oakland Museum of California archives. The plate had damage on the right
side, in this print that area to the right is not shown. Russell photographed the
construction of the Union Pacific over 1868-69, providing many early images
of Salt Lake. Mounted on a more recent card. His large prints are hard to find.

Tourist booklet uniquely shaped in the facsimile of an orange with leaves describes southern
California attractions accessible by rail from
the Salt Lake Route. Descriptions and illustrations of destinations with a birds-eye view
map showing how the route connects.

$65

164. [UTAH]; Savage, C. R.
Salt Lake City from Prospect Hill Savage.
Circa 1880s. Photograph (5 x 8”). Light wear, mounted on a more recent card.
Very Good.

A pamphlet describing the many wonders and attractions of Salt Lake City,
conveniently reached by the Rio Grande Western Railway, with illustrations on
every page. Only four copies located on OCLC.

A photograph showing the Mormon Temple under construction, circa 1880s.
Caption was inscribed on the plate with credit to C. R. Savage. Charles Roscoe Savage was an English-born
Mormon convert who was famous for his western photography, particularly of the Union
Pacific transcontinental railroad.
In this image four children are
seated in the foreground on the
hill, with the view of Salt Lake
City beyond.

$50

$275

$2,100
162. [UTAH]. Salt Lake City: the "Zion" of the New World.
SLC, UT: Passenger Dept. Rio Grande Western Railway, 1899. Pamphlet. 24 pp.
Burgundy wraps with grey imprint, very light fading on front. Passenger agent
stamp on title page, otherwise clean and crisp. Very Good.
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165. [UTAH]. Territory and Military Department of Utah.
Item 166

D. C.: Government
Printing Office, 1895.
Map (18.5 x 29”). This
color hachure relief
map has a few chips,
soil on margins, and a
light dampstain running through the vertical center. Very Good.
Extracted as Plate
CXX from the "Atlas to Accompany the
Official Records of the Union and Confederate Armies 1861-1865" (printed
above border), published 1891-1895, with a date of 1860 given under the title
and the imprint of Julius Bien & Co Lith. Major routes are shown and the primary map sources are listed at the center. An inset map of the March Routes
of the Army of the Tennessee from Savannah, Ga. , to Columbia, S. C. ,1865 is
on the left. Wheat Transmississippi 1017.

167. [UTAH]. Township No. 30 South, Range No. 25 East of the
Salt Lake Base and Meridian, Utah (Lisbon Valley, Utah).

W. H. Graves Department of the Interior, U. S. G. and G. Survey. Map (30.75 x
21.5”). Light soil on top margin and a few tears up to two inches. Very Good.

SLC, UT: U. S. Surveyor General's Office,1917. Map (18 x 20”).
Has been stored rolled with
one fold line. Some light creasing and edge wear. Tape lines
shown in the image are from the
original copy, not repairs on this
sheet. Some red penciled grids
and marks are drawn in on the
left side. Good.

Atlas Sheet No. 1 froom Geology of the High Plateaus of Utah, by Capt. C. E.
Dutton, U. S. A. Circa 1879. A topographical map with countours of 250 feet
showing the Sevier River Valley and surrounding mountain ranges, with the
small communities of western Utah displayed.

A blueprint map of the Lisbon
Valley area in Southeast Utah.
Hachure relief. Scarce, with no
copies found in OCLC.

$200

$125

$475
166. [UTAH]; Thompson, A. H. and J. H. Renshawe.
Map of the District of the High Plateaus of Utah.
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169. [WASHINGTON]; Krollman, Gustav. Mt. St. Helens.

168. [UTAH]. Wanted Ad for Sam Levine from Sanpete County,
Utah with Two Additional Ads from Michigan and Ohio.

Northern Pacific Railway, [c. 1930s]. Poster (30 x 40”). The color image area
seems to have a protective coating which has toned the exterior of the image
edges a bit, and there are small chips along the edge. Very Good.

1912. Adhered to a stiff paper backing are two images and a wanted ad/notice. Paper backing is chipped and torn along edges, all ads and photos show
some wear and soiling with age. Good.

A large chromo-lithograph of Mt. St. Helens. A caption and artist’s name are
in the image, with the Northern Pacific Railroad logos under it. Starting in the
late 1920s, Austrian-born artist and commercial illustrator Gustav Krollman
produced a series of scenic paintings for the Northern Pacific. This view of
Spirit Lake and Mt. St. Helens was one of the few that did not have a locomotive in it. Scarce, with only one copy found on OCLC.

Wanted ad for Sam Levine, wanted for embezzlement. The notice was submitted by the Sheriff of San Pete County on December 20, 1912 and has two
stamps noting that it was received by the San Francisco police on the 28th.
Levine is described as being 35 or 36, a clothier by trade, and a good dresser.
The images show Levine clad in a suite and standing in a store, as well as
on a postcard in the back seat of a motor car where he has been circled and
identified. On verso: "$500.00 Reward / Escaped from Michigan State Prison,
Nov. 30, 1912 / Walter Murray; Missing from his home since Tuesday, Oct. 29,
Frank A. McKinney, Age 17.

$1,200

$125
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170. [WESTERNS].
The Dalton Gang of the Far West.

172. ZOGBAUM, Rufus F. Horse Foot and Dragoons: Sketches
of Army Life At Home and Abroad.

Racine, WI: Whitman. Paperback. 16 mo.
182 pp. Colorful pictorial wrappers with the
slightest of edge wear. Very Good.

NY: Harper & Brothers, 1888. First Edition. Hardcover (7 x 9.25”). 176 pp.
Dark blue pictorial boards with gilt lettering. Light soil, rubbed and bumped
corners, and sunning on spine. Binding tight. Gilt top edge, light soil on some
pages. Penciled previous owner’s information from 1887 on first free endpaper. Frontispiece is a tissue paper pastedown. Very Good.

Early dime novel from the Whitman Company of Racine, WI. Rarely do we see these
books for young readers in such beautiful
condition. Six-guns 547.

Illustrated by the author. Sketches are of typical military life in France, Germany, Great Britain, and the United States, with the focus on the western
United States Cavalry. Rufus Fairchild Zogbaum was an American writer and
illustrator who specialized in military drawing and was published extensively
in Harper's Weekly Magazine.

$75

$225
171. [WYOMING]. Cheyenne of Today.
Cheyenne, WY: Cheyenne Printing Company,
[c. 1910]. Pamphlet. 8vo. 32 pp. Light soil and
scuffed area on cream wrapper with gilt and
brown imprint. Interior clean. Laid in is a blank
“Compliments of ” slip. Good.
A pamphlet put out by the Industrial Club of
Cheyenne. Sepia tone photographs of many
Cheyenne buildings, the members of the Industrial Club, Union Pacific railroad facilities, and
cowboys, with birds eye and panoramic photos
at the centerfold. B&W illustrations. Even the
level of nitrates in the drinking water is given,
proof of "pure water and plenty of it."

$175
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SECTION 6: MORMON
STATEHOOD FOR UTAH?
173. BROOKS, Juanita. Mountain Meadows Massacre.

174. CRADLEBAUGH, Hon. J.
Utah and the Mormons. Speech of Hon. J. Cradlebaugh of Nevada, in the House of Representatives. February 7, 1863, on the
Admission of Utah As a State. Appendix to the Congressional
Globe of the Third Session Thirty-Seventh Congress.

CA: Stanford University Press, 1950. First Edition. First Printing. Signed
on the title page by the author. Hardcover. 8vo. 243 pp. Yellow boards with
green imprint, binding tight. Printed endpapers. Slight browning to edges and
browning at the very top edge of the dust jacket, clean interior. Frontispiece
map. Previous owners signature on endpaper plus previous owner dated the
book at the "Lee Motel, St. George, Utah”, I'm sure with tongue in cheek. Mylared dust jacket with very small chips, several 1/2" closed edge tears, and light
sunning on spine. Not price clipped. Very Good in Very Good dust jacket.

Washington, D. C.: John C. Rives, 1863. First Edition. Disbound. 4to. 7 pp.
Tipped into a later paper sleeve and inserted loosely in a three-quarter leather
over marbled paper boards with title stamped in green on spine. Very Good.
Disbound extract from the Congressional Globe of the speech of Hon. J. Cradlebaugh strongly arguing against the admission of Utah as a state. Flake notes
that "the speech was not given due to a shortage of time, but Mr. Cradlebaugh
was allowed to print it." Speech includes
information on the Mountain Meadows
massacre, Danite Captain Bill Hickman,
accusations that Brigham Young is "both
Church and State", and supposed 'blood
atonement' preachings of the church. An
important early anti-Mormon speech. Extract is a total of 10 pages, of which 7 contain Cradlebaugh's text. Flake 2572, Howes
C-840, Sabin 17311.l.

Groundbreaking work that brought light to the infamous Mountain Meadows
Massacre and helped the Southwest Utah site of the massacre gain National
Landmark status.

$425

$1,750
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175. [DESERET NEWS]; W. Richards (editor).
Deseret News, February 9, 1854.

A complete issue of the Deseret News, August 17, 1870, printing much of a
publicized religious debate over polygamy that had taken place in the preceding days. The debate, between Brigham Young's polygamy spokesman Orson
Pratt and U. S. Senate Chaplain J. P. Newman, took place over three days, arguing over the question Newman posed, "Does the Bible Sanction Polygamy?"
The debate fills most of the issue, with additional correspondence between
Brigham Young and J. P. Newman printed on the last page, where Young declines Newman's personal challenge to a debate and offers up Orson Pratt or
John Taylor in his stead.

Salt Lake City: Deseret News, 1854. Newspaper (21.5 x 15.5”). 4 pp. Fold
creases, light soil and a few chips and tears. Very Good.
A complete issue of the Deseret News. Feature article "History of Joseph
Smith. April 1839," around the time the Latter Day Saints founder escaped
from prison in Missouri. On the last
page is a three-column speech "By
President Young, delivered in the
Tabernacle, Great Salt Lake City, June
13th, 1852, after Elder Ira Ames had
addressed the Congregation." Also
contains ads for strayed oxen and
news of the day.

$175

DIFFICULT TO FIND IN DUST JACKET
177. MILLER, David E. Hole-In-The-Rock: an Epic in the Colonization of the Great American West.

$150

Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1959. First Edition. Signed by the
author and dated 1959 on the half title page. Hardcover (10.25 x 7”). 229 pp.
Red cloth with black and gilt imprint. Light soil on edges. Pages clean. Map
endpapers and black and white photo plates.
Original hard-to-find dust jacket in protective
mylar. Some chipping, not price clipped. Very
Good in Good dust jacket.

176. [DESERET NEWS];
George Q. Cannon (editor).
Deseret News, August 17, 1870.

A Mormon history of the arduous Hole-inthe-Rock expedition of 1879-80, where an
ill-fated "let's take this short-cut" approach
led to the necessity of building a road through
a cliff over a long cold winter.

Salt Lake City, UT: Deseret News, 1870. Newspaper (17 x 12”). 16 pp. The paper has light soil,
a few tears, and an old Salt Lake City bookseller's stamp on the first page top margin. Protected in a hardcover red cloth binding with a peeling typewritten label on the spine with "Bible
Sanction Polygamy" visible. Very Good.

$185

(continued on next column)
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178. [NEW YORK DAILY TRIBUNE].
New York Daily Tribune, July 10, 1843.

A set of pamphlets bound together, most from the elders of the Mormon
Church defending plural marriage. In August, 1870, a well-known set of debates on whether the Bible sanctioned polygamy took place in Salt Lake City
between Brigham Young's spokesman for polygamy Orson Pratt and U. S.
Senate Chaplain J. P. Newman. This volume contains several documents which
were published separately, including the original debate and other pro-polygamy publications: Discourse on Celestial Marriage by Orson Pratt, A. M. Musser, Discourse on Celestial Marriage by George Smith,
Discourse on Celestial Marriage by George Cannon,
A Few Plain Facts Plainly Spoken, In Regards to the
Pretended "Crisis" in Utah! ! ! By A. M. Musser, and
Circular of the First Presidency of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints by Brigham Young
et al. Scarce, with only three copies of the sermon
and response by itself found on OCLC. Flake 5807,
6490, 5682, 1658.

NY: 1843. Newspaper (20 x 15”). 4pp. Some
tears on margins, edge toning, and chips. Good.
An early issue of the New York Daily Tribune
newspaper from July 10, 1843, the year after
the paper was first established. A few interesting articles have Mormon content and the lede article is Rocky Mountain Expedition: A Letter From Mr.
Audubon, written from Fort Pierre and Fort George. Naturalist Audubon
writes of massive herds of buffalo, a distaste for catfish, and the prairies. On
the front page are a few paragraphs reporting on the new Mormon community of Nauvoo, praising its fine houses and the architecture of the Mormon
temple there, "unlike anything in the world." On the second page is an article
reporting the arrest of Mormon Joseph Smith, noting a party of 200 horsemen from Nauvoo that had set out to liberate him. This arrest was for treason
against the state of Missouri, and Smith had been freed by the time of the
newspaper's publication.

$450

$55
180. ROBERTS, B. H.
Mormon Battalion, its History and Achievements.

179. NEWMAN, Rev. Dr.; Orson Pratt.
Sermon by the Rev. Dr. Newman, Pastor of the Metropolitan
Methodist Church, on Plural Marriage, to Which is Added an Answer by Elder Orson Pratt, One of the Twelve Apostles of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.

Salt Lake City: Deseret News, 1919. First Edition.
12mo. 96 pp. Tan wrappers with black imprint on
front. Wrappers and edges of booklet are toned; tight
staple binding and clean interior. Fold-out map tipped
in front. Very Good.

Salt Lake City: Deseret News Office, 1870. Bound pamphlets. 8vo. Bound
in later red cloth boards with gilt imprint "Pratt, Newman Debate" on spine.
Bumped corners, soil on edges, cloth tape at hinges. Light soil on a few pages
and faint musty odor. Uneven pages, tape repairs to several pages, and inked
notes over a few titles. Previous owner's bookplate on front pastedown. 21,
[1]-105, [1]-8, [1]-10. Very Good.

From prolific Mormon author B. H. Roberts. His take
on the history of the Mormon Battalion. Flake 7337.

$25
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LOCAL GOVERNOR’S REPORT ON THE MURDER OF
MORMON FOUNDER/PROPHET, JOSEPH SMITH
181. [SMITH, JOSEPH; (DEATH/MURDER OF…)].
Journal of the Senate of the Fourteenth General Assembly of the State
of Illinois, At Their Regular Session, Begun and Held At Springfield,
December 2, 1844 (Containing the Message of the Governor...in Relation to the Disturbances in Hancock County).
Springfield, IL: Walters & Weber, 1844. First Edition. Hardcover. 8vo. 469 pp. Tan
cloth boards with red and gilt title label, light soil and rubbed and bumped edges and
corners. Hinges reinforced with cloth tape, soil on edges, and light foxing of pages.
Very Good.
This exceedingly rare Senate Journal contains the original report of Governor
Thomas Ford on the events surrounding the murder of Joseph Smith at the Carthage, Illinois jail. Joseph Smith surrendered on June 25, 1844 for the charges of
destroying the press of an anti-Mormon publication put out by ex-communicated
Mormons. Pages 91-110 in this volume are the report of Governor Ford on his visits
to Carthage and Nauvoo in the month preceding and on the day of the murders by
the mob that killed Smith and his brother Hyrum at the jail on June 27, 1844. Ford
recounts the speech he gave that day at Nauvoo. He explains his actions and gives
opinions on what had led to such tensions surrounding the Mormon colony of Nauvoo, along with providing his recommendations on the still standing Nauvoo militia.
Ford was criticized by both sides for not doing more in the events before and after
Smith's death but defended his actions citing the state's limited power in the situation. The report is dated December 23, 1844. The governor's message is rare even in
its more common pamphlet edition, and no copies of this Senate Journal are found
in auction records or on OCLC. Flake 4195.

$4,500
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182. BANCROFT, Hubert Howe.
Works of Bancroft Volumes I-V: the Native Races.

clipped. Red boards with gilt imprint, clean interior. All plates present. Very Good in Good
dust jacket.

San Francisco, CA: A. L. Bancroft & Company, 1882. Hardcover. 8vo. Beveled
blind embossed original maroon boards with gilt on spines. Boards have rubbing, slight sunning on spines, bumped corners, and light soil. Some hinges are
slightly loose. Soil on edges, with clean interiors. The volumes are housed in
fine brown cloth custom slipcases with title labels. Volume I : Wild Tribes, xlix,
797, six folding maps showing distribution of tribes in North America. Rear
hinge cracked slightly, small hole in first free endpaper. Volume II: Civilized
Nations, x, 805, one folding map and one folding chart. Volume III: Myths
and Languages, x, 796. Volume IV:
Antiquities, vii, 807, illustrated, with
one folding map. Volume V: Primitive History, xi, 796, two folding
maps. The maps are in very good
condition throughout. Good overall.

E. A. Brininstool was known for his histories
of the Indian Wars and presents the events surrounding Crazy Horse's death, citing several
personal accounts of those involved. Illustrated
with b&w photographs.

$275
184. BARRY, D. F.
Taking the Census At Standing Rock, Dakota.
1885. Photograph (8 x 10”) mounted on board, gilt edges. Worn corner margins. Toned, a few pin holes, light soil. Imprint on mount has name of photographer worn off with “Photographer” and “Bismarck, Dakota” visible. Good.

Volumes I-V of Bancroft's massive
39 volumes of history, the complete
set of The Native Races portion of
Bancroft's Works.

A gelatin silver photograph from June 1, 1885, Census Day, of a crowd at
Standing Rock. Congress made funds available for an interdecennial 1885
census that Dakota Territory participated in. Hundreds of Native
Americans from Standing Rock
Agency are standing posed, with
some horses, buildings, and dogs
also visible. David Frances Barry
(1854-1934) was a prolific photographer in Dakota Territory in
1870s and 1880s, known for his
photos of Native Americans, particularly the Sioux, and the iconic
frontiersmen of the West.

$300

183. BRININSTOOL, E. A.
Crazy Horse: the Invincible Ogalalla Sioux Chief.
Los Angeles: Wetzel Publishing Co., 1949. First Edition. An interesting association copy inscribed to Arctic explorer Vilhjamur Stefansson and signed by
the author. Hardcover. 8vo. 87 pp. Dust jacket has light soil and toning, damp
staining and fading of spine tail, and tears up to an inch and a half. Corners

$950
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RARE COLORADO IMPRINT
187. DAWSON, Thomas F. and F. J. V. Skiff.
The Ute War: A History of the White River Massacre and the Privations and Hardships of the Captive White Women Among the
Hostiles on Grand River.

185. BROWN, W. Henry. Santa Fe and Vicinity. San Miguel Chapel, Rear View, and Oldest House in City.
Santa Fe, NM: [c. 1880]. Stereoview photograph (4.25 x 7”). Light soil and
light margin dampstain. Very Good.

Denver, CO: Tribune Publishing House, 1879. First Edition. Hardcover. 8vo.
192 pp. Modern three-quarter dark blue morocco over blue marbled paper
covered boards, five raised gilt lined spine bands with gilt title and author
names in compartments. Blue marbled endpapers, top edge gilt. Ex-library
copy with library ink stamps on title page and few throughout the book’s
margins. Holograph library ink numbers on verso of title page. Binding very
lightly rubbed, small corner bumps. Discoloration to textblock fore-edge and
lower edge, not reflected on inner pages. Original wrappers not present however the 7 pages of ads in rear are
present. Some foxing and soiling on
preliminaries (including title page)
and terminal pages. Otherwise occasional spots of foxing or minor
smudges. Good.

Early stereoview of Santa Fe's San Miguel Church. W. Henry Brown (18441886) published many early photographs and stereoviews of Santa Fe at his
studio there from the 1860s through
the 1880s, with this card, No. 16 of a
series: Among the Ancient and Interesting Scenery of New Mexico. Verso
has text on Santa Fe's history and architecture. Scarce, with no copies on
OCLC.

$275
186. BROWN, W. Henry. West View of Santa Fe. No. 38.

Report of the origin and attending
circumstances of the entire trouble
from the time of Johnson's attack
upon Agent Meeker, including the
Thornburgh fight at Milk River, the
agency massacre, the captivity of the
women, and other incidents of interest. Illustrated. "After Hollister's
History of the First Col. Regiment,
the rarest Colorado imprint," Howes D163, Flake 2732.

Santa Fe, NM. Stereoview photograph (4.25 x 7”). Light soil, mount scuffed
at corners and edges. Very Good.
Early stereoview of Santa Fe , circa 1870s. Caption "West View of Santa Fe No.
38" handwritten under photos. W. Henry Brown (1844-1886) published many
early photographs and stereoviews of
Santa Fe at his studio there from the
1860s through the 1880s. Verso has
text on Santa Fe's history and architecture. In the foreground is an open area
that looks like farmland. Scarce, with
no copies on OCLC.

$3,750

$350
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188. CUSHING, Frank Hamilton. My Adventures in Zuni.
Santa Fe, NM: Peripatetic Press, 1941. Limited Signed Edition. One of four hundred copies. The second endpaper is inscribed to
John Naylor and signed by both DeGolyer and Lanier. Hardcover. 8vo. 178 pp. Grey boards with green and silver imprint have
light soil and bumped corners. Rough-trimmed pages. Mylared dust jacket has a few chips, a half-inch tear, and light soil. The price
is marked through in pencil. Presented in a custom linen clamshell with black and gilt title label. Very Good in Good dust jacket.
This edition of anthropologist and ethnologist Frank Hamilton Cushing's experiences living among the Zuni has an introduction
by Everette DeGolyer and color illustrations of the Zuni ceremonial masks by Fanita Lanier. The brightly colored margin paintings have some offset on the opposite pages.

$500
189. EICKEMEYER, Carl and Lilian Westcott. Among the Pueblo Indians.
New York: Merriam Company, 1895. First Edition. Hardcover. 8vo. 195 pp. Green cloth boards with silver imprint, color illustration
on front. Rubbed corners, one small tear at front hinge. Sunning on spine, dent on front board fore edge. Light soil on edges, very
light shadow on endpapers from a former dust jacket. Light soil on a few pages. In a custom green cloth clamshell case. Very Good.
The personal account and photos of two people who traveled from New York to New Mexico to visit Puebloan villages, including
information about San Ildefonso, Cochiti, Santo Domingo and Taos. Illustrated with b&w photograph reproductions.

$175
190. ELKINS, Captain John M. and Frank W. McCarty.
Indian Fighting on the Texas Frontier.
Amarillo, TX: 1929. 8vo. 96 pp. Grey wraps, black pictorial design on front. Yap edges chipped. Spine and page edges toned; page corners
worn. Good.
4 photos of the Elkins clan. This 1929 book by Frank W. McCarty is a re-write of Elkins' 1908 title "Life on the Texas Frontier". Elkins
was elected Captain of Frontier Rangers and fought a number of Indian skirmishes.

$75
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THREE SIGNED LITHOGRAPHS BY RENOWNED NAVAJO ARTIST, R. C. GORMAN
191-193. GORMAN, R. C. [Rudolph Carl Gorman]. 3 signed, limited edition lithographs (one artist proof) each measuring
30 x 22”. All three items in fine condition with no flaws. Shadows in images are photo artifacts from shrinkwrap packaging.

191. Angelina.
1974. Rare signed/lettered artist proof (lettered
A/P), one of seven produced for the edition of 70.

192. Evie (State II).

193. Pajeha (State I).

1979. Signed and numbered (66/70). Blind stamp
of Editions Press next to number.

1980. Signed and numbered. (7/150).

$750

$750

$3,500
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RARE HILEMAN PORTFOLIO
194. HACKETT, Charles Wilson.
Revolt of the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico and Otermin's Attempted Reconquest 1680-1682 (two volumes).

196. HILEMAN, T. J.
T. J. Hileman Portfolio of Native American Portraits.
Kalispell, MT: T. J. Hileman, 1927. Photo book, the photographs measure 7.5
x 9.5” on mounts of 11 x 14 inches. 21 pp. Very Good. Each portrait is signed
and dated; printed on embossed photo paper with the Hileman Studio stamp
on verso; plus each photo is blind embossed with the Hileman Studio logo
within the potrait. Each Native American is identified in manuscript within
the studio stamp on recto. Studio stamp on verso. Full leather album is rubbed
on edges with frayed corners. Remnant of gilt ruling at head and foot of spine.
Album is hinged with cloth tabs on which the photo is tipped in. Each photo
also has spider web tissues with the first tissue detached. Several tissues are
chipped along edges. Printed marbled endpapers. Each photo remains in very
good condition with no fading or blemishes.

Albuquerque, NM: U. of NM Press, 1942. First Edition. Hardcover (7.5 x
10.75”). Pagination: ccx, 262, and 430. Red cloth boards with gilt imprint.
Light rubbing and bumped corners. Some
wear to edges, interiors clean. Dust jackets
are sunned with light soil, chips and a closed
tear and one-inch piece missing on the front
of Volume I. Pages uncut, interior clean. Very
Good in Good jackets.
One of the Coronado Cuarto Centennial
Publications, 1590-1940, Vol VIII and IX,
or both parts in two volumes. Two large volumes on the Pueblo tribes' defense of their
lands against the invading Spaniards.

Remarkable portfolio collection by T. J. Hileman of 21 portraits of Blackfeet
Indians. The collection includes 20 different individuals, with two views of
Many Miles. The quality of each portrait is stunning, capturing elders within
the Blackfeet tribe with grace and precision. Subjects include Big Wolf, Running Gun, White Wolf, Eagle Arrow, Heavy Shield, among others. His portraits are valuable in documenting clothing, hairstyles and ornamentation of
the Blackfeet. T. J. Hileman is best known for his work within Glacier National
Park and surrounding areas, plus photographs in situ and portraits of Blackfeet Indians. He moved from Colorado to Kalispell, Montana in 1911 and
was named the official photographer for the Great Northern Railway in 1924.
His work remains popular through the thousands of post cards, brochures,
periodicals and books published bearing his images. Glacier National Park and
the Glacier Natural History Association own the largest collection of Hileman
prints and albums. Additional scans available upon request.

$325
195. HARLOW, Francis H. and Jack Silverman.
Pueblo Indian Pottery.
Santa Fe, NM: Silverman Museum, 2001. Limited Edition. One of 400 hardcover copies, signed by physicist and Puebloan pottery expert Francis H. Harlow on the title page. Hardcover (12.25 x 11.25”). Tan dust jacket has light
edge and corner wear, a quarter-inch tear and a few light lines on rear, and
light sunning of spine. Red cloth boards with black and grey imprint. Fine in
Very Good dust jacket.

$11,750

A look at the artistry of historic Puebloan pottery, with 33 full-color plates
and explanations from artist and museum curator Jack Silverman.

SEE AN IMAGE OF THIS ITEM
ON THE REAR INSIDE COVER
OF THIS CATALOGUE

$125
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197. HILLERS, John K. Zuni Method of Transportation and Pack Animals.
United States Geological Survey, 1879. Original albumen photograph by John K. Hillers (9.5 x
7.25” on 11.25 x 14 mount). USGS mount on original grey board with distinctive border. Minor rubbing to photo and mount. One scratch on negative. Mount is chipped along the edges.
Hillers’ name and title in negative. Sepia toned photo remains bright and crisp. Very Good.
Print shows Zuni Indians loading four donkeys at Zuni Pueblo, in the winter of 1879. Hillers
was hired by John Wesley Powell to be a boatman on Powell's second Colorado River Expedition in 1871. He soon showed an apptitude for photography and quickly was assisting E. O.
Beaman and James Fennemore and is credited with many of the photographs from the second
expedition. Powell was impressed with Hillers’ skills, hiring him as the first staff photographer of the Bureau of Ethnology and continued working for Powell's US Geological Survey
through 1919. His remarkable photographs of the Zuni and Hopi Pueblos in New Mexico
and Arizona are some of the earliest photos made in the region and remain primary source
material for the study of these cultures. Unlike many later photographers of the southwest,
Hillers managed to capture daily scenes within the Puebloan culture in situ.

$875
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198. HOLLISTER, U. S.
The Navajo and His Blanket.
Denver: U. S. Hollister, 1903. First Edition. Inscribed by
the author on the second endpaper, dated 1904 in Denver.
Hardcover. 8vo. 144 pp. Red beveled boards with gilt imprint and pasted on photo illustration framed with blind
embossed box. Boards are slightly bowed and have light
soil, a sunned spine, and a few patches of discoloration and
cloth wrinkling. Rubbed and bumped corners. Patterned
endpapers have some chipping and cracked hinges have
peeling paper from glue repairs. All plates present as called
for, with 10 color plates and an illustrated title page. The
book is housed in a later custom red cloth clamshell with a
red and gilt title label. Good.
Uriah S. Hollister was an executive of Continental Oil Company who collected Native American art. Howes H 603.

$200

68

199. JAMES, George Wharton. Indian Blankets and Their Makers.

ratified in 1868 at Fort Sumner, New Mexico. This issue, from 1946, includes
the text in English in black type and Navajo in red type. 1000 copies printed at
the Phoenix Indian School Print Shop. Uncommon on the market. The treaty
called for "from this day forward all war between the parties to this agreement
shall forever cease." Agents for the United States included Lieutenant General W. T. Sherman and Samuel F. Tappan and Barboncito, Armijo, and other
Chiefs and Headman of the Navajo Tribe.

NY: Tudor Publishing Company, 1937. Hardcover (7.75 x 10.25”). 213 pp. 1937 reprint of
1914 first edition, in its very scarce original
box and dust jacket. Dust jacket has chips,
a half inch tear, and clipped corners. Red
cloth boards, gilt and green imprint. Spine
shaken. Top edge red, other edges with some
soil spots. Endpapers have shadow toning, a
few pages have light soil. Very Good book
in Very Good jacket. Box in Good condition
with some wear, light soil, and a pastedown
front lid matching the cover.

$125
201. LETTER from the Secretary of the Interior, in Relation to
the Affairs of the Indians At the Pine Ridge and Rosebud Reservations in South Dakato [Sic]. March 16, 1892.
Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1892. First Edition. Disbound. 8vo. 185 pp. Glued binding is still holding; clean interior. Very Good.
Tipped in is a large color folding map of Montana Territory dated 1887, 21 x
40”, showing a few small fold corner holes and one margin soil spot, also in
Very Good condition.

With sixty-four illustrations and thirty-two color plates. A well-illustrated classic on Navajo weaving from writer and photographer George Wharton James.

$375

52d Congress, 1st Session, Senate Exec. Doc. No. 58. In the title "Dakota" is
mispelled "Dakato". The report regards the establishment of Indian reservation boundaries and contains
over a thousand entries on "a
List of Indians desiring to live
on the Pine Ridge Reservation"
and testimony on whether the
Brule Sioux should be included
in the Pine Ridge Reservation.

200. JOHNSON, Andrew. Treaty between the United States of
America and the Navajo Tribe of Indians.
Phoenix, AZ: Phoenix Indian School Print Shop,
1946. First Edition. Presentation copy from Carl
Gorman, a noted Navajo Code Talker and father
of noted artist R. C. Gorman, to Carl Dentzel who
later became director of the Southwest Museum
in L. A., 1856-1980. Pamphlet. 8vo. 15 pp. Lightly
toned. Originally staple-bound, no staples present.
First leaf fold is very weak. Good.

$325

Pamphlet of the Treaty between the United States
of America and the Navajo Tribe of Indians,
(continued on next column)
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202. MCCREIGHT, M. I.; Flying Hawk.
Firewater and Forked Tongues: a Sioux Chief Interprets U. S.
History (With Autograph Letter Signed).

203. MCKENNEY, Thomas L.; Hall, James D.
History of the Indian Tribes of North America, with Biographical Sketches and Anecdotes of the Principal Chiefs. Embellished
with One Hundred and Twenty Portraits, from the Indian Gallery
in the Department of War, At Washington (three volumes).

Pasadena, CA: Trail’s End Publishing, 1947. First Edition. Laid in is an autograph signed letter from Felix Flying Hawk, the chief ’s son, dated 1946 from
DuBois, Pennsyvania, McCreight’s home town. Hardcover. 8vo. xxiv, 180 pp.
Red cloth boards with gilt imprint. Light soil on lower edge. Bright dust jacket
has rubbed edges, light sunning on spine, and a half-inch tear. Price clipped.
Color frontispiece, b&w illustrations. Very Good in Very Good dust jacket.

Philadelphia: Rice & A. N. Hart, 1855. Hardcover (7.5 x 10.75”). Complete set
of three volumes in this third octavo edition, housed in a brown slipcase: iv,
333; xvii, 9-290; iv, 17-392. Good overall. Original brown blind stamped morocco, with five bands and worn gilt on spine. Spines have been rebacked and
edges and corners have darker repairs. Rubbed and bumped spine ends and
corners. Spines have a red tinge to them, with some light soil on leather. Bindings tight. All edges gilt, some scuffs. Bookseller’s description on front pastedown of vol. I, brief inked note on front pastedown of vol. III. Moderate soil
on endpapers and some pages, including title pages. Margin dampstains affect
some pages in all three volumes, with old mold spots on the endpapers and
the margins of the last 30 pages of volume I and the endpapers of volume III.
The majority of the plates, chromo-lithographs with some hand painting and
original tissue guards, are in very good
condition. All plates present.

Illustrated by Charles Russell, with three black and white photo plates. A Sioux
narrative of the late 1800s, written down by Major Israel McCreight, who
formed lasting friendships with several Sioux. Oglala Lakota Flying Hawk
fought alongside Crazy Horse at the Battle Little Big Horn and was present
at both the death of Crazy Horse and Wounded Knee. Later he became a
Wild Wester and often visited schools, believing in the need to educate people
about the Lakota culture. McCreight had started his early career in the Dakota Territory and kept up the connections he made there when he returned
back East, hosting Buffalo Bill's Wild
West cast and welcoming Flying Hawk
through the years. He wrote this narrative with Flying Hawk's approval.
Flying Hawk and his son both spent
much time at McCreight's home, "The
Wigwam." The letter warmly thanks
McCreight for some pants he had sent.
There is a discrepancy in that Felix Flying Hawk's year of death is elsewhere
listed as 1944, but we can't verify the
official death date or the authenticity
of the letter.

The plates are from the paintings of
Charles Bird King made for the War
Department, with lithography by J. T.
Bowen of Philadelphia. An 1865 fire
at a Smithsonian gallery destroyed
most of the original paintings, making McKenney's work the primary
preserved record of the lost paintings.
With the History, Thomas McKenney
sought to document what he realized
were fast vanishing tribes and their
cultures. He was head of the US Indian Trade program and later the

$275
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STUNNING PHOTOGRAVURES
Superintendent of Indian Affairs, publishing these volumes after he had been removed from his position by
Andrew Jackson. For the biographies included in the
volumes McKenney had interviewed many of the subjects brought to Washington as delegates, with sketches
of Red Jacket, Sequoyah, and Osceola and more. Attorney and judge James Hall wrote the general history. The
octavo editions were reduced from the first folio edition, with the addition of biographies. Howes M 129.
Sabin 43411.

$8,000

204. NAVAHOANA: a Descriptive List of Publications on the Navaho Indians.
St. Michaels, AZ: St. Michaels Press, 1950. Staplebound
pamphlet. 16mo. 40 pp. Grey wraps. Light soiling and
sunning near edges. Ex-library stamp on front wrap and
verso of rear wrap. Pages clean and lightly toned, binding sound. Good.

205. NORDENSKIOLD, Gustaf. Cliff Dwellers of the Mesa Verde Southwestern Colorado Their Pottery and Implements.
Stockholm: P. A. Norstedt & Soner, 1893. First Edition. Hardcover (11.5 x 14.75”). 174 pp.
Three-quarter leather over blue paper boards. Rubbed and bumped corners and edges, light
soil on boards. One page and its tissue guards are loose. Light soil on edges, endpapers, and
just a few text pages. Very Good.
The first edition in English of Gustaf Nordenskiold's beautifully illustrated first scientific
study of Mesa Verde's ruins. Collated complete with 51 plates + 10 appendix plates as called
for, including fine photogravures of the ruins with a two-page center spread of the Cliff
Palace. This English edition, with many more plates than the Swedish version, was translated
by D. LLoyd Morgan and contains an additional appendix, Human Remains from the Cliff
Dwellings of The Mesa Verde by G. Retzius. Many maps and plans also illustrate the text.
Gustaf Nordenskiold excavated and collected Mesa Verde artifacts in the summer of 1891,
working with Richard Wetherill and taking some of the best early photographs of Southwest
ruins. Howes N 179.

$4,250

Includes sections on Anthropology, language, ceremonialism and Catholic books. Includes laid in sheet "A
Note on the Alphabet."

$75
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206. OKODAKICIYE-WAKAN Odowan Qa Okna Ahiyayapi Kta
Ho Kin: Hymnal with Tunes and Chants According to the Use of
the Protestant Episcopal Church in the Mission Among the Dakotas of the Missionary District of South Dakota.

N.d. Photograph. The image is toned with dampstain discolored streaks and is
mounted. Left edge has a two-inch tear. Good.

207. O’SULLIVAN, Timothy. H.
Blanket Making Among the Navajoes Stereoview.

A photograph from the Pine Ridge Agency, from the original taken in 1883 by
an unknown photographer. From left to right are Standing Soldier (Oglala Lakota), George Sword (Oglala Lakota), Valentine McGillycuddy (Indian agent),
William Garnett (interpreter), and the chief Young Man Afraid of His Horses
(Oglala Sioux). The two soldiers are wearing reservation police uniforms. The
scene is from a studio, with a teepee set in the background, fake grass at the
men's feet, and floor visible to the right. Young Man Afraid of His Horses was
a war leader in Red Cloud's War and later a negotiator who wanted to keep the
peace, particularly after the Wounded Knee
Massacre. Valentine McGillycuddy was a
surgeon and Indian agent in the 1880s who
was dismissed for political reasons. He had
retired to private life when he advised the
government to deescalate the tensions leading up to Wounded Knee, and he treated its
survivors.

War Dept. Corps of Engineers, 1874. Stereophotograph (4 x 7”). Light soil,
one worn corner with the number 70 written on one photo in ink. Very Good.

$95

NY: Thomas Whittaker, 1894. Later Printing. Hardcover. 8vo. 258 pp. Blue cloth boards with gilt and
blind embossed imprint. Sunned spine and rubbed and
bumped corners. Red edges with light soil and minor
chipping of first free endpaper. Very Good.
Early Dakota language hymnal originally published in
the 1880s. This indexed hymnal contains 176 hymns
and 48 chants, all translated into Dakota, with scores.

$225

Scarce stereoview captioned "No. 70
Blanket making among the Navajoes."
Depicts two women and a man next to a
loom and blankets. Photograph for 1873
Expedition of Geographical and Geological Explorations and Surveys West of
the 100th Meridian led by Lt. George M.
Wheeler. No copies found on OCLC.

209. RENVILLE, John B. Woonspe Itahkihna. Ehakeun Okaga.
Precept Upon Precept. Translated Into the Dakota Language.
Boston: American Tract Society, [c. 1860]. Hardcover (4.25 x 6”). 228 pp. Black
blind embossed boards, gilt print and device on spine. Rubbed edges, bumped
corners. Lightly soiled endpapers, speckled edges. Clean interior. Very Good.
Dakota language version of a series of children's Bible stories written by Mrs.
Favell Lee Mortimer, an English evangelical author. Translated by John B. Renville, prepared for press by missionary Stephen Return Riggs, who authored or
translated many religious books in the Dakota language. Printers Geo. C. Rand
& Avery on copyright page.

$350
208. PINE RIDGE Agency Photograph with Agent Valentine Mcgillycuddy and Oglala Lakotas.

$275
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210. SOUTHWEST all Indian Pow Wow.
Flagstaff, AZ: Coconino Sun, [n.d.]. Broadside (13.5 x
21.5”) printed on stiff card, verso contains a bonus.
Light wear, soil spot to corners. Very Good.

OUTSTANDING FRAMED SANTA FE CALENDAR
212. [SANTA FE RAILROAD CALENDAR].
Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona, 1909.

Covering verso is a bonus penciled treasure map with
bad “piraits”, sand bars, etc. "Southwest All Indian
Pow Wow July Tues. Wed. Afternoon Shows Only
America's Greatest Indian Celebration. Flagstaff AZ."
These famous pow wows ran from 1930-80 on 4th of
July weekend, drawing thousands of Native Americans,
ending when it became too popular for the town to
handle. No copies found on OCLC.

Santa Fe Railroad: 1909. Calendar printed in vibrant red, white and blue Navajo rug motif with prominent Santa Fe logo. Four small areas of expert restoration at corners and edges. Not examined out of frame. Outside dimensions
of frame 23.5 x 13.5”, with an inside dimension of 20.5 x 10.5 inches. Good.
Rare and colorful Santa Fe Railway calendar from 1909. The Santa Fe Railroad
began distributing calendars in 1907. According to an official Santa Fe Railway calendar website, William Haskell Simpson, the ATSF advertising agent,
was responsible for acquiring and utilizing southwestern art for the railroads
calendars. Noted artists such as E. I. Couse, Gerald Cassidy, Louis akin, J. H.
Sharp, Edgar Payne and Thomas Moran all had images published. Calendars
were produced through 1993 and are highly collectible. Early calendars are
rare, especially so with all 12 months represented on tear sheets as this copy
apparently does. So rare is this calendar that the Santa Fe calendar website
does not have the image on their site, nor could we find institutional holdings
on OCLC as of November 2016. Additional images available upon request.

$325

AMAZING RESOURCE FOR RESEARCHERS
211. VICTOR, Frances Fuller.
Early Indian Wars of Oregon Compiled from the Oregon Archives
and Other Original Sources with Muster Rolls.
Salem, OR: Frank C. Baker, State Printer, 1894. First Edition. 8vo. 719 pp. 3/4
leather calf over black pebbled boards. Title and author laid down on spine
in gilt, black and red. Book has been re-backed with original spine laid down.
Moderate rubbing to corners and edges of the boards. Light toning to edges of
book block. Binding is tight with clean interior. Good.

$1,200

SEE AN IMAGE OF THIS ITEM
ON THE FRONT INSIDE COVER
OF THIS CATALOGUE

Senate Joint Resolution No. 5 of the Oregon Legislature, Twentieth Session, which ordered the publishing
of this book is tipped in inside front board. Documents
various clashes with native people in the Pacific northwest including the Cayuse War, Rogue River Wars, and
Yakima War. Includes almost 200 pages of muster rolls
from these conflicts and index.

$375
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213. WELSH, William (editor).
Taopi and His Friends, or the Indians, Wrongs and Rights.

Item 214

Philadelphia: Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger, 1869. First Edition. The title
page is signed and inscribed by Bishop Whipple for Mrs. Sherman, most likely
the wife of General William T. Sherman, with whom Bishop Whipple was
good friends. Hardcover (5.25 x 7.5”). Frontis with tissue guard, xviii, 125.
Original dark reddish-brown cloth boards, gilt imprint. Rubbed corners, one
edge dent, a few soil spots on front. Light soil on edges, tear and crease in last
free endpaper. Light soil on a few pages, inscription on title page. Very Good.
An uncommon presentation copy. The book is a collection of a missionary
journal by Rev. S. D. Hinman, a eulogy address by Bishop Henry Whipple for
Taopi, a history of missions and the Santee Sioux, and other related letters and
government reports on the Santee and Taopi. Taopi was a pacifist and one of the
Sioux in Minnesota that adopted farming under missionary influence. Episcopalian Bishop Whipple was one of the most influential missionaries advocating for
Native Americans at the time, working with the Sioux and Ojibwe in Minnesota.

$450

BEAUTIFUL PLATES
214. WESTLAKE, Inez B. American Indian Designs.
Philadelphia: Perleberg, 1925 and 1930. First Edition. Two volumes (complete).
Orange cloth (11 x 14”) over grey paper boards with gold-flecked orange title
labels. Soil and rubbed edges and corners on boards. Toning of title pages and
edge wear including tears on first pages. Ex-library with a stamp on the title
page and other introductory text pages, and stamps on the backs of each plate.
One plate in each volume has a stamp on the front. Good.

215. WHITE, Leslie A. Pioneers in American Anthropology: the
Bandelier-Morgan Letters, 1873-1883.
Albuquerque: U. of New Mexico Press, 1940. First Edition. Two volumes
(complete). Illustrated, frontispieces, 272 and 266 pp. Limitation page states
the set is number 399/400. Hardcover. 8vo. Red boards with gilt imprint. Sunning on spine and edges of boards. Mylared dust jackets with edge wear and a
few vertical fold creases on volume II jacket. Very Good in Good dust jackets.

Each volume contains thirty-six loose plates of Native American designs, with
a total of 16 hand-colored plates of Southwest designs. Designer Inez B. Westlake was also known for the interior and hotel items of the Franciscan Hotel of
Albuquerque. Hard to find.

Letters of Southwest anthropologist Adolph Bandelier to Lewis P. Morgan.

$150

$850
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MAJOR CHARLES P. CHANDLER’S CIVIL WAR DIARY

Two diaries, 1861 and 1862 of manuscript Civil War diaries by Major Charles
P. Chandler of the 1st Regimental Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry, commanded by Col. Robert Cowdin. The 1st Regt. Mass. Vol. Inf. Saw action at
the first Battle of Bull Run, the Siege at Yorktown, Battle of Williamsburg,
Battle of Fair Oaks and Seven Pines. Major Chandler was killed in action at
Glendale the end of June 1862. Both diaries are daily diaries with entries on
the majority of days. Early 1861 we learn much about the weather of Brookline, MA and Chandler's day-to-day family affairs. Several news clippings are
tipped in which confirm Chandler's record of the harsh New England winter.
Jan. 8, 1861--"Col. Cowdin...called to present my commission as 3rd Lieutenant of Company "A" ". February and March details many meetings and
social affairs. Chandler apparently was involved in the practice of the law.

Also notes much reading including finishing the Bible. By April 14th, "everyone talking of War. The excitement is intense...the news of the surrender of
Fort Sumter is stirring up the nation." Soon Chandler is drilling "Company
A" almost every day. May 16 Chandler meets with Governor Andrew and is
offered a commission of Major, for the war; commission is voted by officers
of the 1st Regiment with 31, or 33 affirmative votes out of 36, "A compliment". The 1st Massachusetts is mustered in on May 23rd, 1861. The company boards a steamer on June 15th for Philadelphia, via railroad to Baltimore
then Washington, D. C. June 19th--"The 1st Massachusetts Regiment marched
out of Washington, paying a passing salute to the President." "I walked four
miles, having got no horse yet, and found it rough enough." Encamped at
Camp Banks in Georgetown Heights for the next several weeks with much
drilling and complaints about the heat. July 7th--"My disrespect for Colonel
(left blank) as an officer and man is fast-becoming a disgust." By July 14th
they have advanced to Great Falls of the Potomac where Chandler is often
"left in command." Interestingly on July 21st, the Battle of Bull Run, Chandler
talks about receiving a "crowd of letters" at mail call. The main battle is "on
our right, two miles off, we expect an attack each moment. I (sic) up in a tree
see much of the fight: it is a terrible sight." July 22nd--"the flight of our army
has been scandalous...cold and tired--fires and coffee and food do us good...
had they followed us up on Sunday night, Washington would now be theirs."
By August 22nd the 1st Massachusetts encamps at Bladensburg, MD as part
of Hooker's Brigade. On this day Chandler writes verbatim his orders from
Brigidier General Hooker making him Field Officer of the Day. Chandler is
very proud of each advancement. A couple days later Hooker's Brigade is
review on parade by the President of the United States. Things go downhill
for Major Chandler as he is soon laid up with "camp fever". October 14--"am
weak, and my mouth and throat are sore from canker so that I cannot eat."
but by October 30th, Chandler is well enough to sit for a Brady portrait, but
curiously is not back with his regiment but staying at a hotel in Baltimore into
mid-November. He sits on a court-martial case (his background was in law)
and also makes note on December 7 that "up in the balloon, first time in my

(continued on next column)
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216. [CIVIL WAR MANUSCRIPT]; Chandler, Charles P.
Civil War Manuscript Diary. First Battle of Bull Run, Siege of
Yorktown, Battle of Williamsburg 1861 and 1862-Major Charles P.
Chandler, 1st Mass. Volunteer Infantry.
1861 and 1862. Hardcover. Oblong Small 8vo. Good.

75

life, held by ropes at some 700 feet.” More illness into December. On the 12th
he remarks, "hospital still, tho I feel ready for duty, but the doctors and Lieut.
Col. Seems to hinder it." He continues his work as Judge Advocate at General
Court Martial for Hooker's Division at Posey's House into April, 1862. He
lists many of the defendant's of cases he hears. By mid-April he is back with
his regiment and moving towards Yorktown, VA where he participates in the
Siege of Yorktown. April 17--"Our brigade, and I am told the whole army,
was called out at 3 o'clock this morning and stood on our arms, over an hour,
awaiting an attack...after breakfast I was over to look at the rebel forts=saw
a few of the "varments"." April 22--"a rumor afloat that General Joe Johnston at Yorktown, by flag of truce...gave us notice to leave these premises
in forty-eight hours." This turned out to be false as the 'siege' ended in early
May with the confederate forces slipping away. May 5th Chandler reports on
the Battle of Williamsburg, "and here occurred the fearful fight before Williamsburg...lasted all day...our division suffered fearfully and would have been
whipped had not Kearny come up to reinforce us--our regiment was first in,
opening, as skirmishes, the fight. I felt very little fear--perhaps some." His
brigade missed most of the action at the Battle of Fair Oaks. "Heavy firing
heard at no great distance...a battle evidently going." The next day, June 2nd
he reports, "news reach us of a battle on our right...we were victorious." Major
Charles P. Chandler was killed in action June 30th, 1862 at White Oak Swamp/
Glendale. The last journal entry is June 16th, "awakened early...because of
sharp musketry on our picket lines...sent mother a large letter began on picket
Saturday...and finished this morning." Both journals include several pages of
appendices including a general order written January 16, 1862 listing the 13 officers in a General Court Martial in which Chandler served as Judge Advocate.
Both journals use commercially produced daily journals. Both are in good plus
condition. The 1862 Diary has several loose pages at front but all pages are
present. Generally very readable, some small sections show fading ink. Included with the journals is an affidavit dated October 24, 1980 stating the journals
were acquired directly from a Chandler heir in July 1949 and to the best of the
owner's knowledge have never been published. Photos and more information
available on request.

217. [CIVIL WAR MANUSCRIPT]; Keith, F. L.
Manuscript Journal from a Civil War Soldier.
Leather (8.5 x 1.25 x 7”). Sueded and stamped boards have heavily rubbed
corners and edges. Black title label with “Docket” on it. Binding tight. Good.
A manuscript journal from an Iowa infantry soldier, with details of the soldier's life in 1862-1863. The first entry is dated October 15, 1860, from the
original owner, apparently the secretary of a Marshall Cavalry, with a few
names mentioned. After a few pages an 1866 entry signed by F. L. Keith of
Company H, 13th Iowa Volunteer Infantry, indicates that the journal was confiscated at Waterford, Mississippi and used by him "for the purpose of transcribing into it a journal of the history and exploits of the 13th Iowa during
the Great Rebellion. This will be transcribed from small pocket-diaries kept
by myself while in the army," with further introductory notes on the regiment.
The army journal entries are on 74 pages dating from April 23, 1862 to April
30, 1863. After those are various journal entries from the late 1860s to the
1880s, probably all by the same author. A Frederick L. Keith listed as a fourth
sergeant in the 13th Regiment, Iowa Infantry, matches Civil War rosters. Three

$4,500
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pages contain descriptions of the Second Battle of Corinth. "Oct. 3d: Today
the battle of Corinth commenced. The fighting commenced on the Memphis
R. R. In the morn. EOur Co and Co. "G: were ordered across some abattis or
fallen timer to skirmish but the rebs making a fland movement on the right we
were ordered back and were soon sent out again right in full view of two columns rebs ...The balls flew like hail four of our Co were wounded about 10 of
Co G were killed and wounded....Oct. 4th...The rebs were entirely cut to pieces.
They fought well and took the fort but could not hold it and were driven out
with great slaughter. About 2 o'clock they sent in a flag of truce to bury their
deadwhich was only a ruse to allow them to retreat...." Most of the journal entries describe details such as the weather, camps and marches, the sending and
receiving of letters to and from Keith's wife, and a miserable Christmas laid
up in camp with diarrhea. Many names of other soldiers are given, and the last
entry records being mustered for pay. The later entries after the Civil War are
journal entries as well as account and crop records for Keith, who was a farmer.

Manuscript diary of sailor Jacob F. Mentzer covering the years 1862-1867.
Civil War - Pacific Squadron - South America. The extensive diary of Jacob
F. Mentzer, of Mount Joy, Lancaster County, Penna. 5.5 x 8.5”, 260 closely
written pages. Mentzer enlisted in the Marines at Washington, DC in 1862.
After his training at the Washington Marine Barracks, he sailed on the USS

Sabine to the battles at Morris Island, near Charleston, and Folly
Island. April 10, 1863 Mentzer reports of heavy fighting at Charleston, two days later noting that
"our forces failed in taking Charleston." May 3rd, Gen'l McClellan
and lady were on board his ship,
the U. S. Frigate Sabine, "they had
a ball." Left for Morris Island on
August 1st (continual shelling and
bombarding all the time on Morris
Island) then to Folly Island and Fort Wagner. He observes about Fort Wagner,
"Such a horrible place I never dreamed of or expected to see." After that action,
he sailed to New York, where the draft riots were well underway. The USS Wateree, a side wheel gunboat, had just been commissioned in 1863, and Mentzer
sailed with the ship on its arduous voyage down the east coast of South America, around the Horn, up the west coast to Mexico, and finally to the new Navy
Yard at Mare Island, California, where the ship underwent repairs. Once the
war ended, the Wateree was ordered to cruise waters off South America, as part
of the southern group of the Pacific Squadron, sailing March 9, 1864. Ports of
call or locale include St. Thomas, Barbados, Brazil, Salvador, Uruguay, Straits
of Magellan, Patagonia, Chile, Peru, and Mexico. Throughout the cruise, many
court-martials took place along with much drunkenness, and fighting. April 23,
1864, "half the ship's co intoxicated, the other half inebriated." Finally arriving
in California spending time at Mare Island and San Francisco. Jan. 21, 1865 our
sailor notes, "The Monitor, (not the more famous Monitor of early Civil War
fame) recently built in San Francisco made her appearance in the harbor this
PM...iron clad, 15 inch guns, built on the same style as those in the Atlantic states."
Mentzer’s diary ends in April of 1867. The following year, the Wateree was off
the coast of Peru when a massive 8.5 earthquake struck, triggering a horrific
tsunami that carried the ship inland, fully intact. A sister ship did not fare so
well, with all but one on board drowned. The Wateree’s stores were distributed
to the needy survivors of the earthquake. The author also includes quite a few

(continued on next column)
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$1,500

“SUCH A HORRIBLE PLACE I NEVER
DREAMED OF OR EXPECTED TO SEE”
218. [CIVIL WAR MANUSCRIPT]; Mentzner, Jacob F. Civil War
Manuscript Diary for Jacob F. Mentzer, U. S. Marines 1862-1867.
Morris Island, Charleston and Folly Island. Plus Pacific Cruise.
1862. Hardcover. 8vo (5.5 x 8.5”). 260 pp. Bound in leather with light blue
paper, acquired from W. F. Murphy& Sons, Philadelphia. Binding is holding
but spine has deteriorated. The closely written notations require good light and
good eyes. Good.
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lines of poetry, plus laid in are two Marine Corps 'leave slips' dated 1862 and
1863 for Mentzer, plus handwritten instructions for computing interest. Three
pages of poetry laid in with accounting for uniform allowance on verso. From
the estate of Mentzer’s descendants, this diary has not been offered online or
elsewhere -- new to the market.

A look at the Icarian Settlement of Etienne
Cabet, a commune started by his French followers in 1849 in Nauvoo, IL. It didn't work
out, but Cabet is credited with influencing later
socialist writings. Author and commune member Vallet describes the troubles of the commune and some examples of daily life. Other
publications by Vallet gave more personal details of his life in the commune. Howes V 14.

$3,500
219. [COLORADO]. Bradley, C. A.
Touring Europe in an Automobile.

$135

Denver, CO: Eames Bros., Printers, [n.d.]. Softcover
(10.5 x 7”). 115 pp. Inscribed by the author below
his portrait. Brown yap wrapper, glue and string
binding, chipped edges. Soil on edges, rear wrap, and
some pages. One witty correction penciled in on a
page margin. Good.

221. [CYPRESS]. Cypress Barns: 4 Bully Barn Plans and 3 Good
Silo Plans with Full Specifications.
New Orleans: Southern Cypress Mnfrs. Association, [c. 1913]. Softcover (5.5 x 3.25”). 48 pp. Red
wrapper has some edge sunning, soil and creasing. A toned 25” x 36” sheet tipped in at the rear
contains the numerous plans and elevations. Some
fold corner holes in sheet. Very Good.

Privately printed journal account of the male members of the Bradley family of Colorado and their
1911 European vacation, containing many b&w
photos of ship travel and the automobile in various
European settings. No copies located on OCLC.

$175

A handy guide to the world of building with cypress. Several drawing and black and white photographs illustrate the text, which describes the rot
resistance and durability of cypress and provides
many applications and construction tips. Only one
similar record found on OCLC.

220. [COMMUNISM]; Vallet, Emile. Communism: History of
the Experiment at Nauvoo of the Icarian Settlement.
Nauvoo, IL: Rustler. No date, with a first printing in 1890, and all subsequent date issues uncommon. Softcover. 8vo. Green staplebound wrappers
are heavily chipped, toned on edges. Interior clean. Good.

$95
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EXTRAORDINARY CHROMOLITHOGRAPH POSTER OF UNUSUAL SIZE, SHAPE, QUALITY, AND RARITY
222. CODY, Samuel F.
Match Cody--Palais Des Machines (Champ De Mars).
Paris: G. Bataille, Lith. [1894]. Large, framed lithographed poster made from
four sheets, in an uncommon triangular/pennant shape. Poster dimensions:
sides 98”, top edge 33”, bottom edge 1”. Framed dimensions: sides 102”,
top edge 47”, bottom edge 4”. Very Good condition, with a few creases and
small chips in the margins, two small tickets (presumably for this event) affixed
about 32” from the bottom. Not examined outside the frame.
Printed text on the poster reads: “Match Cody Palais Des Machines Leonce
Burret Contre 2 Cavaliers, 1 Français, 1 Indien. 3 Hres par Jour. Départ à 2
Heures. Fevrier 16, 17, 18.”
Samuel Franklin Cody (1861-1913) was a Texas-born Wild West showman, inventor, and aviation pioneer. After a youth spent hunting buffalo and herding
cattle, he traveled with a circus, training and selling horses. Around 1890, he
and his wife started their own Wild West show, touring the United States as
well as Europe, thrilling crowds with their demonstrations of sharpshooting,
trick riding, and lassoing. In later life, Cody developed huge, piloted planes
that were used by the English for spotting artillery during World War I and
became the first person to make an officially recognized powered airplane
flight in Great Britain.
We have located only two other known examples of this stunning poster, one
in the collection of the Bibliotheque Nationale, and one that sold at Sotheby's,
London in 1996. Both of these copies are incomplete (the BN copy lacking
the bottom 10 inches or so, and the Sotheby's copy lacking an upper corner),
and both were apparently never used, as the date and time of the event is not
printed on them. A remarkable late 19th century chromolithographic poster
of unusual size, shape and quality. Artist Leonce Burret (1866-1915) was a
prolific book and magazine illustrator, but it is rare to find such a large example of his work. Scans upon request. Due to size, shipping costs will be extra.
Please inquire regarding shipping options before purchasing.

$5,750
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223. [DIRECTORY].
Low's Railway & Telegraph Directory for 1866.

and writer in Illinois, where he settled in 1820. His notable writings included
the History of the Indian Tribes of North America, written with Thomas
McKenney, and several books and travel guides to the West. His earlier publication The Illinois Monthly Magazine became the Western Monthly Magazine
in 1833. In the February 1834 issue is the first published fiction by Harriet
Beecher, "Isabelle and Her Sister Kate, and Their Cousin", and in the April
1834 issue is "A New England Sketch" , Beecher's second story, published as
a prize winner by the magazine. Beecher's family and James Hall belonged to
the same literary club in Cincinnati, the Semi-Colon Club. This collection of
issues is hard to find outside institutional collections. Also see item #15 (in
this section).

NY: Slater and Riley, 1866. Ninth Edition. Hardcover. 8vo. [24] adverts and
index, 1-200 , 1-52 pp. Spine is lightly sunned with faded imprint. Bumped
and rubbed corners. Binding tight. Light soil on edges and a few pages. Brown
stamped cloth with advertisement stamped on rear board. Very Good.
A scarce directory for all of the United States and
Canada. Advertisement leaves throughout, with
several on color paper. Many equipment illustrations accompany the ads. The entries for railroads
give track distances, gauges, directors and employees, and any economic and engine details provided by the railroad. The East India Telegraph
Company is listed near the end, with mention of
the circumglobal capability of the telegraph once
the Transatlantic cable is laid. Scarce, with only
one copy found on OCLC.

$300

225. HENNACY, Ammon A.
These Are Times That Try Men's Souls.
Phoenix, AZ: 1953. Softcover. 8vo. 4 pp. One
sheet folded, four printed pages. Blue paper
lightly soiled in places, one faint crease. Very
Good.

$675
224. HALL, JAMES. Western Monthly Magazine, Volumes I-III.

Christian anarchist Ammon Hennacy's essay
written during his time working as a laborer
in the Southwest before moving to New York
to become an editor for the Catholic Worker.
In his call to resistance, Hennacy draws on
the words of Paine, Thoreau, Einstein.

Cincinnati: Corey and Fairbank, 1833. First Edition. Hardcover. 8vo. Bound
in three-quarter leather over faded dark cloth boards with soil and rubbed
and bumped corners and edges. Spines have bright gilt imprint, binding tight.
Speckled edges, marbled endpapers, and soil on top edges. Some foxing
throughout, a few tears, and some dampstains on top margins. Very Good.
The first three volumes containing the earliest issues of this magazine, Vol.
1, January-December 1833; Volume II, January-December 1834; and Volume
III, January-December 1835. Several plates with tissue guards illustrate some
issues. James Hall (1793-1868) was an early attorney, judge, state treasurer,

$55
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226. HICKOK, Wild Bill. Wild Bill Hickok's Sober Gum.

228. [ILLINOIS]. Chicago and Northwestern Railway Official Time Tables of the
Trans-Continental Route.

St. Louis, MO: n. d. Broadside (14 x 11”). Ivory
with blue imprint. One creased corner, light soil,
and light edge wear with worn corners. Very Good.

Chicago: J. M. W. Jones Stationery & Printing Co.,
1880. Pamphlet (7.75 x 3.75”). 44 pp. Light soil and
wear on edges, some chips to self-wrapper. Very Good.

A cardstock poster advertising a miracle gum.
"Wild Bill Hickok's Sober Gum Will straighten you
up and kill all trace of alcohol On the Breath / Fine
for the morning after / Try it Now / Guaranteed."
Printed by a union shop in St. Louis, MO with the
Allied Printing Trades Council Bug in the lower
right-hand corners. No records found on OCLC.

A stringbound railway time table pamphlet.Two-page
centerfold map of the routes of the Chicago and
Northwestern lines, with details on other connecting
railways of the West, moving information for emigrants, and an illustration of a luxury hotel car. Scarce,
with no copies found on OCLC.

$250

$250

227. [INDIAN AFFAIRS]. Revisions of the United States Statutes. Title XXXIV: the Public Lands. As Drafted by the Commissioners Appointed for That Purpose.

229. [ILLINOIS]; Catlin, Seth. Second Annual Statement of the
Trade and Commerce of Chicago, for the Year Ending December
31, 1859, Reported to the Chicago Board of Trade.

Washington: Government Printing Office, 1872. Softcover (10.75 x 8”). 112
pp. Original blue wrapper with rear wrap detached, chips, soil, pieces missing
up to half an inch, and dampstaining. Light foxing of some pages. Good.

Chicago: Hyatt Brothers, 1860. Paperback. 8vo.
104 pp. Brown wrappers have soil, chips, creases and parts of the spine worn off. A historical
society name is crossed through on the title page;
penciled note on front wrap. Very Good.

A scarce document relating to public land law. Two
government official signed names are on the front,
(A. M. ? ?) Jones of the General Land Office, and
the Clerk to the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs William A. Harlan. The revisions give details
on homesteading, Indian lands, mineral lands, sale
of townsites, land districts, and more, with references to the original acts noted, and a list of land
office districts and their boundaries by state. Only
one copy found on OCLC as of May 2016.

A hard-to-find commerce report. Along with
comprehensive statistics on all aspects of trade,
including railroad and ship tonnage, the report
contains interesting notes on changes in volume
and their causes, such as a corn scarcity in the winter of 1858-59 leading to a cattle feed problem.
Scarce, with only three copies located on OCLC.

$375

$275
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EARLY ILLINOIS IMPRINT

Journals of proceedings from 1. Semi-Annual
Session, April 1850, Mount Vernon; 2. Annual
Session, October 1850, Peoria; 3. Semi-Annual
Session, April, 1851, Ottawa; 4. Annual Session,
Oct. 1851, Springfield; 5. Semi-Annual Session,
April 1852, Jerseyville; 6. Annual Session, October 1852, Pekin; 7. Semi-Annual Session, April
1853, Bloomington; 8. Annual Session, October 1853, Jacksonville; and 9. Special Session,
June 1853, Chicago. Includes lists of names of
memberships approved. Byrd 1629, 1630,1775,
1776,1894, 1895, 2033, 2185, 2186.

230. [ILLINOIS]. Hall, James. Illinois Monthly Magazine Vol. I.
Vandalia: Robert Blackwell, 1831. First Edition. 8vo. (iv), [145]-192, [290]-336,
49-576, 1-96 pp. Full-leather binding has wear in the form of mottling and
rubbed and bumped corners and edges. Spine labels with gilt imprint are readable. Old ink marks on rear pastedown and text block edges, moderate foxing
of pages, chips on a few pages of the January (No. IV) issue. Good.
Eight bound issues of an early Illinois imprint, very rarely found outside institutional collections. Issues are January, April, June, July, August, September,
October, and November of 1831. James Hall (1793-1868) was an early attorney, judge, state treasurer, and writer in Illinois,
where he settled in 1820. His notable writings included the History of the Indian Tribes of North
America, written with Thomas McKenney, and
several books and travel guides to the West. The
Illinois Monthly Magazine topics range widely,
covering Indian relations, emigrant accounts and
advice, geology of Illinois, and the state of Europe, with short stories and poetry too. This early
magazine ran from October 1830 to September
1832 and then became the Western Monthly Magazine. A very rare find.

$550
232. [ILLINOIS]. Reduce the Taxes!
Macomb, IL: Macomb Eagle, 1888. Broadside (13.75 x
5.25”). Some chips, one 3/8” piece missing from top
left corner. half-inch fold splits on thin paper. Good+.
A broadside announcing the appearance of General
John M. Palmer, General Adlai E. Stevenson, and others at the Grand Democratic Rally at Macomb, Illinois
on Friday, October 5, 1888. The main issue mentioned
is tariffs. General John M. Palmer was a Civil War General, 15th governor of Illinois and presidential candidate in 1896. General Adlai Stevenson was Grover
Cleveland's vice president, father to Lewis Stevenson,
and grandfather to Adlai E. Stevenson, the United
States ambassador to the United Nations during the
Cuban Missile Crisis. The broadside mentions a special
train for the event and many festivities.

$975
231. [ILLINOIS]. Journal of Proceedings of the Grand Division
of the Sons of Temperance, of the State of Illinois.
Alton, IL: Telegraph Book and Job Office, 1850. Hardcover. 8vo. Pages 341647, [1]-30, [1]-47. Three-quarter leather with gilt imprint, over dark blue cloth.
Rubbed edges and bumped corners, split front joint. Light soil on boards, edges. Endpapers and a few interior pages have foxing. Sticker removal mark and
old bookseller’s label on front pastedown. Labeled volume II on spine. Good.

$75

(continued on next column)
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235. [IOWA]. Catalogue of Short Horn Cattle At
Oak Grove Stock Farm (N. Denton, Proprietor).

233. [ILLINOIS]. World's Columbian Exposition.
Chicago: Rand McNally, 1893. Hardcover (8.5 x 6.25”). 50 pp. Dark green
cloth with black and gilt imprint. Some soil, rubbed and bumped corners, and
light rubbing of imprint. Light soil on interior pages. Very Good.

Manchester, Iowa: Democrat Book and Job Print, 1876.
Pamphlet. 16mo. 13 pp. Heather grey wrappers with
black imprint. Light toning throughout. Very Good.

Details and illustrations of the buildings at
the World's Columbian Exposition, with
costs of the buildings listed and a final price
tag given as over $18,500,000.

Listing of 26 Short Horned Cattle being auctioned at the
Oak Grove Stock Farm in Manchester, Iowa. Lineage included. 7 copies in OCLC as of October.

$150

$35

236. [JAPANESE-AMERICAN INTERNMENT].
Santa Anita Pacemaker.

234. [INDIANA]. Through Rates of Fare from Indianapolis. In
Effect September 1st, 1878.

CA: Santa Anita Assembly Ctr., 1942. Newspaper (14 x 8.5”). 4 pp. Very Good.

1878. Broadside(30 x 24"). Edges are worn with tears and pieces up to three
inches missing, with some border loss. Light soil and a few margin notes. Image is cropped due to scanner size. Good.

A very scarce issue of the semi-weekly newsletter from a Japanese-American
internment camp at Santa Anita Race Track. Vol. I, No. 6, May 8, 1942. The issues were run off on mimeograph machines between April and October 1942,
when the camp was closed after the occupants were relocated to more permanent camps. This issue announces nearing a capacity of 17,000, and attempts
to portray life as usual, reporting on Mother's Day celebrations, procedures
for getting married, the arrival of a baby boy, church for
Christians and Buddhists, and baseball games. A note to
mothers that "Yours is the responsibility of making your
children American....You must not fail," a notice that
soft drinks are banned because 5,000 empty bottles had
gone missing, and notices to return silverware and baby
bottles promptly because there are no extras remind everyone that that they are still in a prison camp. Very few
copies of these original issues are found outside institutional collections.

A scarce and comprehensive rail fare table
from Union Depot in Indianapolis. No
less than nine agents from various railways
are listed, as are first class, second class,
and emigrant rates. Western destinations
include Deadwood, Dakota Territory; Virginia City, Nevada; Virginia City, Montana;
Salt Lake City; Austin, Texas; Los Angeles,
and hundreds more. An emigrant fare to
sunny Los Angeles cost $69.75.

$150

$425
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SCARCE VOLUME, INCLUDES AN EARLY
SUPREME COURT CASE (HUNTER v. MARTIN)
237. [LAW]; Chase, Salmon P. Salmon P. Chase Two-Page Autograph Letter Signed Requesting Docket Fees.

238. [LAW]; Hall, J. E.
Tracts on the Constitutional Law of the United States.

Cincinnati, OH: 1835. Autograph Letter Signed (ALS). Sheet is 9 1/2” x 8”
folded in half. Bold signature on page 2 with secretarial name adjacent. Previous fold lines remain with light soiling and small piece missing from back not
affecting any text. Remnants of red seal wax on verso. Good.

Philadelphia: Harrison Hall, 1817. Hardcover. 8vo. xi, 187, 148 pages, 1 leaf,
[9]-35 pages, 2 folded plans. Original full-leather. Title label on spine has text
worn off. Rubbed and bumped corners, a repaired area on rear board leather,
and some soil. Binding tight. Soil on edges and glue toning on endpapers. Foxing throughout with light old dampstains in one corner of pages. This edition
is complete with the two folding frontispiece maps on heavy paper, in good
condition with some foxing and a quarter-inch hole in one. Very Good overall.

Two page autograph letter signed by Salmon P. Chase requesting payment
of docket fees from a recent case. The letter, most likely secretarial, lays out
Chase's claim for payment of fees, stating, "I only ask that the docket fees
may be allowed in cases settled or determined since the commencement of
this year." This from 27-year-old Chase, who, having passed the bar at age 22,
quickly became known within Ohio as an abolitionist lawyer, which put him
in the minority in south-leaning Cincinnati. Chase would go on to serve as
Senator and Governor of Ohio, ran for president on the Republican ticket
in 1860 (Lincoln won the nomination) and served as Lincoln's Secretary of
Treasury for 4 years. In 1864
Abraham Lincoln nominated Chase to be the Supreme Court Chief Justice
and was confirmed that very
same day by the Senate. He
remained Chief Justice until his death in 1873. Some
know Chase as the person
on the $10,000 bill.

A very scarce volume including an important early Supreme Court case, Hunter v. Martin, regarding the Supreme Court's authority over state courts in civil
cases of federal law. Contains An Answer to Mr. Jefferson's Justification of his
Conduct in the Case of the New Orleans Batture by Edward Livingston; A
Report of the Case of Hunter Against
Martin...Selected from the Law Journal,
by J. E. Hall; and Report of the Trial
of John Hodges, Esq. Only five copies
located on OCLC.

$4,500

$250
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ITEMS 239-244. SIX RARE PIECES OF LINCOLNIANA

240. [LINCOLN]; Lincoln, Abraham.
Opinions of Abraham Lincoln Upon Slavery and its Issues: Indicated by His Speeches, Letters, Messages, and Proclamations.

(FOR MORE LINCOLN MATERIAL, SEE ITEMS 353-357:
FIVE PIECES OF MUSIC DEDICATED TO ABRAHAM LINCOLN)

Union League of America, 1864. Pamphlet. 8vo.
Disbound with rough binding edge and loose pages, light soil, and a few chips. Very Good.
An 1864 pro-Lincoln pamphlet for the presidential
election. Contains many of Lincoln's statements on
slavery dating from 1858 to1864.

239. [LINCOLN]; Davidson, Brigadier Genera John Wynn.
General Orders for Observance of Abraham Lincoln's Death,
April 18th, 1865.
1865. Document (5 x 7.75”). Fold lines, some soil, one fold corner hole, and
toning of a section on the blank verso. Good.

$275

A rare general order from Brigadier General John Wynn Davidson at army
headquarters in Natchez, Mississippi, dated April 18th, 1865. "The Nation's
Calamity, the assassination of Abraham Lincoln, the President of the United States, and its Secretary of State, William H. Seward, demands a public
expression of mourning and respect. Ordered,
That minute guns be fired from Fort McPherson
from sunrise to sunset, TO-MORROW, all flags
to be displayed at half-mast, all public offices and
buildings closed, and draped in mourning, and
all places of business closed throughout the day.
The Churches of the various denomination in
the city will be opened at sunrise and continue
so, for prayer throughout the day." Seward would
survive his wounds from an assassination attempt
from the same conspirators. No copies found on
OCLC or elsewhere.

241. [LINCOLN]; Oldroyd, Osborn H.
Assassination of Abraham Lincoln: Flight, Pursuit, Capture, and
Punishment of the Conspirators.
Washington, D. C.: O. H. Oldroyd, 1901. Limited Edition, signed by the author and numbered 23 of 50 copies. Housed in remnants of what appears to
be the original box with a handwritten note about the limited 50 copies. 305
pp. Unbound (12.5 x 1.5 x 10.25”). Light edge wear and light soil. Very Good.
A rare find in this large paper limited first edition, presented as an unbound
collection of uncut gatherings. Osborn Oldroyd (1842-1930) was one of the
great collectors and early researchers on Lincoln and lived in Lincoln's Springfield home for several years in the 1880s. He accumulated thousands of items
related to Lincoln, many of which are at the Ford's Theater Lincoln Museum today. As part of this account, Oldroyd describes personally retracing the
route of John Wilkes Booth's flight, with a folding map of the route laid in. 82
illustrations including photographs from Oldroyd's collections, with introduction by Thomas Maley Harris, a Union general who was on the commission
to try the Lincoln conspirators and also authored books on the assassination.

$475

$750
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242. [LINCOLN]; Steele, Silas S.
Liberty and Union Forever: Song, on the
Death of President Abraham Lincoln.

244. [LINCOLN]; Truesdell, Winfred Porter.
Engraved & Lithographed Portraits of Abraham Lincoln, Vol. 2.
Champlain: Privately Printed at the Troutsdale Press, 1933. Limited Edition.
Hardcover (11.5 x 2 x 8.25”). 241 pp. Good overall.

Philadelphia: J. Magee, 1865. Pamphlet (8 x 5”). One
printed page on a clean folded one-sheet, printed in
red and blue ink. Fine.

“This book is limited to two hundred and twenty-five, twenty-five of which
are printed on Japanese Vellum. No. A Special,” with a penciled inscription
signed by the author on the front pastedown stating that this first issue was
“experimentally bound by me.” The hinges are a little inexpert, and the brown
paper boards would be in very good condition were they not missing the paper
from the entire spine, with glued cloth showing. In a protective box. Printed
pasted in corrections on a few pages. Pages have light toning with offsetting from frontispiece. The bookplate of Harry MacNeill Bland, to whom the
book is inscribed, is also on the pastedown. Bland was a collector and expert
on prints, lithographs, and etchings, including some of Abraham Lincoln.

A song composed to the tune of Annie Laurie. “...
The Great Emancipator! Who severed Slavery's
Chain, Is by a dastard traitor And vile assassin
slain...” Only one copy found on OCLC.

$85
243. [LINCOLN]; Sutphen, Rev. Morris C.
Discourse on the Occasion of the Death of Abraham Lincoln, Late President of the United States, Preached in the
Spring Garden Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia, by the
Pastor, Rev. Morris C. Sutphen, April 16th, 1865.

A rare collection of portraits and check list of known portraits of Abraham
Lincoln. 31 plates listed in the index, with over 80 images of Lincoln, with a
frontispiece original woodcut in five colors, engraved for this work by Harry
Cimino, after Photograph No. 26. Several of
the plates are from the author's own collection. The preface explains the cataloguing
system and that this volume, Volume 2, is
being presented before volume 1, out of a
planned four volumes. Volume 2 appears to
have been the only one published.

Philadelphia: Jas. B. Rodgers, 1865. First Edition. Handsomely bound
presentation copy inscribed to Andrew Johnson, with a printed card
with Johnson’s name on it tipped in. Hardcover. 8vo. 19 pp. Tan
three-quarter leather over marbled boards with custom labels on the
spine, one indicating the intended recipient. Bound with its wrapper,
with the rest of the filler pages in the volume blank. Vertical fold
crease on pamphlet pages. Rubbed edges and light soil on leather,
light soil on edges. Interior clean. Very Good.

$1,250

A sermon. The verso of the front wrap is inscribed by the author to
Johnson. Former owner’s (not Johnson) bookplate on front pastedown. We don't know if the copy ever reached the president.

$125
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245. LOUISIANA.
City of New Orleans 1861 Tax Bill Confederate Imprint.

A rare complete set of color lithograph posters and an educational booklet
on lumber, distributed by Coca-Cola. The author of the pamphlet, Frederick
Houk Law, was a teacher, traveler, and writer of pulp fiction (and fact). Only
three copies found on OCLC as of May 2016.

1862. 8.25 x 10 sheet. Printed and filled out on both sides. Some chips and a
fold split, light soil. Very Good.

$900

A rare City of New Orleans tax bill dated March 1st, 1862, for taxes of 1861.
Printed and filled out on both sides. Some chips, fold split, light soil. Printed tax categories are Real Estate; Slaves;
Horses, Mules, Stock in Ships, Capital,
Income, and Household Furniture. The
bill for Lucien Malus lists $4300 in real
estate with the addresses of the properties listed on the verso, along with his record notes in French. Lucien Malus was
associated with the Constance or Uncle
Sam plantation west of New Orleans.

247. MACKENZIE, Alexander. Voyages from Montreal, on the
River St. Laurence: through the Continent of North America, to
the Frozen and Pacific Oceans; in the Years 1789 and 1793.
London: T. Cadell, 1802. Second English Edition. Hardcover. 8vo. Original
three-quarter leather over marbled paper boards, with much rubbing of edges
and board faces and bumped corners. The spine leather shows a few old pinhole bores. Bright gilt and green title labels on spine. Bindings tight, soil on
edges, and foxing and some soil on pages. On
the first blank endpaper in Volume I are notes
about the maps and an old inscription. No
maps are present in these volumes. The half
title page is missing Volume 1, and the frontis
portrait has offset onto the title page. Good.

$450
246. [LUMBER]; Law, Frederick
Houk. Our America: Lumber: Trees,
Timber, Wood Products (Teacher's
Set by Coca-Cola).

A set of the second English edition of Mackenzie's voyages. Predating the Lewis and Clark
expedition, Mackenzie's explorations provided
invaluable information on the tribes, geography and fur trade of Western North America. Wagner-Camp 1: 2, Howes M 133, Sabin
43414.

Coca-Cola Bottling Co., 1943. Softcover. One
16 x 11” print with toning, four bright posters
folded in fourths with some edge fold splits,
measuring 22 x 32”, and an illustrated teacher’s visual instruction pamphlet, 11 x 8.25”,
in brown wrappers with very little wear. With
the original printed envelope, which has some
edge wear and tears. Very Good.

$800

(continued on next column)
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249. [MEXICAN WAR]. Stearns, Charles. Facts in the Life of
General Taylor; the Cuba Blood-Hound Importer, the Extensive
Slave-Holder, and the Hero of the Mexican War.

248. MCKINLEY, William. President William McKinley's Funeral, Canton, Ohio - 24 Photographs.
1901. Most of the prints are in very good condition with some corner wear
and a few chips, measuring 6” x 8”, with three measuring 4 1/2” x 7”. The
smaller photos have some corners missing. Brief captions on some photos.
Very Good.

Boston: Charles Stearns, 1848. First Edition. Pamphlet. 12mo. 35 pp. Tan string-tied
wrappers with bold black imprint on front.
Light soiling and two inch separation at foot
of wrapper. Good.

A rare collection of 24 black and white original photographs from William
McKinley's 1901 funeral in Canton, Ohio. The photos show the Canton City
Hall, Mckenzie & Robel novelty shop, and People's Savings Bank on Market Street and the McKinley house, with crowds for the procession in many
scenes. Several shots are of a horse-drawn cart pulling a canon, with military
escort, and several others are of carriages, one of which seems to be the
hearse. A few photos are possibly unrelated, but still in Canton; two show
snowy scenes and another is of an African American man in a stable doorway
polishing a harness. Other photos are of the military band in the funeral parade and of military guards standing at attention and at rest at the Westlawn
cemetery. The funeral took
place on September 19,
1901, the day after the train
carrying the casket arrived
in Canton and two weeks
after McKinley was shot.
No records of these photos have been found.

This anti-Taylor and anti-war publication
brings horrible accusations against the General Taylor for being a Southerner and “a
bold and prominent leader in that most infernal of all expeditions--the Mexican War. ”
Brutal details are given of the carnage resulting from the battes of Palo Alto and Resaca
de la Palma, in which Taylor engaged “with a
gusto. ” Printed by Abner Forbes of Boston.
Last seen at auction in 1970. Sabin 90863.

$350
250. [MILITARY (GENERAL)]. Nelson, Henry Loomis.
Army of the United States--Illustrated by Forty-Four Fac-Simile
Plates from Water Color Drawings.

$975

New York: B. M. Whitlock, 1888. Edition Deluxe. First Edition. Folio. Black
pebbled cloth with title in gilt on front. Binding re-backed, no title on black
spine cloth. Rubbing to the board edges and corners with light soiling to
boards. Floral endpapers have been repaired in the gutters. Fore edge of first
free endpaper shows repair and trimming. Owners signature plus owners
notes regarding acquisition and binding dates to endpaper. Similar notations
to title page. Good.
(continued on next page)
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252. [MILITARY (GENERAL)].
General Orders, Adjutant General's Office, 1881.

This is the Edition DeLuxe prepared and executed by the Quartermaster
General of the United States under authority of the Secretary of War. Color
Lithography by G. H. Buek & Co. De Luxe edition, one of 1500 copies of
which this is No. 172. Despite re-backing, the text block has split in several
places and several plates are loose. All 44 plates are present with vibrant colors and little wear. Unknown if tissue were issued but none are present and
there is slight offsetting to recto. H. A. Ogden was an historical genre painter
and illustrator of some note, known for his accurate representations of periods military uniforms. Henry Loomis Nelson was a contributing writer to
Harper's specializing in history and politics. These plates are often removed
and sold separately; complete sets are becoming harder to find on the market.
Great candidate for re-binding. Howes O-36.

Washington: Government Printing Office, 1881. Hardcover. 8vo. 28 pp index,
93 orders, [8] pp forms. Three-quarter leather over marbled paper boards.
Leather is heavily rubbed and scuffed. Binding tight. Speckled edges, edge
toning on endpapers, and vertical folds in most of the orders. Light soil on a
few pages. Good.
The United States Army General Orders for the year 1881. The order announcing James A. Garfield's death is the only signed order, by RC Drum,
Adjutant General. It is followed by the announcement of Chester A. Arthur
taking the oath of office. A fold-out table lists clothing allowances, a legal
opinion from the Department of Justice explains a case of miners who were
claiming mineral rights on Fort Maginnis, Montana land, and a 41-page order
gives the budget details of funds appropriated by Congress in 1881.

$425
251. [MILITARY (GENERAL)].
Army Navy Journal, September 24, 1864.

$300

New York: W. C. Church, 1864. Newspaper (14.5 x 10”). 16 pp. Disbound
with a rough binding edge, a few dogears, and otherwise light edge wear and
soil. Very Good.
A hard-to-find early issue of the Army Navy Journal, Volume II, No. 5, from
the second year of the journal's publication. The front page has two articles,
one on General Sheridan's Army on the Shenadoah and another on General
Sherman and the fall of Atlanta. On another page is General Sherman's Congratulatory Order to His Army. The issue relates mostly Civil War matters, but
a brief article on Gneral Sibley quotes him regarding the Indians of Minnesota Territory, recommending reservations: "'When they find they must cease
to depend upon the chase for food, and must work or starve, they will agree
to any reasonable conditions the Government may see fit to impose....' " Few
copies of the journals from any years are found on OCLC.

$55
Item 251

89
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253. [MILITARY (GENERAL)]. Mess-Kit.
France: 1919. Pamphlet (12.25 x 9.5”). 16 pp.
Brown illustrate wrappers with a cartoon on the
front and a pastoral scene and poem on the rear.
Some creasing and light soil on wraps. Very Good.
An issue of The Mess-Kit published for the Soldiers of the A. E. F. , or American Expeditionary
Forces. Mostly silly pieces aimed at keeping up morale, although on the "Editorial Page" is a full-page
cartoon from the Social Hygiene Division warning
soldiers about women. Price One Franc. Scarce.
The publication appears to be a run of one with
only this issue, Vol. 1, No. 1 for June 1919, listed in
OCLC holdings.

$275

254. [MILITARY (GENERAL)].
33 World War I Naval Postcards.
Photographs (3.5 x 5.5”). Cards have only printed
lines for addresses on the blank versos, with some
soil on versos. Most of the postcards appear to be
from the era but are gelatin silver photographs of
original photos, with what look like pushpins holding the originals in place visible in some. Good.
An unusual collection of naval postcards from
World War I. Most were taken shipboard and many
have captions: "The worst of a Submarine" depicts
a wreck floating, and
"U. S. S. Manley Shortly After Exlplosin [sic]"
shows another floating
wreck. Other images show explosions or
ships on fire, a zeppelin
over a ship, crews on
deck, and the Navy Yard
at Davenport. A search
for captions shows no
records found.

$200

255. [MISSISSIPPI]. Krughoff, Captain
Louis. Union Army Manuscript on Lost
Stores from Vicksburg, Mississippi, 1864.
1864. Ephemera (12 x 8”). 4 pp. There are four
pages of writing on four sheets bound by a pink
ribbon. Very Good.
Manuscript documents from the Union Army's
Capt. Louis Krughoff, Co. C, 49th Regiment Illinois
Infantry, explaining some lost stores. The stores in
question, including cartridge plates, cartridge boxes, and bayonet scabbards, had been turned over by
Captain Krughoff for storage without receipts given and then disappeared from a site in Vicksburg.
Several verifying signatures from soldiers include
Louis Krughoff, Sergeant Levi Morgan, Frank
J. Burrows, Captain John G. Perry, George Berz,
with a note signed by Ja. O. Churchill from an ordnance office. On the back of the last page is a note
"List of Stores lost at
Vicksburg Miss. On
or about the 8th of
April 1864. During
Red River Expedition," and the first
page mentions being
part of General Sherman's campaign. The
marked boxes appeared to have walked
off, necessitating the
documentation.

$185
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256. [NATIONAL PARK SERVICE]. Steve
Mather's Family Newspaper Membership
Directory 1957 Employees and Alumni Association of the National Park Service.

257. [NATIONAL SHIP-CANAL CONVENTION]. Proceedings of the National
Ship-Canal Convention, Held At the City
of Chicago, June 2 and 3, 1863.

1957. Softcover. 8vo. Green pictoral wraps with
light soiling, creasing and sunning. Light chipping
on edges and corners. Pages clean. Very Good.

Chicago: Tribune Company's Book and Job Printing Office, 1863. Softcover. 8vo. 248 pp. Cream
wrapper has soil, creasing, a half-inch tear, and
chips on the wrinkled spine. Good.

A directory of the membership of the Employees and Alumni Association of the National Park
Service two and a half years after its inception. Includes purposes and objectives of the association,
Board of Directors Members and Officers on verso of front wrap. Includes several pages of season's
greeting advertisements/announcements at front
and rear, including several related to Mission 66,
the 10-year planning and development program
spearheaded by then Director Conrad Wirth. Two
copies found in OCLC.

Talk of rapids, wartime defensibility of waterways,
westward expansion of the canal system, replacement of canals by railways, and more, from "delegates of all the loyal states," with about five thousand in attendance at the convention. Sabin 12638.

$165

$75

258. [NEBRASKA]. Premium List of the
Sixth Annual Fair of the Pawnee County
Agricultural and Mechanical Association
Pawnee County Agricultural and Mechanical Association 1885.
Pawnee City, NE. Pamphlet. 8vo. 41 pp. Yellow
wraps, decorative cover. Chipping to edges and
light toning throughout. Slight corner bend to
front wrapper. String-binding holding well. Wrapper shows a 1” split at head and foot. Very Good.
Wonderful period ads for the greater Pawnee, Mission Creek and Sheridan area with a full premium
list for all things agricultural. The arts were included also with a .50 prize going to the Best Crochet
Turkish Toweling Toilet Set, among other categories. Despite the exortation on front to "PLEASE
PRESERVE THIS", most premium lists did not
survive the fair.

$275
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259. NEW YORK TRIBUNE. New-York Tribune Extra No. 14
Scientific Series--The Hayden Expedition, December 30, 1873.
New York: Tribune, 1873. Newspaper (24 x 18.5”). 8 pp. Fold splits, unopened, fold toning. Very Good.
A complete newspaper extra on the Western geological surveys conducted
under Ferdinand Vandiveer Hayden and Professor Agassiz' Amazon Expedition. The first three pages of the extra are dedicated to Hayden's surveys in
the Rocky Mountains, with the letters of W. D. Whitney and a review by F.
V. Hayden. Another page with a map has Capt. Jones's Expedition of 1873,
on a new route to Yellowstone Park and the potential for railroads. Most of
the rest is Louis Agassiz' lectures on
his research in the Amazon, with descriptions of tropical animals, a lecture "Men and Monkeys", and one on
glacier theory in which he describes
some features in the Amazon Basin
that he considers of glacial origin.

Item 260

Item 261

$275
261. [RAILROADS]. Burlington and Missouri River R. R. Route
in Nebraska. Time Tables. November, 1881.

260. [NORTH DAKOTA]. Heart River Coal!

Omaha, Nebraska: Nebraska Publishing Company, 1881. Pamphlet. 8vo. 31
pp. Soil, chips, tears, and fading, mostly on self-wrapper. Good.

North Dakota: [circa 1900]. Broadside (12 x 8). Very Good.
A broadside attesting to the economy of coal in Bismarck, North Dakota.
Two small holes in paper at top, fold lines, quarter-inch fold split. "Heart River
Coal! The Cheapest Fuel in Dakota. Read the Following Endorsement, from
Prominent Business Men, Who are Using this Dakota Coal." One of the businesses is the Bismarck Brewery operated by the Milwaukee Brewing Company,
dating the broadside after the company's founding date of 1893. The text
reports on various parties' favorable comparisons of coal to cottonwood, the
most common fuel being used. No copies found on OCLC.

A railroad time table for the Burlington and Missouri Railroad, with many illustrated advertisements for Omaha businesses. Headquartered in Omaha, the
railroad was owned by the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad in 1881.
A small map on the centerfold shows routes and connections all the way to
Denver, and the railroad advertises its land for sale in Nebraska, encouraging
emigrants. No copies found on OCLC.

$325

$75
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262. [RAILROADS]. Chicago Rock Island and Pacific R'Y. the
Great Connecting Link between the Atlantic and Pacific. New
and Correct Map of the Great Rock Island Route.

and running by the year of this memorial, at a stated cost of $18,550 per mile.
Chief engineer Moncure Robinson, Treasurer S. H. Carpenter, and President
B. W. Richards present reports. Robinson was also the chief engineer on other
early Pennsylvania railroads. Only four copies found on OCLC.

Chicago: Cameron, Amberg & Co., Railroad Printers,
1884. Pamphlet (10 x 4.25). Some exterior fold side wear
and light soil. Very Good.

$105
264. [RAILROADS]. Robinson, Moncure.
Plan & Profile of the Philipsburg & Juniata Rail Road As Located
under the Direction of Moncure Robinson C. E.

An early railroad time table and map from the railway
known as "The Rock." Time table for January, 1884. The
brightly colored "New and Correct Map of the Great
Rock Island Route", showing the United States, measures
20 by 41.5” and contains an inset showing a world map
with the transcontinental railroads connecting to ocean
routes to Austraila and Europe. Moab, Utah is labeled on
this map, as the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad constructed its route 40 miles to the north of it in
1883. Only one copy found on OCLC.

Map (23 x 35”). Light edge wear, uniform wrinkling of paper with 27 fold
sections, and offsetting of ink from another railroad map sheet. Most of the
left margin has been removed, and the right edge is unevenly trimmed. Good.
A very scarce early American railroad map from Pennsylvania. One of the
country's earliest railroads, the Philipsburg and Juniata Railroad company was
incorporated in 1830, according to Pennsylvania legislature records. Its first
annual report to shareholders was published in 1833 showing president Hardman Philips and engineer Moncure Robinson, with Robinson's name on this
sheet. The report had a map, and this sheet seems to be one of those original
maps. The route of the railroad
following the valleys of the Little Juniata River and Bald Eagle
Creek shows mountains and communities along the rivers. A profile is in the lower portion, with
very ornamental text above. Only
three copies of the annual report
found on OCLC as of May 2016.

$475
263. [RAILROADS]. Memorial of the
President and Managers of the Danville
and Pottsville Rail Road Company, to
the City Councils, with the Report of
the Chief Engineer.
Philadelphia: 1835. Pamphlet (7.75 x 5.25”). 14
pp. Light soil to self-wraps, verticle fold crease,
and stamped number on front. Very Good.

$275

A very early and scarce railroad report. Although the Danville and Pottsville Rail Road
never reached either town, it was one of Pennsylvainia's earliest railroads, chartered in 1826
93
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EARLY PENNSYLVANIA RAILWAYS
265. [RAILROADS]. Strickland, William H. Reports on Canals,
Railways, Roads, and Other Subjects Made to "The Pennsylvania
Society for the Promotion of Internal Improvement".

Published as one of a series of 20 textbooks in Interstate Commerce and
Railway Traffic by LaSalle Extension University. The Atlas was published from
1913-1925 and contains 19 folding maps
plus 8 maps published by the major railroads in 1917. Folding maps convey Freight
Association Territories which determined
freight rates. Several maps are shaded and
most used red lining to deliniate borders.
Map 16, the Parcel Post Rate Map includes
a laid in Parcel Post Zone Ruler used to
determine the number of zones a parcel
would cross. Maps are lightly toned with
minor splits at folds. Errata sheet included.
Only one copy of the 1917 edition found
in OCLC as of November 2016.

Philadelphia: C. Carey and I. Lea, 1826. Hardcover (11.25 x 18”). 51 pp.
Boards are very heavily worn, with paper rubbed off, front board detached,
soiling, and one-inch pieces missing from spine ends. Many leaves are loose
and several have insect depredation on edges. Fair.
One of the most important comprehensive reports describing early railways
in America. All 58 plates (steel engravings) and errata slip present as called
for, including two double plates
and three foldouts. The plates
are generally in good condition
with light soil on most and purple margin dampstains. Locomotives, tunnels, building equipment, and maps are presented
in detailed engravings. Sabin
92815, Howes S 1075.

$195
267. [REID’S NURSERIES].
E. W. Reid’s Nurseries Catalog 1900
Upland, Ohio.

$1,250

Upland, OH: Reid's Nurseries, 1900. Softcover.
8vo. 64 pp. Soil on wraps, light edge wear and
soil on pages. The first leaf is an order form
that is partially filled in in purple pencil. Good.

266. [RAILROADS]. Wymond, Charles E.
Atlas of Railway Traffic Maps.
Chicago: LaSalle Extension University, 1917. First Edition. Hardcover. 4to.
Maroon boards with gilt imprint on front. Light edge wear and soiling to
boards. Front board is beginning to pull but binding is firm. Good.

A nursery catalog illustrated with abundant
drawings and black and white photographs.
Fruit trees and shrubs, flowers, baskets and
crates, and even century plants are advertised.
Only one similar listing found on OCLC.

(continued on next column)
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268. SARGENT, Charles Sprague. Sixteen Maps Accompanying
Report on Forest Trees of North America.

270. [SEARS].
Our Grocery List Sears, Roebuck & Co. January February 1907.

Washington D. C.: Government Printing Office, [n. d. but circa 1883-84]. Folio (28.25 x 19.25”). The map sheets are loose in rather worn boards with a
pasted on title label. Map edges are worn with tears and some paper loss, particularly at corners, and soil mostly on margins. On four maps dampstains are
present, with an eight-inch diameter dampstain on Map Sheet 1 and smaller
lighter stains on the other three. Good.

Chicago: Sears, Roebuck & Co., 1907. Pamphlet (11 x 8.5”). 64 pp. Wrapper
has soil, chips, and tears, and is nearly detached at the spine with a punched
hole and piece of string holding it together in one corner. Browned pages with
light soil on some. Fair.
A grocery catalog from Sears, Roebuck & Co. , with an illustration of "Our
new 40 acre plant the largest mercantile institution in the world" on the rear
wrap. Besides the wondrous variety of things that could be bought form the
company, there is a notice on the new Pure Food Law and a letter from Richard M. Sears on the new Profit Sharing Plan. Many illustrations throughout.

A folio collection of sixteen color maps
by renowned forestry professor Charles
Sprague Sargent (1841-1927). This collection accompanied a report by Sargent that
mapped distributions of several genera
in North America, including pines, ashes,
walnuts, oaks, etc. Sargent was the director of Harvard University's Arnold Arboretum, and advocated for conservation
of forests for their own sake. The imprint
says Harry King was draughtsman and the
lithographer was Julius Bien. Uncommon.

$30

$275
269. [SEARS]. Desks and Office Furniture Sears Roebuck Catalog.
Chicago: Sears Roebuck & Co., 1907. Softcover (11x 8.5”) 30 pp. Light soil,
rubbed edges, and adhesive mark on rear of yellow illustrated wrappers. Date
stamp of Jan. 15, 1907 on front. Pages have edge wear and a few tears and
dogears, with light dampstains in one corner. Good.

Item 269

A well-illustrated catalog of desks, chairs, tables, and chaise lounges.

Item 270

$45
95
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271. [SOCIALISM]. Memorial to the International Spravedlnost.

273. [SPANISH AMERICAN WAR]. Smith, James Whittemore.
Autograph Letters Signed with Spanish American War Content.

Chicago: [n. d., but c. late-1800s]. Softcover.
8vo. 40 pp. Very Good.

1898. Ephemera. Both letters (8vo sized) are in very good condition with light
soil and fold lines. Very Good.

A pamphlet of the Bohemian Section of the
Socialist Party in America, in five languages
with the Socialist Party seal on the front. Grey
wrapper with light creasing, separately paginated by language version, with a title page for
each. 7 pages in English. Interesting history on
Austria-Hungary and Bohemia, urging comrades to work towards an independent Bohemia.
Scarce, with no copies found on OCLC as of
May 2016.

Two letters from young volunteer James Whittemore Smith to his parents,
detailing his experience in the Spanish American War. An envelope addressed
to Smith is also included, with the address "Siboney Hospital Cuba Via Tampa
Fla." crossed through. The first letter of four pages on two leaves is dated June
29, 1898, 4 miles from Santiago, Cuba. The second letter of two pages on one
leaf is dated July 14, 1898, Hospital, Fort Monroe, Hampton, Virginia, with
a purple ink stamp of The Young Men's Christian Association of Hampton,
VA. The first letter is signed J. W. Smith, Cuba, 1st Div. 2nd. Brig. 8th Army
Corps, 2nd Mass. Volunteers, Co. A. "As you already know we landed all right
and the Mass. Boys of Co. E were the first to set foot on Cuban soil....In the
morning 'Teddy's Rough Riders' went ahead & they were ambushed in the hills
and a 2 1/2 or 3 hour fight ensued....As we marched by the dead and wounded
it was an awful sight. You remember the millionaire Hamilton Fish, he was
the first to fall and he lay dead beside the
road as we marched by. Capt. Capen was
also killed; his father is on the island in
the heavy artillery. It was an awful fight
; one negro I believe was found dead
with his hand grasping the throat of a
dead Spanish captain....I hope you have
got my last letters but I have not got any
from you for over 2 1/2 weeks so don't
know the 1st thing about what's going
on at home. Bacon & hard tack, sugar &
coffee are the field rations...." From the
second letter: "Dear Mother: I am at last
in God's country alive....Send me a little
money as I have lost every thing I ever

$150
272. SOUTH DAKOTA. Sioux Falls.
Sioux Falls, SD: Brown & Saenger, 1907. Softcover (5.25 x 7.75”). [64 pp.] Illustrated green wrappers have edge wear, toning, and tears at spine, with light
soil and corner wear on interior
pages. Previous owner’s name
on front wrap. Good.
Unpaginated, with 14 pages of
text and 50 pages of photographs, most of buildings and
building interiors in Sioux Falls.

$95

(continued on next page)
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had. Most every one took off everything, but their can-teens & ammunition belts at the beginning of the battle the first of July & the miserable
Cuban dogs stole it. I was hit by a bullet but the fellow on my right was hit
in the elbow the ball coming out his neck & the one on my left through
the shoulder. Both are alive....Ward. 1 General Hospital Fort Monroe Va."
James Whittemore Smith (1880-1910) went on to become a teacher in
Puerto Rico in the early 1900s, after attending Amherst.

$575
274. THESEER, Thomas. American's Dream; Or, the Partial
Downfall of Liberty, and its Ultimate Triumph over Tyranny.
1861. Pamphlet (7 x 4.5”). Light soil, chipping of front wrap, and a vertical fold crease. Good.
An odd piece of political propaganda. Front wrap is illustrated with a
four-headed dragon in an arena or theatre. The heads have the faces of
the Pope, Archbishop [John Joseph] Hughes
of New York, William Seward, and Thurlow
Weed, newspaper publisher, politician, and
advisor to Seward. The author, who presents
his opinions as a dream of what could come
to pass, points toward Catholic authorities fattening the bank accounts of politicians as the
true evil influence in the United States, not
slavery. Thomas Theseer is a pseudonym with
no known attribution. Only six copies found
on OCLC.

$750

275. [WHALING]. Whaling Merchant Account Ledger.
1862-75. Softcover (13 x 8”). Three-quarter black leather, some wear over marbled
paper stiff cover. Soiled stationer’s label inside front cover. Very Good.
A personal manuscript ledger book with many income and vessel account entries
of the whaling ship Tamerlane of New Bedford, Massachusetts, from 1862 to
1875. The book is divided into 21 pages titled "Income", with many entries referencing ships and captains and dates from 1862 to 1870; 10 vessel account pages by
ship; and 11 pages of stocks and bonds held, with entries dating until 1892. The
ship Tamerlane was built in Wiscasset, Maine in 1824, rebuilt as a ship in 1855,
and wrecked off Hilo, Hawaii in 1892. In the years covered by the ledger, the
Tamerlane was operating out of New Bedford, taking in several thousand gallons
of whale oil. There is also a historical record (not in the ledger) of the Tamerlane
transporting New Hampshire soldiers in 1862. Detailed entries under "Ship Tamerlane in account with A. D. Holmes" range from 1866-1868, ending in the sale
of the ship to a Philadelphia company. Other entries under the vessel accounts
deal with the schooner G. W. Carpenter that wrecked off North Carolina in 1867,
with an 1867 entry showing "Am't collected on total loss...by shipwreck May 1st...
less proportion of salvage..." The G. W. Carpenter was captained by Samuel Jackson (1833-1884) when it wrecked, and many ledger entries mention Jackson. Other
ships with record pages are the brig Jessie Rhynas and
the bark Shawmut. The stocks and bonds listed at the
end were heavy on railroads as of 1892, and the stock
records are neatly crossed through, still readable. There
is no owner name in the book although A. D. Holmes is
listed as account holder and may be the ledger writer or
accounting client, since other Holmes' are mentioned.
The ledger's account lists a 1/4 interest in the Tamerlane and some facts about the ship. Thomas Knowles &
Company was a prominent New Bedford whaling agent
also named as "owner-agent" of the ship Tamerlane
some time during this period.

$350
97
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276. [WHITE MOUNTAIN COMPANY]. White Mountain Ice
Cream Freezer Pocket Calendar and Address Book.

the volume two front board is loose. Volume I: xv, [1]-855, [42] appendix, 7
folded plans and 3 folded facsimiles. A terminal errata leaf recorded in other
copies is not present. One facsimile has a 1.5” tear where it is tipped in and another has edge chips. A few letters have loss from adhesive mark on last page.
Volume II: [4], [1]-578, [260] appendix. 3” tear on first text page, pages 3-6
bottom third is missing. Volume III: [4], 1-496, 2 folding tables. Atlas Volume:
Original grey card covers, 11.5 x 9”, with partially repaired spine and hinges.
Soil, creasing, and light dampstains on boards. Pages are rough-trimmed with
a few chipped corners and light soil. Light foxing and dampstains on endpapers and first few pages. A previous owner’s inscription dated 1846 is written
sideways on the title page. 23 leaves printed on one side only, with several as
half sheets or larger folding plans and a few with tears where they are tipped
in. A few have handcoloring and the title page has a six-inch repaired strip on
the top edge, barely affecting the first line of the title. Good overall.

Leather, softcover (5.5 x 2”). Leather is heavily worn
on lower edges. Red text edge, light toning of calendar endpapers. Clean and free of marks on the
calendar and address pages. Good.
A small leather softcover blind embossed with White
Mountain Ice Cream Freezer and a child making ice
cream. The weekly calendar date pages are for 1902.
Color lithographs showing the ice cream freezer and
its happy users and describing the company are scattered throughout, with other color pages showing
maps, along with signal flag charts, postage tables,
and other information. The White Mountain company today advertises the same twin-blade "dasher"
that it says distinguished its products in 1902.

An early American memoir and collection of military diagrams by a notorious historical figure, hard to find with its original complementary atlas. James
Wilkinson had a varied career as a Revolutionary War and War of 1812 officer,
statesman, and territorial governor, and after his death he was found to have
been a spy for the Spanish. Included
are plans from the War of 1812, where
Wilkinson served as a major general in
the St. Lawrence River theater. Wilkinson published this memoir attempting
to clear his name after his final discharge
from the military in 1815. The memoir
volumes all have the association of the
penciled name "Colonel Wool" on several front and last pages, probably Colonel John Wool, who served in the War
of 1812 and later wars. Howes W 429,
Sabin 104029.

$25

PLANS FOR THE WAR OF 1812
277. WILKINSON, James.
Memoirs of My Own Times; Diagrams and Plans, Illustrative of
the Principal Battles and Military Affairs, Treated of in Memoirs
of My Own Times (Four Volume Set).
Philadelphia: Abraham Small, 1816. First Edition. Hardcover. 8vo. Three
three-quarter leather volumes of memoir accompanied by a map volume.
Memoir volumes: Marbled boards and edges, green endpapers, heavily rubbed
surfaces and edges, bumped corners. Decorative gilt on spines, somewhat
worn on Volume 2. A pasted on black label on Volume I is missing half. The
volume I front board is almost detached, barely hanging on at the hinge, and

$2,750
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SECTION 9: LITERATURE
FINE DECORATIVE BINDING
BY HAZEL DREIS

278. BRADFORD, Richard.
Red Sky at Morning.

279. CORY, Kate T.
A Legend of Thumb Butte Courier.

280. FAULKNER, William.
Idyll in the Desert.

Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott, 1968. First Edition.
Personally inscribed by the author and dated Santa
Fe July 1982 on the half title. Hardcover. 8vo. 256
pp. Dust jacket has a closed half-inch tear and some
light rubbing, not price-clipped. Red boards with
gilt imprint. Light soil on edges. Interior clean. Very
Good in Good dust jacket.

Prescott, AZ: Courier, 1913. Softcover. 8vo. 19 pp.
Very Good.

New York: Random House, 1931. First Edition,
First Printing. Limited Edition, this is copy 156 of
400, signed by Faulkner on limitation page. Hardcover. 8vo. 17 pp. Some light rubbing to corners
and head/foot of spine, interior clean and free of
markings. Very Good.

Classic coming-of-age novel of a boy’s family who
moves from Alabama to a New Mexico mountain
town during WWII.

$175

Scarce short story by eclectic painter, photographer,
and sculptor Kate Cory. Before moving to Prescott,
she lived and worked among the Hopi for 7 years. She
modeled her house on Thumb Butte Road after the
Hopi pueblos, and continued to produce work heavily inspired by her time among them. Tied booklet
features a block print image by Scott Morrison. A
hand-colored photograph of Thumb Butte is laid
in opposite the first paragraph and since is not attributed to another artist is likely Cory's. Some light
soiling and wear to wraps, interior is clean.

$450
99

Bound in decorative leather with striking telephone
pole print endpapers by Hazel Dreis. Dreis worked
for the Grabhorn Press and other small presses before forming her own in Santa Fe with her student
Edward McLean.

$3,000

TWO AMERICAN CLASSICS IN THEIR RARE DUST JACKETS
281. CRANE, Stephen. The Red Badge of Courage.

282. LONDON, Jack. Call of the Wild.

New York: Appleton & Company, 1895. First Edition. First Printing. Hardcover. 8vo. 233 pp. The fragile dust jacket, now in mylar, has slight loss at the
spine ends, corner chips and splits at the folds, sunning on the spine, light
soil, and small edge dampstains on the rear. All corners are neatly clipped.
Red and black imprint with slight wear on the spine title. The tan linen boards
have light soil and very light edge wear, with red and black imprint. Text block
edges and mauve endpapers have light soil, as do a few pages, including the
title page. Uneven signatures with some associated toning on a few page fore
edges. An exceptional copy in an extremely scarce dust jacket. Housed in a
custom red cloth clamshell box, with a red leather and gilt title label. Very
Good in Very Good dust jacket.

New York: The MacMillan Company, 1903. First Edition, First Printing.
8vo. 231 pp. Pictorial green cloth boards with gilt lettering and black, white,
and red illustration on front and spine. Light soil on boards, rubbed edges,
bumped corners and spine ends, one eighth-inch closed tear in spine cloth.
Spine cocked. Top edge gilt with rough-trimmed edges and slight wear on
page corners. Endpapers illustrated in blue and two pages of advertisement at
the back. Previous owner's inscription on recto of frontispiece, with light soil
on just a few pages. Lower spine corners of pages have slight creasing from
the bumped spine end. Light soil on just a few pages. Title page in blue and
black with illustration of a dog; all color plates present as called for. The scarce
dust jacket is very rarely seen in such good condition, with typical sunning of
the spine and very light wear to the
spine ends, but no evidence of restoration. Housed in a custom green
cloth clamshell box. Very Good in
Very Good dust jacket.

A first edition, first issue of this classic Civil War novel, in its very rare
original dust jacket, which is likely
from a second printing. Full pagination: [i-iv], 1-233, [234] blank, [235238] adverts. Issue points are the
perfect type in the last line on page
225, "Gilbert Parker's Best Books"
noted on page 235, and a yellow top
edge, as called for. BAL 4071.

A first edition, first printing of Jack
London's classic, in the rare original
dust jacket. It is undetermined if
the jacket is from a first printing or
second printing. Illustrated in color
by Charles R. Goodwin and Philip
Livingston Bull with decorations by
Charles E. Hooper. BAL 11876.

$25,000

$7,500
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283. GOREY, Edward. Categor Y.

285. MELVILLE, Herman. Moby Dick or the Whale.

New York: Gotham Book Mart and Gallery, 1973. Limited Edition, one of
100 copies signed by the artist on the title page and specially bound. Softcover.
(5.5 x 5.5"). Grey wrappers have light wear. Clean interior. Very Good.

New York: Random House, 1930. First Edition Thus. Hardcover. (7.25 x
5.5”). 822 pp. Black pictorial boards with silver imprint. Rubbed and bumped
edges and corners with some wear on imprint. Light soil on boards and wrinkled spots on rear board. Light soil on edges and endpapers. Binding tight,
clean interior. Some offsetting from the striking illustrations. Missing dust
jacket. Good.

50 color cat illustrations by writer and artist Edward Gorey, with the name a
play on his Amphigorey publications.

$225

This was the trade edition of the classic novel that has reproductions of the
Rockwell Kent illustrations that appeared in a Lakeside Press three volume
limited edition, also published in 1930. B&W woodcut illustrations. Moby
Dick, never an easy read, was popularized by these editions.

284. JEFFERS, Robinson. Women of Point Sur.

$260

New York: Boni and Liveright Publisher, 1927. Limited/Numbered Edition.
Numbered 2 of 250 copies signed on the limitation page. Hardcover. 8vo.
175 pp. Black paper boards with silver
branching design and a white spine
with sunning and wear on title lettering. Housed in a later blue cloth custom slipcase. Rough-trimmed edges
with light soil on edges and endpapers,
clean interior. Very Good.
The Women of Point Sur, Jeffers' longest narrative poem, drew heavy criticism for its dark themes and is considered one of his most important works.

$300

101
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286. TWAIN, Mark. (Clemens, S. L.)
Unexpected Acquaintance.

287. WATERS, Frank.
Yogi of Cockroach Court.

New York: Harper & Brothers, [1904]. Pamphlet (7.75 x 5.25”). 18 pp.
Printed wrapper has light soil, chips, toning, and tape on the spine. Light
soil and chips on uneven pages. Very Good.

New York: Rinehart & Company, 1947. First Edition. Inscribed by Frank
Waters to bookstore owner Diana Stein on the half title page. Hardcover.
8vo. 277 pp. Red boards with gilt imprint have rubbed edges. Interior
clean. Mylared dust jacket has chips and tears with light sunning of spine,
not price-clipped. Very Good in Good dust jacket.

Reprinted from "A Tramp Abroad", second state, missing the 1904 date
in the imprint. BAL 3664.

A novel of a border town.

$75

$50
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288. BREASHEARS, David.
High Exposure: an Enduring Passion for
Everest and Unforgiving Places.
NY: Simon & Schuster, 1999. First Edition. Signed
by five Everesters on the title page: Ed Viesturs,
Pete Athans, Jon Krakauer, Jeff Long, and Jamling
Tenzing. Hardcover. 8vo. 319 pp. One ink smudge
on lower edge of text block. Very light edge wear
on mylared dust jacket. Very Good in Very Good
dust jacket.
Many color and black and white photo plates. An
account of the 1996 disaster on Everest, where
filmmaker and mountaineer David Breashears was
the leader of an Imax filming expedition that ended
up aiding other parties caught in the tragedy.

$175

289. BRUCE, Charles Granville.
Assault on Mount Everest 1922.

290. DESIO, Ardito. Ascent of K2 Second
Highest Peak in the World.

London: Edward Arnold & Co., 1923. First Edition.
Hardcover (10 x 7.5”). 339 pp. Dark red boards,
gilt imprint. Sunning of top of boards, rubbing of
edges and board faces, and bumped corners. Spine
cocked. Light foxing to top edge of text block, toning of endpapers, a few chips and light foxing on
some pages. Previous owner's name on first free
endpaper. Deckled edge. Very Good.

London: Elek Books, 1955. First English Edition.
Hardcover. 8vo. 239 pp. Turquoise boards with gilt
imprint have sunning on board edges and spine.
Foxing on edges and dust jacket shadow on endpapers. Interior pages have a few foxing spots on
margins. Mylared dust jacket has chips, light soil,
and sunning on spine. Not price clipped. Good in
Good dust jacket.

All 33 photo plates present with two folding maps,
one color, at rear. This is the second of three works
recounting the British Everest expeditions of 1921,
1922, and 1924. It was written in part by the expedition leader, General Charles Bruce, and includes
contributions from various members of the expedition with two sections written by George Mallory.

Led by geologist and mountaineer Ardito Desio,
the Italian Alpine Club became the first to reach
the summit of K2 a year after a disasterous American expedition. First published in Italian in 1954.
Neate 212.

$325
103

$55

291. HILLARY, Edmund. No Latitude for Error.

This desirable association copy is signed on the title page by five of the surviving members of the 1953 American Karakoram Expedition that attempted
to climb K2: leader Charles Houston, H. R. A. “Tony” Streather, Bob Bates,
Pete Schoening, and Deel Molenaar. This was the fifth attempt on the mountain but is one of the best-known stories of mountaineering, one that almost
ended in total disaster.

London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1961. First Edition. Signed by Edmund Hillary on the title page. Hardcover. 8vo. 255 pp. Brown boards with gilt imprint,
lightly bumped corners. Foxing on edges. Handwritten note dated 1961 from
Takapuna, New Zealand on front pastedown endpaper. Light foxing on some
pages. Mylared dust jacket has toning, chips, soil,
a tape repair on the spine, and a sunned spine.
Price clipped. Very Good in Good dust jacket.

$625

The story of the Transantarctic expedition of
1955-1958, an international expedition of Dr.
Vivian Fuchs and Edmund Hillary. The teams
used modified farm tractors to cross the continent, and Hillary's party was the third to reach
the South Pole, with Fuchs reaching it two
weeks later.

SIGNED BY EIGHT ‘EVERESTERS’
293. KURZ, Marcel (editor). Mountain World 1954.
London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1954. First English Edition. Signed by
eight 'Everesters’. 8vo. 224 pp. Brown boards have bumped corners and spine
ends. Spine slightly cocked. Light soil on top edge and one bumped corner
of pages. First free endpaper has a few inked notes. Mylared dust jackets has
some chips and light rubbing and soil. Good in Good dust jacket.

$185

The title page has the signatures of Hillary, expedition leader Lord John Hunt,
Alf Gregory, George Band, George Lowe, Michael Wark, Charles Wylie, and
Michael Westmacott, all members of the 1953
expedition. Illustrated with over 50 black and
white photographs. The Mountain World was
a yearly publication recounting expeditions
throughout the world. This volume included
accounts of the 1953 American attempt on
K2, the Swiss attempt on Dhaulgiri, "Everest
Ascended" by John Hunt, "Everest 1953" by
Wilfrid Noyce, and more articles from other
continents. An incredible and rare collection
of autographs in this mountaineering journal.

292. HOUSTON, Charles S.; Robert
H. Bates, and The Third American
Karakoram Expedition.
K2: the Savage Mountain.
NY: McGraw-Hill, 1954. Signed by five of the
surviving members of the expedition. Hardcover. 8vo. 334 pp. Black boards with red cloth
spine and gilt. Lightly rubbed corners and
edges with some wear on cloth. Clean interior. Mylared dust jacket has light edge wear and
sunning on spine. Very Good in Very Good
dust jacket.

$850
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THREE SIGNED WORKS BY FAMOUS ITALIAN MOUNTAINEER, REINHOLD MESSNER,
THE FIRST PERSON TO CLIMB EVEREST WITHOUT AID OF OXYGEN TANKS

294. MESSNER, Reinhold. The Crystal
Horizon: Everest: The First Solo Ascent.

295. MESSNER, Reinhold.
Everest: Expedition to the Ultimate.

London: Crowood Press, 1989. First British Edition. Signed on the title page by Messner. Hardcover. 8vo. 322 pp. Black cloth boards with gilt
imprint. Spine slightly cocked. Light adhesive soil
spot on first free endpapers. Color photographic
endpapers. Clean interior. Mylared dust jacket, not
price clipped. Very Good in Very Good dust jacket.

NY: Oxford University Press, 1979. First American
Edition. Signed by Messner on the title page. Hardcover. 8vo. 254 pp. Orange boards with gilt imprint
have lightly rubbed edges and bumped corners.
Spine cocked. Clean interior. Mylared dust jacket
has light sunning on spine and light creases. Not
price clipped. Very Good in Very Good dust jacket.

This first English edition was translated by Jill
Neate and Audrey Salkeld, and contains updated
information revised from the original German edition in 1982. Reinhold Messner recounts his solo
climb of Everest in 1980 without oxygen. Illustrated with many photographs, some in color.

The well-illustrated narrative of Reinhold Messner
and Peter Habeler's ascent of Everest without oxygen in 1978.

$150

$225

296. MESSNER, Reinhold and Horst Hofler. Hermann Buhl: Climbing Without
Compromise.
Seattle: The Mountaineers, 2000. First American
Edition. Signed on the title page by Reinhold Messner and Kurt Diemberger. Hardcover. 8vo. 204 pp.
Maroon boards with silver imprint. Mylared dust
jacket not price clipped. Fine in Fine dust jacket.
Hermann Buhl, who made first ascents of two of
the world's highest mountains in 1953 and 1957,
was a pioneer of alpine-style mountaineering and
a personal hero of Reinhold Messner. Illustrated
with black and white and color photographs, many
by climber and photographer Kurt Diemberger, who was with Hermann Buhl when Buhl was
caught up in a fatal avalanche in 1957.

$225
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297. MIURA, Yuichiro with Eric Perlman.
Man Who Skied Down Everest.

Peter Mulgrew took part in the 1960-61 New Zealand expedition to Makalu
led by Edmund Hillary and suffered severe frost that resulted in amputations
of his feet and fingers. His account tells the story of the expedition and the
aftermath, including fighting drug addiction. Neate 550.

San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1978. First Edition. Signed on the first free
endpaper by both Miura and Perlman. Hardcover. 8vo. 170 pp. Orange boards
with black and silver imprint. Light soil and lightly rubbed edges. Clean interior. Numerous b&w photos with eight color plate pages. Light creasing and chips to dust
jacket. Very Good in Very Good dust jacket.

$225

299. NORGAY, Tenzing. After Everest: an Autobiography by
Tenzing Norgay Sherpa As Told to Malcolm Barnes.

In 1970 Yuichiro Miura became the first person
to ski down the South Col of Everest, after six
members of the expedition died. Miura later
went on to become the oldest person to summit, three times. Eric Perlman, friend of Miura's
and a renowned photographer, fillmmaker, skier, and mountaineer, was the first person to ski
down Yosemite's Half Dome.

London: Allen & Unwin, 1977. First English Edition. Signed by Edmund Hillary on the half title page. Hardcover. 8vo. 184 pp. Mylared original dust jacket
is price clipped. Green boards with silver imprint have bumped corners and
edges. Foxing on text block edges. There is a small bookseller's label on the
front pastedown endpaper, and a rubbed out area on the first free endpaper.
Interior clean. Very Good in Very Good dust jacket.
Tenzing Norgay, who with Edmund Hillary
became the first to summit Everest in 1953,
tells here of his life afterwards, including his
time as field training director of the Himalayan Mountaineering Institute. Many black
and white and color photographs of Tenzing in the mountains and with his family
in Darjeeling. The Indian edition was also
published in 1977.

$75
298. MULGREW, Peter.
No Place for Men.
Wellington, NZ: A. H. & A. W. Reed, 1965. This
copy is signed by both Edmund Hillary and the
author Peter Mulgrew 's wife, June Mulgrew, on
the title page. Hardcover. 8vo. Blue boards with
gilt imprint. Light foxing on edges and illustrated endpapers. Clean interior. Mylared dust jacket has some edge wear and soil on edges. Very
Good in Good dust jacket.

$325

(continued on next column)
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SIGNED BY NINE OF THE EXPEDITION MEMBERS

300. NOYCE, Wilfrid.
South Col: One Man's Adventure on the Ascent of Everest, 1953.

301. RUTTLEDGE, Hugh.
Attack on Everest.

Melbourne: William Heinemann, 1954. First Edition. This copy is signed
on the half-title by nine expedition members. Hardcover. 8vo. 303 pp. Blue
boards with sunning on spine and some wear on gilt. Rubbed and bumped
edges and corners. Black top edge with light foxing on edges. Illustrated endpapers. Mylared dust jacket has chips and sunning of spine. Not price clipped.
Good in Good dust jacket.

National Travel Club, 1935. Hardcover. 8vo. 339. Stated first edition, but actually a later printing (published after a Robert McBride first edition in the
same year). Black boards with gilt imprint have spine gilt dulled by sunning.
Light soil on edges, deckle edge. In the original dust jacket with light toning
and edge wear. All corners clipped neatly, protective mylar cover. Very Good
in Very Good dust jacket.

Quite an association copy. Signed on the half-title by nine expedition members: expedition leader John Hunt, Edmund Hilary, George Band, Michael
Ward, Charles Wylie, Michael Westmacott, and George Lowe, also with the
signatures of John Jackson of the expedition reserves and Jan Morris (at the
time of the expedition James Morris), Times correspondent with the expedition. "Wilfrid Noyce was the first member of the 1953 Everest expedition
to accomplish the ascent of the South Col--the small plateau just below the
summit--from which the successful party subsequently set out."

Photographic endpapers with 3-D glasses in rear pocket. All plates present
as called for including the 3-D plate of Everest. Laid in is the original onesheet publisher's prospectus. With foreword by Sir Francis Younghusband. In
1933 Hugh Ruttledge led his first of two expeditions on the mountain. The
expedition reached 28,100 feet and found the ice axe of Andrew Irvine, who
perished with George Mallory on the 1924 expedition. Ruttledge describes
the land, weather, and fauna as well as all the details of the expedition. A very
scarce find in the dust jacket. 010706js

$900

$235
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302. RUTTLEDGE, Hugh. The Unfinished Adventure.

303. TILMAN, H. W. Mount Everest 1938.

London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1937. First Edition. Hardcover. 8vo. Blue
boards with gilt imprint, slight bowing of front board. Rubbed and bumped
corners and spine ends. Light soil on edges with light foxing on just one page.
Clean interior. Mylared hard-to-find dust jacket has soil and a few tears. Not
price-clipped. A plate section at the end contains 63 black and white photographic plates and has slight waviness at the top edges. Two color folding
maps in very good condition. Very Good in Good dust jacket.

Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1948. First Edition. Hardcover. 8vo. 160
pp. Brown boards with gilt have some sunning on spine and bumped corners.
Interior clean. Mylared dust jacket has light sunning of spine, light soil, chips,
and a half-inch tear. Not price clipped. Very Good in Very Good dust jacket.
H. W. Or Bill Tilman led the 1938 attempt on Everest, after participating in a
1936 expedition. Tilman believed in simple organization and small expedition
sizes for speed and efficiency.

Hugh Ruttledge's 1936 Everest expedition for the Royal Geographic Society was the fifth on the mountain and the second under Ruttledge's leadership. Contains details of the journey and specifics under the chapter headings
Weather, Physiology, Oxygen, Wireless, and more.

$70

$185
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304. ATKINS, Arthur. Arthur Atkins Photo Prints.

305. BINGHAM, Hiram.
Ka Buke O Na Halelu, I Unuhiia Mai Ka Olelo Hebera; a Ua
Hooponopono Hou Ia (Hawaiian Language Book of Psalms).

Photographs (9.5 x 11.5”). A very rare collection of 53 silver plates of the
work of San Francisco painter Arthur Atkins (1873-1899). Housed in a grey
cloth four-fold folder with heavy soil on the exterior. No date, but probably
published in the decade after Atkins’ death. Very Good.

Nu Yoka: Ua Paiia E Ko Amerika Poe Hoolaha
Baibala, 1871. First Edition. Hardcover (4.25 x
6.25”). 115 pp. Original black boards with gilt imprint, rubbed corners. Rose endpapers and speckled edges. Some creasing of first few pages, shadow toning of second endpaper. Interior clean.
Very Good.

Born in England, William Arthur Atkins immigrated to San Francisco and
became known for his tonalist landscape paintings, influenced by his studies
in Paris in 1897 and 1898 and by the artists Edouard Manet and James McNeil
Whistler. His works were exhibited in the San Francisco gallery of Vickery,
Atkins & Torrey, where Atkins' uncle William Kingston Vickery and brother
Henry Atkins were owners. Most of his original works were destroyed by the
1906 San Francisco Earthquake fires. The plates are black and white reproductions of Atkins' oil paintings, with grey borders that vary in tone from plate to
plate and have some silvering on edges. Captions contain the name, date, and
size of the original painting along with the owner of the painting. Almost all
are in very good condition with some rubbing on one and light wear on edges.
Modern research notes including a detailed biography of Atkins accompany
the plates. No records found of this portfolio or other collections of plates.
The only OCLC record related to any reproductions and dating from the
period is a copy of the 1908
book Arthur Atkins: Extracts
from the Letters With Notes
on Painting and Landscape, by
Bruce Porter, which contains
several plates, and several of
the plates here list Porter as
the owner of the paintings depicted.

A rare Hawaiian language Book of Psalms. Hiram
Bingham, noted Protestant missionary to Hawaii,
is credited with this translation, published in New
York by the American Bible Society.

$425

ONE OF THE BEST MIDDLE EAST
TRAVEL ACCOUNTS OF ALL TIME
306. BURTON, Richard.
Personal Narrative of a Pilgrimage to El-Medinah and Meccah.
London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1855. First Edition. Hardcover. 8vo. Three volumes: xiv, errata, 388, [1]-24 (adverts); iv, 426; x, [1] (plate
list), 448. Bright blue original boards with black decorative imprint, gilt on
spine. Spines are sunned, rehinged, and have been rebacked with more recent
endpapers. Board edges have been expertly repaired, still with bumped edges.
Some chipping of pages, with three pages missing margin pieces, about 1”.

$1,750

(continued on next page)
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308. [CIGARS].
Flor De Melba the Cigar Supreme (Oil Painting Mock Up).

Pages are generally clean with light soil spots on a few, light dampstaining on
margin edge of frontispieces. Toning on endpapers and pages edges. Blue
postmarked stamp from Hejaz, the kingdom Burton traveled through, with
the penciled year of 1920 next to it on the title page of Volume I. Housed in
a later brown cloth and half-leather custom clamshell. Very Good.

Painting (15 x 10”). Fold line and edge wear on board. Very Good.
This oil painting on academy board seems to be an original advertising mock
up, circa 1918, for the Flor de Melba Cigar brand, named after Australian
opera singer Nellie Melba and produced by I. Lewis Cigar M'fg Co. , Newark,
N. J. The painting comes with an orginal Flor De Melba box with a cigar price
of 6 cents, in good condition, sturdy but with rubbed edges and scratches on
boards. The image inside the lid differs in some details from the mock up, but
the dress and pearls are the same. Nellie Melba (1861-1931) was also featured
on cigarette cards at the height of her popularity in the early 1900s.

A complete three-volume set of one of the best Middle East travel accounts
of all time. With five bright chromo-lithographs (one a frontispiece of Burton dressed as a pilgrim) , eight tinted plates, two black and white full-page
engravings, and three folding plans or maps. In 1853 Englishman Richard
Francis Burton disguised himself as a Muslim pilgrim to observe an Arabia
virtually inaccessible to westerners at the time. He travelled to Medina and the
forbidden holy city of Mecca, ascertaining for westerners that the prophet
Mohammed's tomb was in Medina, not Mecca, and meticulously describing
every aspect of the cultures he encountered. His account was deemed quite
accurate by later adventurers and observers in the region, including T. E. Lawrence. An amazing narrative, in a scarce set.

$400
309. DWIGHT'S Cow-Brand Cook-Book.

$8,900

New York: John Dwight and Company, [c. 1895].
Softcover [3.5 x 5.25”]. 32 pp. Color illustration,
light soil and wear on front wrap. Very Good.

307. [CIGARS]. El Rey & Elkhorn 10¢ Havana Cigars.

An early uncommon advertising pamphlet for
Dwight's Cow-Brand Soda or Saleratus. Recipes
for white fruit cake, caramel pie, black pudding,
mock bisque soup, and more, with helpful tips on
measuring, planting corn, and estimating barbed
wire needs. A calendar inside the front cover is for
years 1894 and 1895.

Pocket Notebook. Hardcover (2 x 3.25”). An unusual tiny aluminum plate clip
binding with a blank notebook inserted. Some scuffing and bending of aluminum. The little notebook has a blue rear wrap, missing front wrap. Very Good.
Front blind stamp, text reads "When this
book is empty, have it refilled free of charge
by Hugo Nitzche 3564 S. B'way, M'f'r of El
Rey & Elkhorn 10¢ Havana Cigars. St. Louis."

$45

$68
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310. [ENGLAND]. Anno Decimo Sexto Georgii III. Regis. CAP
III. an Act to Enable His Majesty for a Limited Time to Call out
and Assemble the Militia in all Cases of Rebellion Within This
Realm of Great Britain...

312. GINSBERG, Allen. Photographs.
Altadena, CA: Twelvetrees Press, 1990. First Edition. Large two-page illustration and signature of Allen Ginsberg, dated 1993 in Billings, MT, on the title
page. Hardcover (11.25 x 14.25”). Unpaginated. Grey cloth with blind embossed lettering, black endpapers. Previous owner’s information in black on
black paper on rear jacket flap. Mylared dust jacket has a band with an ISBN
and additional blurb wrapped around the jacket, light edge wear including on
band. Interior clean. Very Good in Very Good dust jacket.

London: Charles Eyre and William Strahan,
1776. Pamphlet (7.25 x 12.25”). Very Good
VG 12 1/4" x 7 1/8" 4 A folded pamphlet that
looks like it may have been disbound from a
volume of Parliamentary Acts under Britain's
George III. Woodcut seal illustration on front.
The two-page act authorizes the formation of a
militia to deal with rebellions in 1776, with "the
present Rebellion in America" mentioned. An
uncommon pamphlet.

A collection of Ginsberg photographs, with captions and biographies at the
end, and notes on the circumstances below each photo.

$400
313. HAGERTY, Donald J.
Beyond the Visible Terrain: the Art of Ed Mell.

$325

Flagstaff, AZ: Northland Press, 1996. Limited Edition. A limited edition numbered 250/300, inscribed by Ed Mell on verso of half title and containing a
signed and numbered color print
in a rear pocket (pictured below).
Hardcover (11 x 12”). 164 pp.
Grey linen boards with a leather
spine and color pastedown on
front. Sunning on spine leather.
Interior clean. In a grey linen
slipcase with some wear on top
edge and light sunning on edges.
Very Good.

311. FLEISCHMANN, Kaspar. Paul Strand, Katalog Nr. 5 and 6.
Zurich: Zur Stockeregg. Limited/Numbered Edition. Softcover (7.25 x
10.25”). 199 pp. Light shelf wear and soil on wraps and edges, interiors clean.
Very Good.
A collection of Paul Strand photos published in commemoration of the photographer's 100th birthday, in two volumes, Katalogs 5 and 6. Katalog 5 is
numbered 701/2000 copies and Katalog 6 is one of 1000 copies. Interviews
conducted by Kaspar Fleischmann on Strand and his influence are interspersed throughout the photographs and biography. In German, English and
a little French.

A biography and many full-color
plates of Ed Mell's western art.

$80

$315
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316. LOS ANGELES.
E-Z Guide Map of Los Angeles.
Los Angeles: Security Trust & Savings, [c. 1920s]. Map (13 x 17”). A stiff
cardstock map folder into sixths, with the map on one side and index key and
Security Trust & Savings Bank advertisements on the other. Printed in red,
green, and black ink. Very Good.

314. HARJO, Joy. Last Song.
Puerto Del Sol, 1975. First Edition. Softcover. 8vo. Orange wrap has a partial
ring dampstain and wear on spine. Interior clean. Very Good.

The dial indicator map uses a circular grid with a rotating arrow on a grommet,
designed by Fred D. Bain. Eight similar records on OCLC.

Poet and artist Joy Harjo's first chapbook with nine poems & two illustrations.

$28

$300

317. MALENA Story Booklets.

315. HARJO, Joy. What Moon Drove Me to This?

Warriorsmark, PA: Malena Company, [c. 1890s]. Chromo-lithographs (5 x
6.25”). Light edge wear and soil with a few corner chips. Very Good.

New York: I. Reed Books, 1979. First Edition. First Printing. Inscribed by Joy
Harjo on the half title page. Softcover. 8vo. 68 pp. Light soil on wraps, interior
clean. Good.
Harjo's first full-length book of poetry, with all of the poems from her first
chapbook The Last Song included.

Four Malena children's booklets, "Free with a box of Malena." Each booklet
has color wraps, four chromo-lithographs and several ads for Malena stomach-liver pills, worm pills, and salves. No. 103: Old Mother Hubbard; No. 118:
Our Backyard; No. 101: Rip Van Winkle; and No. 119: Family Friends.

$200

$55
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318. MEDITERRANEAN Photographs.
Early Mediterranean Photographs.

320. MORTIMER, W. Golden. Peru: History of Coca "The Divine Plant" of the Incas with an Introductory Account of the Incas and of the Andean Indians of To-Day.

Photographs [c. 1900] measure 2.25 x 5” on 4.25
x 6” mounts. Light soil on a few photos and
bowed mounts with slight edge wear. Very Good.

New York: J. H. Vail, 1901. First Edition. Hardcover. 8vo. Frontis, xxxi, 576
pp. Red blind embossed cloth, gilt imprints. Light soil, rubbed and bumped
corners. Gilt top edge. Binding tight. Light soil on edges, light foxing of endpapers, interior clean. Housed in an attractive red custom cloth clamshell, in
half-leather with gilt. Very Good.

A collection of 71 original gelatin silver photographs from a trip to North Africa, the Holy
Land, Asia Minor, and Europe. Places visited
include Egypt, Syria, Jordan, Lebanon, Turkey,
Palestine, Cypress, Greece, and Germany. Most
photos are hand-captioned. There is a list of the
traveling party's names on one. The photos show
archeological ruins, churches, mosques, and
many people and animals at work.

This history also contains extensive
records of modern uses of coca outside of the Andes, with an appendix "A
Collective Investigation Among Several Hundred Physicians on the Physiological Action and the Therapeutic Application of Coca." Dr. Mortimer was
definitely pro-coca and provides an indepth look at the plant.

$500

$350
319. MOBY DICK.
1956. Spanish Movie Poster (12.5 x 16.25”). Some light margin soil and one
creased corner. Image margiwns cropped due to scanner size. Very Good.

321. POPE, William.
Aborigines of America: a Lecture by William Pope Delivered before the Working Men's Association At Stanley, March, 1860.

A bright original promotional movie
poster for the 1956 film "Moby Dick",
starring Gregory Peck. The fabulous illustration of the giant Ballena Blanca with
huge teeth upsetting a boat full of little
whalers is quite eye-catching. The inset is
a still of Peck. In Spanish.

Liverpool, UK: Willmer and Smith, 1860. Inscribed, on the top of the title
page, “Revd. W. C. Osborn with the respects of the author.” Softcover. 8vo.
36 pp. Grey wraps are detached with heavy wear. The title is handwritten in
ink on the front. On the rear wrap there is half of an old sticker for a drapery
warehouse and some penciled writing on it. Inside the front wrap is a small
bookseller’s label for the Arthur H. Clark Company which has left a shadow
on the title page. The text binding is still glued tight. Fair.
(continued on next page)

$28
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An inscribed copy of a very scarce lecture pamphlet.
W . C. Osborn was an English abolitionist. William
Pope (1811-1902) emigrated to America for the good
hunting and became a well-known painter of wildlife
after settling in Canada. There are references to his
many years in American and his personal knowledge
of Indians in the speech.

Thomas Goldsmith, Jeweler and Optician, Agent for Spectacles and Eye
Glasses, Troy New York. Brett Lithograph Company 116 Fulton St, New
York. Copyright by Spencer Optical Manufacturing Co. Copyright 1881. Color
illustration of butterfly with cutout. Verso announces “Something New, Celluloid Eye-Glass Frames.” Advertisement highlights the advantages of Celluloid
frames being lighter, stronger, more durable and that "they can be dropped
without injury." Illustration on verso of turtles “rejoicing over the discovery
of Celluloid Tortoise Shell. Their occupation gone.”

$150

$54

NICELY PRODUCED ART BOOK, RARE

322. [QUACKERY]. Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills for Pale People.

324. SAUDEK, Jan. Pouta Lasky: Chains of Love.

Philadelphia: Feister Press, [c. 1898].
Pamphlet [5 x 7.5”]. Light soil, toning,
dogearing, chips, and tears. 32 pp. Good.

Saudek.com, 2006. Hardcover (13 x 12 x
1”). 239 pp. Blind stamped dark blue cloth
boards. Dust jacket has light rubbing on
rear. Fine in Very Good jacket.

Two Civil War illustrations (front and back wraps). Testimonies for miracle
cures of veterans’ ailments.. Section at back attests to the pills’ efficacy with
pale/sallow girls, female troubles, and the change of life.

A collection of Czech photographer Jan
Saudek's works including many of his
famous hand-colored nudes. Captions in
Czech and English. Uncommon.

$50

$1,100

323. SPENCER OPTICAL. Celluloid
Eye Glasses Spencer Optical Manufacturing Co Butterfly Trade Card.
NY: Brett Lithograph Company, 1881. Approximately 8.25” across (at widest), and
5.75” tall. Creasing and chipping near edges
and near center. Very Good.
(continued on next column)
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SECTION 12: POCKET MAPS
RAIL LINES AND STREETS OF 1880s CHICAGO
325. [CHICAGO]; Roehr, Frank.
Travellers' and Shippers' Railway Guide Map of Chicago.

327. [CONNECTICUT], [NEW YORK], [RHODE ISLAND].
Colton's Connecticut with Portions of New York & Rhode Island.

Chicago, IL: Frank Roeher [n. d. but No date, but
likely circa 1880-82]. Softcover. Map measures 49
x 37 cm. In original green paper wraps. Wrapper
has some light soiling and wear along edges, map
is creased along folds with one 1/2" open tear on
right edge that does not affect the map or text.
Very Good.

New York: G. W. and C. B. Colton, 1868. Bound in brown blind embossed
boards with gilt imprint. Spine is half split and edges and corners are rubbed.
Map measures 13.5 x 15.75". The map
has a few small fold corner holes and
some lightly toned areas. Very Good.
A bright hand-colored pocket map of
Connecticut. Long Island is included. Scarce, with no copies found on
OCLC as of June 2016.

Small folding map shows rail lines and streets in
Chicago, with parklands indicated in red. Street
guide at bottom.

$295

$875
326. [COLORADO]. Indexed County and Township Pocket Map
and Shippers' Guide of Colorado.

328. [IDAHO]. New Commericial Atlas Map of Idaho.

Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 1910. Softcover (6 x
4.25”). 36 pp [+ 6 pp., ads]. Brown wrapper has light
wear. Color lithograph map measures 19 x 28.5" unfolded. Map shows rail lines in red. Very Good.

Rand McNally, 1912. Missing the wrapper.
Light soil and corner wear. Map measures 44
x 21". Very Good.

Last page is an ad for Waterman's Ideal Fountain
Pen, with a full-page illustration of Waterman's
building and surrounding skyscrapers in Mahhattan.
A Fred Harvey advertisement features a photograph
of its hotel The Cardenas, in Trinidad, CO, with a
list of Fred Harvey hotels along the Santa Fe railroad
opposite. Scarce, no 1910 copies found in OCLC.

A color pocket map of Idaho. Rail routes and
city populations are shown, with a massive
metropolitan population of 17,000 in Boise.

$85

$375
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HIGHLY DETAILED MAP OF ILLINOIS, 1856
329. [ILLINOIS]. Peck, J. M.; John Messinger, A. J. Matthewson.
New Sectional Map of the State of Illinois.

330. [ILLINOIS], [IOWA], [MISSOURI], [INDIANA].
Official Auto Trails Map. District No. 1: Illinois, S. E. Iowa, N. E.
Missouri, Western Indiana.

New York: J. H. Colton & Co., 1856. Red cloth blind embossed boards (5.75
x 4”) with rubbed surfaces and gilt imprint. Somewhat blackened discolored
area on rear lower corner, spine head worn off. Map measures 41 x 27.5”. The
brightly hand-colored map sheet has light soil, edge fold splits and fold corner
holes. Very Good.

Chicago: Rand McNally, 1917. Softcover (7.5 x 4.25”). Brown wrapper has
corner wear, creasing and light soil. Map (measuring 28 x 21.5”) is in very
good condition with light soil. Very Good.
An early auto map of the Midwest. Compliments of Weir Motor Company,
Monmouth, Illinois. An illustrated key to the highways is at the top.

An early detailed pocket map of Illinois. Two insets show the Alton and St.
Louis region and the Galena lead district, and prairies, swamps, and railroads
are marked. John Mason Peck, one of the map contributors, was a Methodist
minister who roamed the state preaching and wrote comprehensive early travel guides of Illinois.

$65
331. [IOWA]. Township Map of the State of Iowa.

$1250

Fairfield, IA and Philadelphia: Henn. Williams and Company and R. L. Barnes,
1855. Blue blind embossed cloth boards (5.75 x 3.75”) with bright gilt imprint. Rubbed faces, corners and edges, with tape repairs to endpapers. Map
measures 21.5 x 34”. Light soil and one quarter-inch fold corner hole on map.
Very Good.
An early hand-colored section map of Iowa. Distributed by Henry Williams
and Company, Exchange and Bankers.

$625
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EARLY GUIDE AND MAP TO IOWA
333. [KANSAS]. Detailed Survey Map of Northeast Kansas.

332. [IOWA]. Wells' Pocket Hand-Book of Iowa; Past, Present,
and Prospective.

Chicago: Rand McNally, 1918. Hardcover. Map measures 36 x 26.5” (folds to
9.25 x 4.25”). Very light soil on edges, handwritten labels on verso. Very Good.

New York: John G. Wells, 1857. 136 pp. Red stamped cloth boards (6 x 4”)
with gilt imprint. Split cloth at joints, sunning of spine, light soil, and rubbed
and bumped corners. Light soil on edges and endpapers. Pages have light foxing and margin marks. The title page has a few small strips neatly excised and a
few holes from a perforated stamp, not seeming to affect the title page text but
with loss of a few words on the verso copyright page. Pages 101-102 also have
small strips excised and the perforated stamp in the bottom fore corner, with
a few lost words. The fragile hand-colored folding map measures 12 x 16" and
has a four-inch archival tape repair, chips and some soil. Good.

A linen paper color lithograph map of sections in Northeast Kansas. Only
three copies found on OCLC.

$175

334. [MINNESOTA], [RAILROADS]. Minnesota Railroad Map.

An early guide and map to Iowa. The guide contains many details on settlement laws for prospective immigrants, chapters on mineral and water resources, travel route distances, rail routes, economic statistics and more, with
testimonies from actual Iowans. Howes W 250, Graff 4583.

Chicago: Rand McNally, 1908. Map measures 28 x 21”. A few fold corner
holes and a piece about 4 x 1” missing from the left margin, possibly where it
was disbound from a former pocket map binding. Good
An early 1900s color lithograph railroad map of Minnesota. With insets and
a keyed city table.

$950

$95

335. [NORTH DAKOTA]. Indexed County and Township Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of North Dakota.
Chicago: Rand, McNally & Co., 1908. Softcover (6.5 x 4.25”). 19 pp. Staplebound pocket map book with light creasing and corner wear on brown wraps.
Color map measures 20 x 14.5”. Very Good.
Includes index and advertisements.

$95
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336. [OHIO], [RAILROADS]; Commissioners of Public Printing, State of Ohio. Railroad Map of Ohio Columbus.

338. [OREGON], [RAILROADS]. Indexed County and Railroad
Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of Oregon.

Columbus, OH: Columbus Lithograph
Company, 1914. Hardcover (8.5 x 4”).
Brown boards with gilt imprint, rubbed
corners and edges. Linen-backed bound
pocket map that unfolds to 32 x 28". Fold
splits and light soil, with the folds held
together by the linen webbing. Good.

Chicago: Rand McNally, 1909. 30 pp. Brown wrapper (6.5 x 4”) has light wear
with a sticker removal mark on the rear. Map measures 21 x 27.5”. Some light
soil on pages of book and blank verso of map. Very Good.
A pocket map and guide of Oregon. The color lithograph map shows railroads in red. One 1909 issue copy listed on OCLC.

$65

A Railroad Map of Ohio, Published by
the State, color-coded and with a detailed
train title illustration.

339. [PENNSYLVANIA]. Indexed Map of Pennsylvania.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 1877. 67 pp.
Brown cloth binding (6 x 3.5”) with gilt imprint,
rubbed corners, light soil. Front hinge cracked.
Blind stamp of a Pennsylvania railroad company
on title page. The hand-colored map (measuring
13 x 19.5”) has green borders and a railroad in red.
Very Good.

$250

UNCOMMON EARLY MAP OF THE 1835 WEST
337. [OHIO], [INDIANA], [ILLINOIS], [MICHIGAN].
Map of the States of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois with the Settled
Part of Michigan.

A pocket map and guide of Pennsylvania, with the
map in uncommonly nice condition. Ex-library
with a sticker on spine and adhesive marks obscuring some lines on the printed front pastedown. No
copies as early as 1877 found on OCLC.

Philadelphia: S. Augustus Mitchell, 1835. Hardcover (5.5 x 3.25”). Bound in
red stamped cloth with gilt imprint. Rubbed and bumped edges and corners,
light soil on boards. Map (measuring 18 x 21”) has fold corner holes and light
soil and measures. Very Good.

$125

An uncommon very early pocket map of the 1835 West. Brightly hand-colored with an ornate yellow border. Parts of Wisconsin Territory, several insets,
and a steamboat route table are shown.

$775
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342. [UNITED STATES], [CANADA], [NEW BRUNSWICK].
United States, Canada, and New Brunswick.

340. [PENNSYLVANIA], [NEW JERSEY], [RAILROADS]; Anderson, J. A. Map of the Rail Roads of Pennsylvania and New
Jersey and Parts of Adjoining States.

London: John Betts, [c. 1840s]. Hardcover. 8vo. Brown cloth binding is splitting at spine and has soil, rubbed gilt, and worn corners. An inked inscription
on the back has a date of 1852 with some notes of previous ownership and
names. The map is linen-backed
in sections and has some soil, faded colors, and toning. Good.

Philadelphia: J. L. Smith, 1887. Hardcover
(10.25 x 6.25"). Brown stamped boards with
gilt imprint, pasted on label on spine, and
black tape repairs to spine and hinges. Previous owner's information on front pastedown.
Binding is in Good condition. Map is in Very
Good condition, measures 43 x 48”, and
shows only one fold tear.

An early and scarce British pocket map of the United States. Part
of Betts's Series of Pocket Maps.
Only two copies found on OCLC.

A hard-to-find linen-backed map, outlined in
color. Six other issues on OCLC, but none
from 1887.

$375

$675
343. [UNITED STATES], [RAILROADS].
Railroad Map of the United States to Accompany the Commercial Traveller's Guide Book.

341. [PENNSYLVANIA], [RAILROADS]. Indexed County and
Railroad Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of Pennsylvania.

New York: H. Dayton & Co., 1871. Map only, disbound from the accompanying guide book published by Dayton & Co. Map measures 15.5 x 26". Very
light soil. Very Good.

Chicago: Rand McNally & Co.,
1893. Softcover (6.5 x 4"). 176
pp [+12 pp., ads]. Light wear on
brown wrapper. Map measures 21
x 28", holes at fold corners, 1” fold
splits at edges. Very Good.

A hand-colored railroad map in
uncommonly good condition.
The routes of transcontinental
railroads under construction
and the completed Central Pacific route are shown. Scarce,
with one copy found on OCLC.

Early color lithograph pocket map
and guide to Pennsylvania. Only
one 1893 copy found on OCLC.

$125

$250
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344. [VIRGINIA], [WEST VIRGINIA], [MARYLAND], [DELAWARE]. Colton's New Topographical Map of the States of Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland & Delaware, and Portions of Other
Adjoining States.

346. [MINNESOTA], [WISCONSIN], [ILLINOIS], [IOWA].
Chapman's New Township Map of the North West.
Milwaukee, WI: Silas Chapman, 1862. Orange paper boards (5.25 x 3.5”) have
tape repairs at spine, light soil, and rubbed surfaces. Map (measuring 28 x 21”)
shows some soil, a few minor tape repairs on verso, and light toning. Good.

New York: G. W. & C. B. Colton & Co., 1880.
Hardcover (6 x 4"). Bound in brown blind stamped
boards with gilt imprint. Board has light wear and
an old number sticker, with a Department of the
Interior Census Office label crossed through inside
on the pastedown advertisement. Map sheet measures 42 x 31". Very Good.

A brightly colored pocket map of the Western Great Lakes region. Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Illinois, and Iowa are fully shown, with portions of other states
and two of the Great Lakes present. Only three copies of this issue on OCLC.

$375

A large brightly hand-colored pocket map with an
ornate seashell scroll border. Only four copies located on OCLC.

$425
345. [WISCONSIN].
Chapman's Sectional Map of Wisconsin.
Milwaukee, WI: Silas Chapman, 1856. Hardcover
(5.75 x 3.5"). Red blind embossed boards nearly
detached at spine. Rubbed corners, light soil, faded gilt imprint. Folded map (32 x 36") has some
chips, small fold splits, holes at fold corners. Good.
Early pocket map of Wisconsin. Imprint of lithographer F. Mayer of NY. Hand colored with
ornate border scroll. Shown are railroads completed and not completed, with township and range
sections.

$325
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347. BROWN, Francis H. (composer). Plume Polka.

350. GILBERT, L. Wolfe; Anatol Friedland, and Carey Morgan.
My Own Iona (Moi-One-Ionae).

NY: S. T. Gordon, [c. 1850]. Softcover (13.25 x 10.5”). 6 pp. Stringbound sheet
music with soil and foxing on wraps and edge wear. The front wrap has a
very bright color lithograph of various tropical birds
exterminated for their plumage. Good.

NY: Jos. W. Stern, 1916. Softcover. 8vo. 4 pp. Two pages of
sheet music, parts of other songs on the rear. Very Good.

Francis Brown also wrote a popular song "Will You
Come to My Mountain Home?" and other polkas.

"Hawaii's Favorite Love Song." Color cover lithograph
with photos of Charles King and Elizabeth Brice, a duet
who recorded the song in 1916.

$35

$28

348. DITSON, Oliver (publisher).
Katy Darling: a Favorite Song Arranged for the Piano-Forte.

351. HELMSMULLER, F. B.
Drums & Trumpets or Parade in Broadway.

Boston: Oliver Ditson, 1851. Softcover. 8vo. 6 pp. Some
spotting and dampstaining, disbound. Very Good.

NY: [c. 1860]. Pamphlet (13.25 x 10.25”). 7 pp. Light soil, offsetting, a few
tears, rough binding edge, scuffed paper on one front corner. Very Good.

J. H. Bufford's Lithography. Hand-colored cover page with
a bereft young man gazing at the headstone of his beloved.

Color illustration of drums and trumpets with army camp
in the background. OCLC records show the subtitle line
"of the 7th, 22d, & 71st regiments of NYS Militia," (only
partially readable on this copy). A Civil War Union march.

$20

$75
349. FOSTER, Stephen C. (composer).
Old Folks At Home (Mme Nilsson's Songs Edition).

352. KINKEL, C. A. The Last Rose of Summer.

Boston: Oliver Ditson, 1879. Softcover. 4to. 5 pp. Sheet
music is rough along edges and toned with age, some small
tears along spine. Good.

Cincinnati, OH: C. Peters & Bro., 1866. Softcover. 4to. 8
pp. Cover is starting to detach, corners are chipped, toning
overall. Very Good.

Originally published in 1851, this is the first version of
Stephen C. Foster's minstrel song to be published with
Mme. Nillson on the cover.

Ehrgott, Forbriger & Co., Lithographers. Beautiful rose
illustration on the cover in fine color with gilt accents.

$28

$30
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ITEMS 353-357. FIVE PIECES OF MUSIC DEDICATED TO ABRAHAM LINCOLN
(FOR MORE LINCOLN MATERIAL, SEE ITEMS 239-244: SIX RARE PIECES OF LINCOLNIANA)

353. [LINCOLN, ABRAHAM]. The Nation in Tears! A Dirge,
in Memory of the Nation's Chief, Abraham Lincoln.

355. [LINCOLN, ABRAHAM].
Rest, Noble Chieftain: Song on the Death of President Lincoln.

Konrad Treuer (composer). New York: W. Jennings Demorest, 1865. Softcover. 4to. 2 pp. Some light foxing, staining, and barely noticeable small tears on
edges. Very Good.

Philadelphia, PA: Archer, C. Lee & Walker, 1865. Softcover. 4to. 6 pp. Stamp
on front cover from a music store and stamped page numbers. Light toning,
some foxing, creased corner, disbound with rough edge on spine. Very Good.

A dirge composed upon the death of Lincoln. Disbound, music both sides.

Song composed upon the death of Abraham Lincoln.

$250

$175

354. [LINCOLN, ABRAHAM]. President Lincoln's Funeral
March, Composed on the Announcement of His Death.

356. [LINCOLN, ABRAHAM]. Rest, Spirit, Rest. Grand Requiem March to the Memory of Abraham Lincoln.

J. T. Wamelink (composer). Pittsburgh, PA: Wamelink & Barr, 1865. Softcover.
Three pages music with two blank leaves. Disbound, spine rough, some soiling to covers but less to pages, some offsetting. Good.

E. Hoffman. NY: Wm. A. Pond & Co., 1865. Softcover. 4to. 8 pp. Has been
disbound, has a rough spine, light toning overall, some light soil, and offset on
interior pages. Pencil notations on interior from a previous musician. Good.

Krebs & Bro., Lithographers. Lincoln memorial music with ornate front cover
featuring portrait of Lincoln.

Lithography of Major & Knapp. One of several funeral marches composed in
memory of Abraham Lincoln after his death.

$375

$50

357. [LINCOLN, ABRAHAM]. The ‘Wigwam’ Grand March, Dedicated to the Republican Presidential Candidate, Hon. Abrm. Lincoln.
Boston: Oliver Ditson & Co., 1860. Softcover. 4to. 6 pp. The pages are taped together along spine and are mostly clean with some toning and offsetting. The middle
page has a 3/4” closed tear on the top edge. Page numbers have been written in ink on a top corner of each page. Very Good.
The cover to this rare piece of sheet music features a portrait of Lincoln standing before a curtain, with smaller illustrations of the candidate splitting wood and
riding a horse, and the words above the portrait Washington and Illinois. J. H. Bufford's Lithography. The Wigwam Grand March was composed after the 1860
Republican Convention to commemorate its candidate Abraham Lincoln. The Wigwam was the Chicago venue constructed specifically to hold the convention, at
which Lincoln emerged the candidate over the favored William Seward.

$2,500
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Item 355

Item 357

Item 356

Item 354
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358. MOORE, Thomas. Stephen Masset. Anna Bishop.
Sunset Ballad for One or Two Voices.

360. SANDERSON, Harry Firth. Eagle Quadrille.
New York: Firth, Pond & Co., 1869. Softcover (10.75 x 14”). 5 pp. Five
pages of music, toned with soil and light edge wear on wraps. Good.

New York: Wm. Hall & Son, 1864. 4to.
8 pp. Illustrated cover has some spotting,
offsetting throughout. Disbound with
rough spine. Very Good.

Sheet music for a song dedicated "To his Friend Capt. R. Adams of Steamship Eagle." The cover is a detailed lithograph of a two-mast sidewheel
steamship flying the American flag. A version of this lithograph is in the
collections of the Royal Greenwich Museums in England and has the signature C. Parsons from 1862 elsewhere. Only one digital copy of this publication found on OCLC.

Henry C. Eno, Lithography. Sheet music
for an ode to a sunset.

$35

$125

359. MORRIS, George P.; William Milnor, William Dempster.
I'm With You Once Again.
Boston: Oliver Ditson, 1843. Softcover
(13.25 x 10.25”). 7 pp. Light foxing and soil
on wrapper. Very Good.
Sheet music for a popular song from the
1840s. Lithographer Thayer & Co. The
cover illustration is a tinted lithograph of
the Hudson River cliffs opposite West
Point. No copies found on OCLC.

$65
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FEATURED ITEM:
RARE HILEMAN PORTFOLIO
ITEM #196. HILEMAN, T. J.
T. J. Hileman Portfolio of Native American Portraits.
(See page 67.)
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